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Computer Concept's FastST BASIC is the

BASIC really is phenomenal value for

'The execution speed has to be seen to be

most powerful of the currently available
BASICS. It sports a tremendous number of
commands, giving the user unprecedented
control over the program. It is also simple

money.

believed.

'If you need a good programming language
for home, business or educational use, buy
FAST BASIC. Ifyou would like to program

Ifyou own an ST even ifyou are a C or

to use, provided on cartridge and totally

GEM applications but do not feel

GEM-driven...Fast BASIC also has the best

competent enough to tackle C, buy FAST
BASIC. Ifyou need a macro assembler with
a good editor and environment, buy FAST

GEM support of any of the BASICS.

machine code programmer you should own
a copy of FAST ST BASIC.
I don't know of a BASIC on any other
machine which is so feature packed and yet
still easy to use.'

BASIC

START, the ST Quarterly

ST User magazine—Oct 86

Atari User—Nov 86

<e
Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 6EX
Access

England, Telephone (0442) 63937
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news!
DTP gets

Mega spearhead

its own

for Atari drive
THE UK desktop publishing industry where the Mega ST and its laser printer

ATARI'S big push into the middle market

calendar and open architecture for easy
expansion.

are poised for a major role - is to have its

range and quality desktop publishing
field has begun in earnest with the arrival

own version of the Oscars.

of the Mega STs and SLM 804 laser

It costs £999.95 for the 2Mb version and
£1.295.95 for the 4Mb, both with a mono

printers.

chrome monitor.

Scare stories of delays and problems
have been dismissed by Atari as so much
hot air. The recent joint release of the

memory capacity and fast processor

speed of the Mega ST, making it a perfect

Mega ST on both sides of the Atlantic will

partner.

Among them will be a special award
for the best example of desktop pub
lishing produced on an Atari ST.
Pira, the UK technolology centre of the
printing and publishing industries, will
sponsor the new awards.
Winners will be announced at The

Desktop Publishing Show 1987 at Lon
don's prestigious Business Design Centre
from October 15 to 17.

There will be three main categories newspapers and magazines, company
reports,

and

leaflets-newsletters-

brochures.

All the work must have been produced
predominantly by a desktop publishing
system.

A panel of judges from the design and

be followed by volume shipments in
about a month.

"We're on target - just as president
Jack Tramiel said we would be back m

April", said an Atari UK spokesman.
Together the two new pieces of
hardware represent a unique launch
combination, bound to take desktop pub
lishing by storm.
The Mega ST is compatible with all
present STs and their software. It has a

built-in 720k floppy disc drive, a deta
chable keyboard, battery-backed clock/

The SLM 804 relies on the large

It also means that the actual con

struction of the printer is able to be

simplified since the computer does most
of the work.

All this produces high quality output
giving a resolution of 300 dots per inch, at

a speed of eight pages a minute - higher
speed printing than a daisy wheel of

comparable quality but with graphics
output on top.

The SLM 804 can output any graphics,
a wide range of fonts and any picture in
high resolution.

print fields will make the final decisions.

Entries - consisting of one example of
desktop publishing accompanied by full
details of the production methods used must be received no later than noon on
Thursday, October 1.

They should be sent to The Desktop
Publishing Awards 1987, Europa House,
68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport
SK7 5NY.

"Desktop publishing is revolutionising
the way we communicate in print", says
Tom Hunter Craig of Pira.
"With these awards we hope to ensure
that the standard of excellence so long
demonstrated in the UK publishing field
is maintained".

ST database takes Germany
A BRITISH database for the ST is
sweeping across Europe.

by storm

Already a hit in the UK, top award

winner in the US and said a certainty to
become the French standard, Superbase

group based near Munchen said they

Personal from Precision Software is now

were impressed by the variety of func

wowing computer journalists in Germany.
Once again it was the very visual
nature of the package which captured the
attention. A panel of German journalists
voted Superbase top of the databases.

tions available and the ease with which
they could be accessed.

Marcus Wolfram, an editor with the

Markt and Techmk computer magazine

"Because it is Gem based, the program
is easy to comprehend. To be able to

manipulate data so easily through
clicking the mouse on symbols is most
useful", he said.

The journalists were more than willing
to acknowledge the power of the data

520 STM PRICE SLASHED
ATARI is to cut the price of the 520 STFM
by £100, bringing it down to £299.

The cut is a direct result of improved
production techniques and increased
demand for the product.

"We expect the lower priced machines
should start trickling through to the

retailers by September. The new pricing
policy should help Atari to achieve an ST
user base of 100,000 by the end of the
year", said Peter Walker for Atari.

The announcement was made at the
British Grand Prix at Silverstone where

base and applauded its ability to create
an unlimited number of fields with

records of any size.
"It's number one as far as we are con
cerned", said Herr Wolfram.

Atari sponsored David Brodie's works
Starion. It came an impressive second out

THE words His Master's Voice and the

of 18 cars.

picture of the dog Nipper with or

The sponsorship and price cutting
policy are all part of an overall plan to
increase the company's public image.
Atari says that between now and the
early part of 1988 it plans to spend £3m on
TV and press advertising.

without a gramophone are registered
trade marks of EMI Records.

apologise

unreservedly to

We

EMI

Records for the misuse of these trade

marks on the cover of Atari ST User,
Volume 2, No. 5.
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•news
ATARI plans a major presence at

Atari

plans a
show

village

this year's PCW Show with a special
village packed with the very latest
in hardware and software.

To be called Atari World, the area
will have more than 50 stands of

specially selected support com
panies, including your own Atari ST

studio and a satellite weather pic
ture receiving system.
German programming language
producers Epsilon, digitizer makers
Start Systems and Vital Match, the
desktop publishing software and
hardware

firm

will

be

in

the

business and games software and

pavilion.
Atari boss Jack Tramiel plans to
fly over to the show, at London's
Olympia, to complete the high level
of presence the company plans

the latest add-ons.

there.

User.

The new Mega STs and PCs will

be on show alongside a vast array of

Amid the 1,000-square metre
Atari World will be a recording

"They'll certainly know we've
been", said a spokesman.

MicroProse

fights ban
PRODUCER of top Atari ST entertainment
software MicroProse has suffered a triple

KO from touchy West German authorities.
Three months ago its ST best-selling
submarine simulation Silent Service was

banned because it was considered "too
warlike".

The Germans outlawed the game re-titled Das U Boot - under legislation
known as the Youth Dangerous Publi
cations List, designed to protect

youngsters from pornography and "any
material likely to encourage antisocial
behaviour among German youth".

The ST weatherman
WEATHERLINK - the unique daily pic

lite pictures just like the ones on TV.

Now the West German Government
has added two more MicroProse titles to

its hit list - banning popular air warfare
simulations F-15 Strike Eagle and Gunship.
As MicroProse produces little else but

torial record of satellite transmissions

Pictures - like the one of the British

provided on MicroLmk - is now available

Isles, Western France and Northern

war-type simulations it means big prob

Spain shown here - can be captured on

lems for its German distributor Rushware.

screen in black and white or colour and
printed out.
Andrew and Mike are currently

But a spokesman said the company
intends to appeal against the rulings.

working on an enhanced version which

Solo bridge
updated

to ST users.

Thanks to new software devised by
MicroLmk subscribers Andrew Brown

and Mike Cuff any ST owner can become
a weather forecaster - able to predict
sunshine or showers just like the Met
Office.

MicroLmk uses an aerial situated in

Kent to intercept signals from the NOAA9
satellite and convert them into electronic
data.

The new software will allow ST users to

download this data and turn it into satel

will store the files in a format that can be

read by the art package, Degas. This will
let users zoom in and, manipulate, parts of
the picture.

A full report on the new ST software
and how to use it will appear in next

AN improved version of Bridge Player

month's Atari ST User. Details of how to

released by CP Software (099382 3463).
The game allows anyone to play
bridge without the need for three other
players. For those who have never
played the game before a tutor is

join MicroLmk are on Page 49.

ADVENTURE IN SPACE
AN animated graphic adventure for the

voyage through the various levels lasers,

Atari ST - Addicta Ball - has been

booster units, food and ammunition have
to be picked up.
To make things even more difficult

released by Alhgata software (0742
755796).

The player is in charge of a space ship
which has to fight through eight different
screens of increasing difficulty. On the
6 Atari ST User September 1987

2000 with tutor for the Atari ST has been

included along with a text commentary

by a professional. It costs £19.95.
Graphics problems had been experi
enced with the earlier release when used
with certain domestic TV sets but a CP

Software spokesman says they have all
been sorted out.
Owners of the earlier version can

aircraft and death stars have to be fought
off as well as escaping destruction by a

upgrade free of charge by returning the

Super Nova. Price £14.99 on two discs.

original disc.

The printing industry has been rocked to

the core by an ever-growing series of
developments in the exciting new field of
Desktop Publishing.
Traditional ways of producing the printed
page have been revolutionised.

Now anyone can use a home or office

micro to design and typeset anything from
books and newsletters to advertisements
and company reports.
With the latest methods it can all be done
at a fraction of the conventional cost. And
much quicker and easier than ever before.

\Wmal

fc ublishim
s how"

Here's a unique opportunity to find out
more about this bustling new industry - the
first Desktop Publishing Show. All the major
companies will be demonstrating their
latest products. And there will be seminars

throughout each day to tell you exactly
how you or your company can benefit most

from the Desktop Publishing revolution.
In addition, each visitor will receive a free

copy of the Desktop Publishing Yearbook,
worth £5 - packed with facts and figures on
the most fascinating development in print
technology since Caxton.

Mo admission charge. Please complete
.mv
this coupon for your tickets.

Post to: Norah Hodgson, Database Exhibitions,
Europa House, 68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove,
Stockport SK7 SNY.
Please send me.

. FREE tickets to

The Desktop Publishing Show 1987
Name.

October 15, 16 & 17

Position.
Address.

Business Design Centre
Islington, London IY1
Organised by Database Exhibitions

""Y Sponsored byPira, Che UK technolgy centre

7 for the printing and publishing industry

.Postcode.
NO PERSONS UNDER 18 ADMITTED

SHOW HOTLINE: 061 -480 0171
A080
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Howard's

prize pack
YOU'RE never too young to be an ST user.
Nine-year-old Howard Caswell from

Worthing is getting to grips with the Atari
STFMhe won in the recent Prize in Every
Pack competition organised by Mirrorsoft
and PSS in conjunction with W H Smith
stores.

Howard (centre) is pictured with
brother Philip after receiving his prize
from John Rowlands, merchandise con
troller at WH Smith.

Printer in a hurry

Driving
a better

bargain
THE range of Supra hard disc drives for
the ST has been reduced in price by
Frontier Software (0423 67140).
"SupraDnves have been selling excep
tionally well since they were first
introduced to the UK in February", said
Dave Fields, Frontier Software's sales
manager.

"The recent rise of the pound against
the dollar and increased volume of ship

THE days of waiting for a slow printer to

from including high resolution graphics. It

finish before being able to use the ST
again may be over.
Usually a large print buffer is needed to
free the computer, but now Precision
Software (01-330 7166) has launched a
high speed, top quality, low cost dot
matrix printer.
The Precision 4010 printer is capable
of speeds of up to 252 lines per minute in
draft mode and 55.8 lines per minute for
near letter quality.

comes with a Centronics interface.

There are nine different fonts to choose

In addition to its high speed an 8k print
buffer ensures that the ST is tied up for
the shortest possible time.
The 4010 is also available bundled with
a choice of either Precision's own best

selling relational database Superbase
Personal, Gem and a mouse, or with
WordPerfect Executive which is a
combined wordprocessor, spreadsheet
and library. Price £369 for the printer and
£469 with the bundled software.

Gem of a database
A GEM-based database for the Atari ST

data to disc as it is entered.

has been released by Kuma (07357 4335).

From two to four data files can be open

K-Data is not a relational database but

ited only by the capacity of the hardware.
The operation of the program is disc

simultaneously depending on the
hardware configuration.
K-Data incorporates a powerful report
generator which lets data be printed out
in user defined formats, including labels,
to screen, printer or a datafile.
The new package is compatible with
K-Spread 2, K-Graph 2 and K-Word 2
enabling data to be transfered between

interactive which automatically saves

packages. Price £49.95.

its comprehensive capabilities enable
users to merge, class and sort data
quickly, carrying out the vast majority of
functions previously reserved for more
powerful databases.
The number of records per file is lim

ments has meant that the drives are

costing us less and we are happy to pass
this on to the customer".

There are three units available - 20Mb,
30Mb and 60Mb. All are housed in a case

which is very similar in size to an ordinary
ST floppy disc drive.
The SupraDnve is
completely
hardware and software compatible with
the Atari ST and will even run concur

rently with other DMA bus devices.
Prices: £629.95 for 20Mb, £929.95 for
30Mb and £1799.95 for 60Mb.
Atari ST User September 1987

Interpreter's price lopped
SUMMER price cuts for Atari ST products
have been announced by Glentop Press
(01 441 4130).
Their GFA Basic Interpreter and GFA
Basic Compiler have both been reduced
m price from £59.95 to £45.95.
Glentop expects that the new pricing

policy will make GFA Basic highly
competitive in the home user market.
The interpreter and compiler will form

the key members of a family of inter
related software which will be backed

and fully supported by a series of new
books.

Atari ST Reference Books from
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GEM Programmer's Reference

INTERNALS
The authoritative insider's guide

TRICKS & TIPS

BASICTraining Guide

Introduction to MIDI Programming

Valuable collection ol softwaretoots

Everyone's Introduction to ST BASIC

Explore the infinite electronic
musical capabilities of the ST

andprogramming hintedk/^"

[Hill II III II III II lll|

mm

ST Internals

GEM

(Formerly Anatomy of the Atari ST)

Programmer's Reference

An essential guide to the insider's infor
mation on the ST. Written for the pro
grammer wanting a thorough, complete
description of the inner workings of Atari's
outstanding ST computers. Detailed des
criptions of graphics and sound chips,

An indispensable guide for the serious ST
programmer needing detailed information
on GEM.Written especially for the AtariST,
it has an easy-to-follow format. Covers
choosing the right programming language,

hardware,

the

Centronics and

RS-232

ports, GEM, important system addresses
and much more. Included is a commented

BIOSassembly listing. This reference work
is a required addition to your ST library.
Third printing.

AB450

446 pages

£14.95

introduction to C and assembly languages; a
study of the Editor, C-compiler, Assembler
& Linker; programming the Virtual Device
Interlace (VDI); Application Environment
Services (AES); Graphics Device Operating
System (GDOS), and interfacing to TOS.
Manyexample programs, Cross-referenced
VDI/AES calls,

AB470

CS & POKES
Keys to revealing the secrets
hidden within yourAtari AST

412pages

Tricks & Tips
Fantastic collection of ST program tools and
techniques for the ST. Programs include
a super-fast RAM disk; time-saving print
spooler; colour print hardcopy; plotter
output hardcopy; accessories construction
- all of these programs and more are in
cluded in the price of the book! Learn how to
create brilliant graphics, use the VDISYS
commands, and master the powerful GEM
applications. Refine your BASIC,assembler
and C programs with advanced pro
gramming techniques.

AB455

260pages

Abacus 1

Abacus HSHSoftware

AbacusE^ Software

AbacusKB Software

AbacusBi Software

£14.95

ST BASIC

Introduction to

Training Guide

MIDI Programming

An educational, well-written introduction to
Atari ST BASIC. You'll learn to program

Your ST's built-in Musical Instrument Digi
tal Interface (MIDI) lets you control any
MIDI-equipped digital synthesizer - and the
results can be phenomenal! This book
covers the fundamentals of MIDI operation
on the ST - how a synthesizer is actually
interfaced with the ST's MIDI ports. In
cludes C sourcecode listings for compre

your ST quicklywith the BASIC commands,
problemanalysis, and algorithms presented
in the first fewchapters. Quizzesthroughout
the book help you learn to "think in BASIC"
while you get a practical grounding in the
language at the same time. Topics include
data-flow and program flowcharts, menus,
multi-dimensional arrays, sort routines, file
management, BASIC under GEM, advanced
programming techniques, and much more.

AB485

£14.95

/MiASi?

312 pages

£ 12.95

hensive MIDI editor, driver and animated

player for any of the Casio CZ series, etc
Written by the authors of XLENT Software's

STMusic Box™ package.

AB520

250 pages

MIA!

MACHINE LANGUAGE

GRAPHICS &SOUND

Co-npVW rtroOucWiloTOOineaisenttyUnjjjgt cpVt AUiST

ffeslerthegraphics andsoundapatites oltheAtaiST

£ 14.95

IAS?

ST Disk Drives

ST BASIC to C
Move quickly beyond the BASICS
with the powerful C language

Inside
and Out

Abacus EULllill Software

AKacusE

ST Machine

Peeks & Pokes
Enhance your programs with the PEEK and
POKE examples in this book. Clearly ex
plains a number of the most important
POKEs and their uses. At the same time,

you'll get a good look at the architecture of
the Atari ST. Topics include: (he ST's con
figuration and interfaces, its "intelligent"
keyboard; the mouse, pointer and stack,
diskettes; TOS, GEM,interpreter/compiler,
choice of programming languages, input
and output; much more.

AB480

175 pages

£12.95

Language
Learn 68000 machine and assembly
language to make the fullest use of your ST,
Takes a systematic approach in presenting
number systems, logical operations and bit
manipulation; use of registers, structure
and details of the 68000 instruction set

and the ST system routines; explains the

Abacus nffil Softwa re

Abacusfiiiiiiiiiji Software

Graphics & Sound
An in-depth look at creating sophisticated
graphics and surprising music and sounds
on the ST. Detailed guide features stepby-step introduction to graphics in all
resolutions: 2-D and 3-D function plotters,
Moire patterns, graphic memory, various
resolutions,

fractals,

recursion,

sound

waveform generation. MIDI. Example
programs written in C, LOGO, BASIC and

functions of the editor, assembler, linker,

Modula-2 ST. See and hear the audio-visual

etc. Contains many sample programs.

possibilities
computer.

built into this

AB460

255 pages

AB465

280pages

£14.95

remarkable

£14.95

3-D Graphics
3D GRAPHICS

PROGRAMMING

Teaches ultra-fast 3-D graphics techniques
in 68000 machine language. Axial rotation,
zooming and shading of 3-D objects. Learn
the mathematics and data structures behind

3-D graphics. Topics include transform
ation and projection of one dimensional
figures to 3-D, hidden line removal, sha
ding, introduction to 3-D CAD. Complete
with 3-D patternmaker and animator.

AB550

351 pages

ST Disk Drives:
Inside and Out
The definitive guide to the ST disk drives,
including the Atari ST Hard disk. This ex
haustive volume not only covers files, file
structures and data management, but
details both the programming and technical
aspects of the floppy drives, hard drive and
RAM disk. Includes program listings for
several full-length utilities and program
ming tools that allow you to further explore
the capabilities of these drives. Available
first quarter '87.

AB445

375 pages

Abacusjn

ST BASIC to C
Move up from BASIC to C - in a hurry! If
you're already a BASIC programmer, you
can learn the fundamentals of C language
programming all that much faster, usually
in less than one day. Parallel examples
demonstrate the programming techniques
and constructs in both languages. Topics
include variables, pointers, arrays, data
structures, more.

AB515 250pages £14.95

£16.95

Optional
Program Diskettes
Available for all of our ST Reference Library
titles. The diskettes contain most of the

programs found in the text of the book
saving you the time and trouble of typing
them in on your keyboard.

£16.95

Abacus E2M1 Software

Available from your local dealer or directly from

Precision Software Ltd. 6 Park Terrace,

Worcester Park, Surrey KT4 7JZ
8955021 Precis G
Pulsion Telex
*i ^X,^

Soltwarc 01-330 llOO

A.ST.!
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PROGRAMMING:

Full speed ahead
THE ST isn't particularly fast at reading
and writing to discs and it is possible
to greatly improve disc input/output
speeds.
Program I shows a simple C program
which times the read and write oper
ations of the ST's disc system: A 128k
block of memory is first saved to the disc

and then read back. The output gives the
time for this operation. Program II is the

Andrew Donald proves
you can enhance your
ST's performance

tiguous sectors on the disc but the prob
ability is high that after reading the last
sector on one track, the next required
sector is the first one on the next track.

It is here that the problem arises.
Having read sector 9 on track n, the con
troller issues a command for the head to

step in one track and then verifies that it

same program written in Fast Basic.
The listing is intentionally simple to
keep down the proportion of time spent

passes through the read write head, so at
22.5k bytes per second this should take a
theoretical 11 sees. Why then 36 seconds
in practice?
The reason is that two system flags are

in overheads. It was written to run on a

set for all read/writes. The first is the

single, double-sided disc system so the

write verify flag, a word located at
address $444. The normal value at this

will be sector 1. It reads, confirms the

first section is to allow a request for the

input of disc B before timing starts. This
permits a completely clean, freshly

address is $FF00. Resetting this to $0000
turns off write with verify, and the time for

to read the data.

formatted disc to be inserted for the test.

Program I reduces to 24 seconds - but at
the cost of verifying.

msecs away. It therefore takes well over

The system clock is used for timing. It
is rather coarse, measuring in 2 second
increments in the C version, but even so it

is sufficient to demonstrate the speed

improvements possible. The program as
written takes 36 seconds to run on a

double sided drive with a newly format
ted disc.
The ST's disc contains nine sectors

each of 512 bytes, or 4.5k per track.

Spinning at 5 revs per second means that
bytes pass the read/write head at a rate of
22.5k per second. Program I is timed
writing a 128k block from memory and
then reading it back. A total of 256k

Programs III and IV are small routines
which will allow you to toggle this flag.
Although setting the flag to off gives a
dramatic improvement in speed it is still a
factor of two away from the theoretical
optimum.

is on track n+l.

This is done by reading the first sector
identity which comes past the head and
.-•checking the track. Having come from
sector 9, and taking only 3 msecs to step,
the first sector to appear on the next track
track and then starts looking for sector 1
Sector 1 is now a full revolution - 200
200 msecs to move across what are

essentially contiguous sectors. This will
happen every nine sectors in a large file.
Every 200 msecs there will be an added

The reason for the remaining delay

\

requires more consideration. The system
sets a verify flag on track seeks. Unlike
the "write with verify", this flag is not
available to the user. Although the flag is

\

Prog ram

II
I/O Time Test Proc

BSAVE'B

ram

in

Fast

Basi c

TTEST",$40000, $100

TI«E=0

difficult to switch, its effects on the system

BSAVE'B TTEST", $40000 $20000
BLOAD'B TTEST",$40000
PRINT TIME/200

are alterable.

DIR

Files are not necessarily saved in con
Program II

I* Program I */
/* I/O Time Test Program in C */

/* Program III */

#incLude <osbind.h>

#i nc Lude oesbind.h >

/*

Write Verification Flag Control in C */

char f_name[] = "B:TTEST";
mainO
{ char fa_str[100]

mainO

{

int handle; long ret;
handle = Fcreate(f_name, 0);
ret
= Fwrite (handle, 0x001001, 0x400001);
ret
= Fclose (handle);
Settime(Gettime() 6 0xFFFFFFE0l);

handle

= Fcreate(f_name, 0);

ret

= Fwrite (handle, 0x200001, 0x400001);

ret

= Fclose (handle);

handle
ret

= Fopen
= Fread

ret

= Fclose (handle);

(f_name, 0);
(handle, 0x200001, 0x400001);

int fa_xbtn, faJbtn; appl. initO;
strcpy(fa_str,' [1HWRITE VERIFICATION! iDe ault ind cates");
strcat(fa_str,' I current state.][ ON I OFF 3");
f (peekb(0x0444D) fa. dbtn = 1;
fa_dbtn = 2;
fa_xbtn = form..alert(fa_dbtn, fa^str);
pokeb(0x0444l, 255); if(fa_xbtn > 1 ) pok eb(0x0444l,
appLexitO; }

Program III

\ Program IV
\ Write Verification Flag Control in Fast Basic
fa_str$ = "[IHWRITE VERIFICATION!

fa^strS = fa_str$ + "I current state.][ ON I OFF ]"

ret
= CconinO;
PtermBO; >

f a_xbtn% = ALERT(fa_str$,fa_dbtnS!)
IF fa_xbtnX>1 THEN POKE $444,0 ELSE POKE $444,$FF

Program I
10

I Default indicates"

printfCKld", (GettimeO 8 0x1Fl)*2);
printft" sees to write 128k 8 read 128k \n");
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IF PEEK($444) THEN fa_dbtnX = 1 ELSE fa_dbtn% = 2

Program IV

PROGRAMMING

/♦Program

V */

{

/* REFORMAT in C

This program lifts track data, reformats for fast access
and restores the data.
Operates on drive B.
Do NOT use on an important disc unless a backup exists */

I

char fo_astr[150]; strcpy(fo_astr,"[3][This program reformats");
strcat(fo_astr,"ldrive B, hopefulLylwithout destroying dataP);
strcat(fo_astr," ***** Take care *****][QUIT|0K]");

fo_aexbttn = form_alert(1, fo_astr); >
relay_tra.ck(no)
int no;

#inctude <vdibind.h>
#i nc Lude <aesbind.h>
#incLude <osbind.h>

{ int ret, side; for (side = 0; side < 2; side++)
/* for single sided drive
side < 1
*/
{ ret = 1; whi le (ret > 0)

int

contrl [12], intin [128], ptsin
[128], intout [128],
ptsout [128], work.in [12], worLout [57],
handle, fo^aexbttn, sec.buf[0x900], fmtjiuf[0x1000];
char out_str[] = " Track 00 completed ";

ret =FLoprd (sec_buf,0l,1,1,no,side,9);
ret = 1; whi le (ret > 0)

ret =Flopf nit (fmt_buf,01,1,9,no,side, 11,0x876543211,0xE5E5);
ret = 1; while (ret > 0)

ret =Flopwr (sec.buf,01,1,1,no,side,9); > }
open_work()

{

int i; appLinitO;

uainO

for(i = 0;i < 10;work_in[i++] = 1); work_in[10] = 2;

{

v_opnvwk(work_in, Shandle, work_out); }
close_work()

{ v_clsvwk(handle); appLexitO; }

int no; open_work(); alarmboxO; if (fo_aexbttn < 2) goto done;
for (no = 0; no < 80; no++ )

{ relay_track(no); v_gtext(handle, 240, 100, out_str);
out_str[9]++; v_h ide_c (hand Le);
if (out_str[9]>'9') {out_str[8] ++; out_str[9]='0'; } }
done:

close_work(); }

alarmboxO

Program V

delay of a further 200 msecs - the missing
delay factor of 2.
It is possible to overcome this delay
neatly. Instinct is to turn off seek verifi
cation but in a rom based system this is
not a practical proposition. There is,
however, an alternative.

The delay occurs in the gap between

This will put it past the header marked 10
but before the one marked 11.

It then picks up header 11 for track
identification. The fact that only half a
sector exists behind the header will not

matter; it is never going to try to read the
sector. It has now verified the track is

correct and starts to look for sector 1. This

sector 9 and sector 1. On the ST it is a

will be the next sector along, so the

rather large gap and can in fact hold

wasted revolution has been removed.

about another sector and a half of data,

Running Program I or II on a disc
formatted this way, you will find that

Some people have used it to extend the

disc capacity, putting 10 sectors on the
track and changing byte 24 of the boot
sector from 9 to 10 so that the system
recognises its existence.

It's better to use the space to eliminate
the track-to-track delay. If the disc is
formatted so that this gap has one full
extra sector (10), and the header for
another (11), but without informing the

execution time has reduced from 36 to 20
seconds. This is with all seek and write

verification still active. If you are
prepared to live with uncertainty and
switch off the write verify then the time
becomes 12 sees. Allowing a little for
Gem overheads in this period brings us

very close to the theoretical 11 sees.
The production of discs with this
special format is possible using the
system routines. XBIOS function 10 is a

track formatter which will normally
produce discs with the sector 9-1 gaps
filled with a value of $4E.
Fortunately, it is possible to persuade
this routine to produce discs of the type
required. This saves having to write a
special formatting routine. Input par
ameters to this function include number

of sectors per track and an interleave
constant.

The temptation is to set the number of
sectors to 11 and format but this unfor

tunately overwrites the start of sector 1
with the end of 11. Instead we have to use

the

interleave

factor.

Normally,r>

system of their existence, then the

following happens: At sector 9 the head
steps on to the next track taking 3 msecs.

Figure 1 The status display

Figure II: A cautionary message
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I
\ Program VI

MOVE.W #9,-(SP):M0VE #1 ,-(SP):CLR.L -(SP):PEA fmt_buf%

\ RE.FORMAT in Fast Basic

MOVE.W #10,-(SP):TRAP #14:ADDA.L #26,SP:TST D0:BMI fmt%:RTS

\ This program lifts track data, re.formats for fast access

]:NEXT

\ and restores the data.
Operates on drive B.
\ Do NOT use on an important disc unless a backup exists.

SETWINDCOORDS 1,0,11,640,189:TXTRECT 1,22,615,167:CLS

foa_str$ = "[3][This program reformats! drive B, hopefully Iwi thout'
RESERVE code%,$200: RESERVE sec_buf I, $1200: RESERVE fmt_buf'/.,$

foa_str$ = foa_str$ + " destroying data! ***** TAKE CARE *****]"

FOR pass =1 TO 2:[ OPT pass,"L- W-":0RG code£

foa_str$ = foa_str$ + "[QUITIOK]"

secs%

foa_xbtnX = ALERT(foa_str$,1):IF foa_xbtn%<2 THEN END

MOVE #9,-(SP):M0VE lu side8,-(SP) :MOVE (S track8,-(SP)
MOVE.W #1,-(SP):M0VE #1,-(SP): CLR. L -(SP):PEA sec_buf7.

FOR T% =0 TO 79: track8 =T%: FOR S/ =0 TO 1:side8=S7.

MOVE.W (5io8,-(SP):TRAP #14:ADDA.L #20,SP:TST D0:BNI sees/.

RTS

fmt%

\ for single sided drive

" S%=0 TO 0 "

io8 =8:CALL secs/.:CALL fmt%:io&=9:CALL secsX:NEXT:HIDEMOUSE

MOVE #$E5E5,-(SP):MOVE.L #$87654321,-(SP)

PRINT;TAB(30,10);"Track ";TX;" completed ':NEXT:SHOWMOUSE

MOVE #11,-(SP):MOVE (u si de8,-(SP) :MOVE («track8,-(SP)

DIR

Program VI

< interleaving the sectors on this system
has no effect except slowing down read/

Program V is a routine written in C

writes.

Operation is fast enough to handle con

requires two separate identity headers

which will read the sectors from a stan

after the last used sector for this method

dard format disc, reformat the tracks and

to work.

rewrite the information. Program VI is the

secutive sectors. If the sector count is

same routine written in Fast Basic. Refor

kept at 9 and the interleave factor is made

matting discs with this routine will signifi
cantly decrease future average read/

11, it will be found that sectors 1 to 9 will

be written consecutively as normal, but
the filler gap at the end of the track has
now been overwritten with images of

To run these programs on a single
sided drive, only programs V and VI
require alteration. Comments are
included in the listings to show where to
change the side count to permit this.

write times.

The speed improvements due to
changed format will be available even

It is advisable to first test it on unim

portant discs to ensure the integrity of the
transfer. To the system, discs will appear
to be perfectly normal standard discs.
It is tempting to use the 10th sector for
extra data storage, but the track delay
would reoccur going from 10 to 1. It

sectors 10 and 11.

The images get moved to the disc as
end of track fillers after the 9 active

sectors are written, giving exactly the
format required.

with all write and seek verifications

taking place. For those who wish to
sacrifice write verification in exchange
for even more speed, the verify flag may
be switched off.
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HOMEVIEW
Atari 400, 800, 600XL, 800XL, 130XL, 520ST, 1040ST (callers welcome)

8 Bit Software. All latest software stocked, ring for details
Maps A Legends
Trivia Challenge

ST SOFTWARE
Typh9on
Phantasiell
10th Frame
Liberator

Sky Fox
Alternate Reality
S.D.I.
Gato

18.50
22.50
22.50
12.95
22.95
24.95

Champion ship WresBing
Super Cycle

42.50
29.95
24.75
24.95

Strike Force Harrier

24.95

Karate Kid tl

23.95
23.95
22.95
19.75

World Games
Donald Duck

Thai Boxing
Harrier Strike Mission

42.50

Shanghai

22.95

Int. Karate

19.95

Make It Move

39.95
23.95
27.95

Mercenary
Joust

Rnbafl Factory
Starglider
A Mind Forever Voyaging

27.95

Sundog

22.50
32.50
24.00
29.95

Frintn aster

35.00

Art Gallery

25.00
27.50
19.95
23.50
24.99
34 99

Chess

Time Bandits
Cards

Leader Board
Winter Games
Pain (works
Mean 18

27.50
18.95
22.95
27.95
18.95
37.50
14.95

Basketball 2 on 2
The Animator
Protector

Superhuey
Star Raiders
Guild ofThieves

24.95

Mousetrap

14.95

Roadwar 2000
Arkanoid

24.95

27.95

<-Word

47.50

3ogas

37.50

Trimbase
3.B.CaJc
3. B.Man
Thunder
VIP Gem Version

84.95
47.95
89.00
37.50
205.00

Skjnum
Data Manager

185.00
75.95

Passenger on the Wind

23.95
22.50
23.95

HVBattery Back Up Clock 39.95
Internal Fittingktchoes Software. Can be removed
without doing any damage to your machine

ProhibiBon
Chess Master 2000
Gauntlet

44.95
22.95

ST HARDWARE

Airbal

24.95

All Packs include 16 Discs, 6 o(

Video Library Program
for film hire
£375 + VAT
Superbase Personal
Rashcash Flashback
Fleet St Publisher

Hi-Resb/w monitor

899.00
799.00
699.00
599.00
499.00

399.00

299.00

95.00

Atari Med-Res Colour Monitor

379.00

47.50

AlariSF314 1Meg Drive
Eldersoft 1 Meg drive (single)
Eidersoft 1 Meg drive (twin)
AST. 10001meg Drive
CumanaSingle 1meg Drive
Cum ana Twin 1meg Drive

189.00
149.00
239.00
99.00
159.00
269.00

A.S.T. 5.25 Drive

124.00

105.00

47.50

Colour space

18.95

Typesetter Bite

33.95

Silent Service
Word for Word

Label Master
G.FA Basic
Film Director

37.95
59.95
55.00

Deep Space

21.95
35.50
42.50
27.95
32.50

ST Karate

23.95

K-Resource

37.95

Space Station

24.95

Degas Bite

75.00

MegamaxC
K-Spread

147.00
47.50

399.00

Philips 8533med/res
col monitor

285.00

20meg Hard/Disk
20MegHa/dDiskTurbo(comingsoon)
Haba Digitizer

650.00
688.00
279.95

Hitchn Hiker Guide

27.95

B.B.S. bulletin Board System

29.00

FastComm
1st Word Plus

45.95
75.00

Casio C2230S

279.95

Lea tier Goddesses of Phobos

27.50

Hard Drive Back up

23.95

Pro Draw Graphic tab

343.00

Tass Times

23.95

Fast Basic

84.95

MP16580Cd165CPSFrT35NLO

I would like to order>

Please send orders and make

cheques/P.O.'s payable to:Homeview

296 Brockley Road, Brockley
London SE4 2RA
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SUPER PACK C
SUPER PACK D

520 STM 1 Meg Drive HI res B 4 W
Monitor t Mouse + 1st Word

Blank Disks 3.5 DS/DD

520STM Including mouse+16discs
520STM+ Includes mouse +16 discs plus 1Meg
memory

K-Graph II

♦49.00

Monitor + Mouse + 1st Wad

520STM1 Meg Drive+ Mouse + 1st Word

Blank Disks 3.5 SSAOD

520STFMIndudingbuiltnhalfMegdrive

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

S20STM05Meg DriveMRmBsVYV

Mitsubishi 3.5 DS/DD
Maxell 3.5 DS/DD

1040STFinduding Atarimed re6 cckxir monitor
1040STF Including Hi-Res bvwmonitor
and printer
1040STF Including Hi-Resb/wmonitor
1040STFKeyboardonly(incmouse)
520STFM Including bull in half Meg drive and

The Director

348.00

SUPER PACK B

AST PRODUCTS

them include software.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

SUPER PACK A

520 STM0.5 Meg Drive + Mouse + 1st Word

Dealer for

Many more available

42.50

Hacker II
Arean

K-Switoh

263.00
Name
Address _

17.50 for 10
22.50 for 10
28.50 for 10

28.50 for 10

HOMEVIEW BBs

(01-6927767) 300/3001200/1200

BBS Enquiriesonly
8 bit none parity1 stop bit.
10pm - 10am
ErtqulrlH mloomiealt In v phone wit) trry proof*mi for friendly

•rhricarqirttitM tf wrwtpurcrMMd Prion*ordariMnd Mini
day- Open7 day*• wirt: Mori, Tum, Wed,Frtmd Stt
Open II100pm ThumMl 6JOpm.Sun 1lim-Spm.
PrkM (rtdud* VAT md FR EE
PtPorimo«trtBmi-

Ovurmi orderi woicom«

CALL FOR BEST PRICES.
CREDIT CARD

24 Hour Answer Service
HOTUNE 01-691 0207
RING HOMEVIEW NOW

296 BROCKLEY ROAD, BROCKLEY,
LONDON SE4 2RA

DESKTOP
PUBLISHING

AW.vXw

AWARDS
1 • 9 • 8 • 7

Desktop Publishing is the biggest growth
area in microcomputing today. Many of
the UK's top graphic designers have
embraced it, harnessed its tremendous
potential, and produced extremely eye
catching layouts.

But it has also enabled people from all
walks of life, from owners of small
businesses to club secretaries and

community groups, to become publishers
in their own right.
Pira, the UK technology centre for the
printing and publishing industry, is to
sponsor annual awards for the best
examples of Desktop Publishing.
Entries are invited from individuals,

companies or organisations.
There will be three major awards:

What you have to do

Supply two copies of the submission,

together with a disc containing any relevant
files and the completed entry coupon.

Entries can be made for more than one

category, but additional entries should be
accompanied by separate copies of the
coupon below.

All entries must be received no later than

Category One:
Best newspaper or magazine
Category Two:
Most outstanding company report
Category Three:
Best leaflet, newsletter or brochure

The awards will be presented to a
nominated representative of the winning
entry at the first Desktop Publishing
Show in October.

noon on Thursday, October 1.

These awards are not open to the staff of

Database Publications Ltd., their agents or
their families.

The Atari is fast becoming a major
player in the Desktop Publishing
field with sophisticated packages
like Publishing Partner and Fleet

The judges' decision is final. The results will
be announced at the Desktop Publishing
Show in October, and printed in the
December issue of The Micro User.

\esktOi

l 98 7

Street Publisher. There will be a

Business Design Centre,
Islington, London

special award for the best design
produced on an Atari ST. More

Thursday, October 15
Friday, October 16
Saturday, October 17

details in next month's Atari ST
User.

ENTRY COUPON

Description of entry.

Category
entered:

•

One

Name of person
submitting entry
Address.

•

Two

•

Three

Computer:
Software:.
Printer:

Other equipment used:.

Send to: Desktop Publishing Awards 1987, Europa House, 68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.
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PROGRAMMING!

How to make
a million!
MENTION "database program" to a
computer user and he'll auto

matically think of business applications.

In this part of.our series on writing your
own tailor made databases, we will see

how they can be used for fun, too.
By the end of this article you will have a

Ken Hughes rounds
off his guide to
writing databases with
a pools predictor

and the colon. To use a different drive,
change the B for the required drive letter.
As strange things can - and do happen to discs, it would be prudent to
leave the program at this stage and make
a backup copy of the file "team.dat".
If you made any errors when typing in

file which will hold all the football teams -

the data you can amend it by entering 1

with their points - in the four English and
three Scottish League Divisions.
As there isn't much point in storing

points, in alphabetical order, division by

once again at the main menu but this time
at the sub-menu enter 2 for "Amend exis
ting file".

information unless there is a use for it, we

division.

will use the data to predict which football
matches are likely to end in a draw.
First, we must create a data file con

To do this, once you have typed in and
saved Pools Predictor, run it and at the
main menu enter 1 for "Enter team data"

The teams, points and their numbers
will be displayed on the screen in
batches of 30. To amend a name or points

taining the required details. You will
need a copy of the league tables for the

and then 1 again for "Create new data

enter the team number when prompted.
To see the next screen-full press Return,

file".

or 0 to return to the main menu.

start of the 1987/88 football season.

You will be prompted for the team
name and points. If you are entering this

need to alter the number of points scored

You can now enter the teams and their

asked for the new ones. Once all these

created and the data written to it.

have been dealt with, you will be retur

We have used drive B in the program
to show the method of forcing the file on

ned to the mam menu screen.

REM

330 FOR de lay=1

REM

340
350
360
370

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

GOSUB set.up
1
GOSUB menu
11 END
120 set.up:

130
1
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260

nme$=" WIN £1,
POKE SYSTAB+24,1

380
390
400
410
420
430

POKE GINTIN,PEEK(SYSTAB+8)
POKE GINTIN+2,2
s#=GINTIN+4

POKE s#,VARPTR(nme$)
GEMSYS(105)

POKE SYSTAB+24,0
CLEARW 2
FULLW 2

RANDOMIZE 0

DIM team$(130),pointsZ(130 ),draw
5(70), sX(70),dpoiniX(130)
270 DIM pLay%(74),pLay1%(74)
280 spac$=STRING$(39,32)
290 GOTOXY 0,6
300 x= FRE("")
310 PRINT "Pools ForecaSTer"
320 PRINT "from Atari ST User
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to 1000

entered is stored in an array and the mass

CLEARW 2

630 PRINT TAB(5);"3. Suit"
640
650
660
670

RE TURN
me nu:

WHILE seUo

GOTOXY

,

PRINT 'Selection Menu"
PRINT
PRINT

waitfor%=0
WHILE waitfor% <1 OR waitforM
waitfor%=INP(2)-48
WEND

680 ON wai tfor% GOSUB enter.team,ame

5,5

TAB(5); "1.

Enter

Team Data

"3.

Run P rediciu

460 PRINT TAB(5); "4. Quit"
470 seU=0
480 WHILE seU<1 OR sel>4
490 seU =INP(2)-48
500 WEND
510 ON set 7. GOSUE team.dat

file'

Because the majority of the teams are
going have their points changed, the data

gotoxy 1,1

ta"

520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610

teams with their current points and be

file"

440 PRINT TAB(5); "2. Enter Points Da

t,run

at the main menu. You will be shown the

620 PRINT TAB(5);"2. Amend existing

NEXT

a#=GB

GINTIN=PEEK(a#+8)

by each team. This is done by entering 2

data before the start of the season, all
points will be zero.
Once you have completed this
marathon task, the disc file will be

to a drive other than the default. To use'
the default drive remove the drive letter

REM

During the forthcoming weeks you will

nd.team
690 RETURN
700 WEND

710 RETURN
720 enter.team:
730 CLEARW 2

740 PRINT "Enter team names and poin
ts"

750 PRINT "for English League Div. 1
760 fi rst%=1:last%=21

,points.da

770 GOSUB data.in
780 CLEARW 2

790 PRINT "Enter team names and poin

prog
CLEARW 2

ts"

800 PRINT "for English League Div. 2

WE ND
RE TURN

team.dat:
WHILE wait for l o l
CLEARW 2

GOTOXY
PRINT

5,6
Select

840 PRINT "Enter team names and poin
your opt 'on"

ts"

850 PRINT "for English League Div. 3

PR INT
PR INT

810 firs« =22:lasa=44
820 GOSUB data.in
830 CLEARW 2

TAB(5); 1. Create new data
860 firs« = 45:las« =68

write routine is used to PUT the data on to

month. In the procedure write,file starting

disc.

at line 3680, the whole of the file is written

Once the teams have been entered

to disc.

and their points allocated, we can run the

This method is used when the bulk of

draws prediction routine. There are two

the file has been changed - either

options here - one is by calculation and

because we have entered the data for the

the other is by random choice.
We have included the random option
because there are a few weeks, at the

first time or because we have updated
the points scored by each team.
When we have changed just one or two

start of the season, when there is not
enough calculable difference between

items, it is as easy to write the data to disc
as it changes. This is done in the

the teams to give a balanced prediction.

alter.name and alter.points routines at

There are also other weeks when FA

Cup matches are being played and teams
not m your file will be listed on your
coupons. To run this program, select

lines 1430 and 1520.

Once we have our data stored safely in
a file we can then modify it as necessary.
Because in this particular program we

option 2 from the third sub menu - noth

need to have access to all the data at

ing else needs to be done.
A list of 10 numbers will be displayed
on your screen. These correspond to the
match numbers on your weekly football
coupons. If you need more than 10, alter

once, we read it into an array.
The routine read, file at line 3250 places
the contents of the disc file "team.dat" in

lines 2810, 2890 and 2990.

To use the calculated method, you will
be asked to enter the teams playing each
other in the order they appear on the

to two arrays team$() and pomts%().
You will see the file is opened for
reading in exactly the same way as we
did for writing:

when, reading and we can read the data

straight from the buffer as a$ or b$.
One important point needs mentioning:
When storing numbers they need con
verting into a special format otherwise
errors will result between reading and
writing.

The Basic commands to carry out these

3280 OPEN "R",#1,"b:team.dat"

operations are MKI$, MKS$ and MKD$ to

coupon.

The "R" tells the system that we want to

convert integer, single precision and
double precision numbers into string

The data you have entered will be
used to predict which matches are likely

open a file called "team.dat" as random

to result in draws. A list of teams with

access with an identification of stream # 1.

match numbers will be displayed. The
matches nearest the top of the list will be
the strongest possibilities.
Mark your coupons with Xs according
to the numbers presented, fill in your
postal order and post off your coupons to
your favourite pools company.
Let's now have a look at the program in

If the file doesn't exist it will be created.

variables. CVI, CVS and CVD recovers
the data into numeric format. Lines 3330

The data is read from disc into a

and 3750 show how these commands are

memory buffer reserved by the FIELD

used.

statement in line 3300, exactly the reverse
as when we wrote it to disc in the first

That just about sums it up. If you win
£1,000,000 you may like to send us a

place.

postcard from your holday home in the

The first difference between a

read

and a write operation occurs in the

Bahamas - or even a bottle of champagne
from the Cote d'Azur.

a little more detail. Pools Predictor runs in

following line where we use GET #1

•

medium and high resolution and uses the

instead of PUT #1.

present a portfolio manager to help you

same random access methods as last

870 GOSUB data.in
880 CLEARW 2

890 PRINT "Enter team names and poin
ts"

900 PRINT "for English League Div. 4
910 first7. =69:last7.=92
920 GOSUB data.in
930 CLEARW 2

940 PRINT "Enter team names and poin
ts"

950 PRINT "for Scottish League Premi
er Div."

960 first%=93:Last%=104
970 GOSUB data.in
980 CLEARW 2

990 PRINT "Enter team names and poin
ts"

1000 PRINT "for Scottish League Div.
1"

1010 firs« =105:last7.= 116
1020 GOSUB data.in
1030 CLEARW 2

1040 PRINT "Enter team names and poin
ts"

1050 PRINT "for Scottish League Div.
2"

1060 firs« =117:las« =130
1070 GOSUB data.in
1080 CLEARW 2

1090 GOSUB write.file
1150 RETURN
1160 amend.team:

We don't need to use LSET or RSET

1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240

GOSUB read.file
CLEARW 2

q$="": r% =0
WHILE LEN(q$)=0
fi rst%=1;last%=30
GOSUB show.amend
GOSUB check.amend

IF retfLag%=1 THEN retfLag%=0:RE

TURN

1250 first7. =31:last7. =60
1260 GOSUB show.amend
1270 GOSUB check.amend
1280

IF retf lag%=1 THEN retf Lag%=0:RE

TURN

1290 fi rst%=61:Last%=90
1300 GOSUB show.amend
1310 GOSUB check.amend
1320 IF retf Lag%=1 THEN

retf lag/i=0:RE

TURN

1330 first7.=91:last7. =120
1340 GOSUB show.amend
1350 GOSUB check.amend
1360 IF retf Lag%=1 THEN retf

Lag%=0:RE

TURN

1370 first%=121:last%=130
1380 GOSUB show.amend
1390 GOSUB check.amend
1400 IF retfLag%=1 THEN retfLag%=0:RE
TURN

1410 WEND
1420 RETURN
1430 alter .name:
1440

OPEN "R",#1 ,"b:team.dat"

Next month in Atari ST User we'll

invest your winnings wisely.

1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
7.(r"/0
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660

INPUT "Enter New Name ",team$(r7. )

FIELD #1, 20 AS a$,2 AS b$
LSET b$=MKI$(points7.(r7.))
LSET a$ =team$(r/i)

PUT #1,r7.
CLOSE #1
RETURN

alter.points
INPUT "Enter

New Points ",points

OPEN "R",#1,"b:team.dat"
FIELD #1, 20 AS a$,2 AS b$
LSET b$ =MKI$(points7.(r7.))
LSET a$=team$(r7.)

PUT #1,r7.
CLOSE #1
RETURN

points.dat:
CLEARW 2

GOTOXY 0,0
GOSUB read.file
FOR r%=1 TO 130

PRINT "Team is "; team$( r7.);" wit
h ";po ints%Cr%);' Points.
1670 INPUT Enter new points ";points

%(r%)

1680
1690
1700
1710

NEXT r%
GOSUB write.file
RETURN
run.prog:

1720 CLEARW 2
1730 GOTOXY 0,6
1740

PRINT "Do you want to make selec
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tions based on:-"
1750 PRINT

1760 PRINT TAB(5);"1. Points differen
ce"

mat1%=57

3120 GOTOXY 0,16
3130 PRINT spac$
3140 GOTOXY 0,16

2480 FOR getin7.=52 TO matIZ
2490 GOSUB tie.in

2500 NEXT getinZ

3150 PRINT "Enter Teams in Match No."

1770 PRINT

2510 IF matZ<58 THEN 2630

getinZ;

1780 PRINT "or 2. Random Selection"

2520 CLEARW 2:G0T0XY 0,0
2530 PRINT "Scottish League, Div 2."

7.)

1790 PRINT

1800 PRINT TAB(5);"Please Enter <1> o
r <2>"

1810
1820
1830
1840

3160 INPUT playZ(getinZ),play1Z(getin

2540 beginZ=117:lastX=130

3170 RETURN
3180 data.in:

2550 GOSUB set.matches
baseZ=0
WHILE baseZ<1 OR base%>2
baseZ=INP(2)-48
WEND

1850 ON baseZ GOSUB points.diff,rando
m. select

1860 CLEARW 2

1870 GOTOXY 0,0

1880 PRINT "I predict that the games
most likely to result in draws are:"
1890 PRINT

1900 IF baseZ=2 THEN PRINT "the folio

wing match numbers - "
1910 PRINT

1920 FOR shodrawX=1 TO 10

2560 PRINT

3190 FOR getinX=firstZ to lastZ

2570 FOR getinZ=58 TO matZ

2590 NEXT getinZ

3200 PRINT "Team No. ";getinZ;
3210 INPUT "Name ",team$(getinZ)
3220 INPUT "Points ",pointsZ(getinZ)

2600 CLEARW 2

3230 NEXT getinZ

2580 GOSUB tie.in

• 2610 GOTOXY 0,6
2620 PRINT "Calculating Draws"
2630 drawZ=0:testdiffZ=0

3240 RETURN
3250 read.file:

3260 CLEARW 2:G0T0XY 0,10
3270 PRINT "Reading file

2640 WHILE drawZ<11

2650 FOR getinZ=1 TO matZ

2660 play3Z=dpointX(playX(getinZ))
2670 play4Z=dpointZ(play1Z(getinZ))
2680 IF ABS(play3Z-play4Z)=testdiffZ

3280 OPEN "R",#1,"b:team.dat"
3290 FOR nZ=1 TO 130

3300 FIELD #1,20 AS a$,2 AS b$
3310 GET #1,nZ

THEN GOSUB read.team

2690 NEXT getinZ

3320 team$(nZ)=a$

1930 PRINT TAB(5);draw$(shodrawX)

3330 pointsZ(nZ)=CVI(b$)

1940 NEXT shodraw7.
1950 PRINT

3340
3350
3360
3370

This is one of hundreds of
programs now/ available

1960 PRINT "Press any key to return t

FREE for downloading on

o Menu"

1970 q$=INPUT$(1)

1990 points.diff:

"Points";

3390 PRINT TAB(40);"No";TAB(47);"Name

2000 GOSUB read.fi le
2010 CLEARW 2

n Coupon ";matZ

2730 t1$=team$(playZ(getinZ))
2740 t2$=team$(play1Z(getinX))

2050 GOSUB set.matches

2750 drawZ=drawZ+1
2760 draw$(drawZ)=STR$(drawZ)+"

2060 PRINT

2070 FOR getin% =1 TO 10
-2080 GOSUB tie.in

2090 NEXT getin%
2100 CLEARW 2:G0T0XY 0,0
2110 PRINT "English League, Div. 2"
2120 beginZ=22:lastZ=44
2130 GOSUB set.matches
2140 PRINT

";TAB(67);"Points"
3400 FOR getinZ=firstZ TO lastZ STEP

2700 testdiffZ=testdiffZ+1
2710 WEND
2720 read.team:

2030 PRINT "English League, Div. 1"
2040 begin%=1:LastX=21

NEXT nZ
CLOSE #1
RETURN
show.amend:

3380 PRINT "No";TAB(7)"Name";TAB(29);

mkroUoh

1980 RETURN

2020 INPUT "Enter number of matches o

Please

wait"

2

3410 PRINT getinZ;TAB(7);team$(getinZ
);TAB(29);pointsZ(getinZ);
3420 PRINT TAB(40);getinZ+1;TAB(47);t
eam$(getinZ+1);TAB(67);pointsZ(getinX+
"+t1

$+" -v- "+t2$

2770 CLOSE #1
2780 RETURN
2790 random.select:

2800 INPUT "Enter number of matches o
n coupon ",matZ
2810 FOR drawZ=1 TO 10
2820 matchZ=INT(RND(1)*matZ+1)

1)

3430 NEXT getinZ
3440 PRINT "Enter Team Number, 0 to e
nd or [RETURN] to continue ";
3450 rX=0

3460 INPUT q$
3470 CLEARW 2
3480 RETURN
3490 check.amend:

2150 FOR getin% =11 TO 21

2830 FOR chkZ=1 TO drawZ

3500 IF q$="0" THEN retf lagZ =1:RETURN

2160 GOSUB tie.in

2840 IF sZ(chkZ)=matchZ THEN drawflag

3510 IF LEN(q$)=0 THEN RETURN
3520 rZ=val(q$)

2170 NEXT getinZ

2180 CLEARW 2:G0T0XY 0,0
2190 PRINT "English League, Div. 3"
2200 begin%=45:tast%=68
2210 GOSUB set.matches
2220 PRINT

2230 FOR getin%=22 TO 33

7= 1

2850 NEXT chkZ

3530 CLEARW 2

2860 if drawflagZ=1 THEN drawflagZ=0:

3540 GOTOXY 0,0

GOTO 2820
2870 sZ(drawZ)=matchZ
2880 NEXT drawZ
2890 FOR in1Z=9 TO 1 STEP -1

2240 GOSUB tie.in

2900 flagZ=-1

2250 NEXT getin7.
2260 CLEARW 2:G0T0XY 0,0

2920 IF sX(in2Z)>=sZ(in2Z+1) THEN tem

2270 PRINT "English League, Div. 4"

2910 FOR in2Z=1 TO in1Z

pZ=sZ(in2Z) ELSE 2960

2280 beginZ=69:lastZ=92

2930 sZ(in2Z)=sZ(in2Z+1)

2290 GOSUB set.matches
2300 PRINT

2940 sZ(in2Z+1)=tempZ
2950 flagZ=0

2310 FOR getinZ=34 TO 45

2960 NEXT in2Z

2320 GOSUB tie.in

2970 IF flagX=-1 THEN in1Z=1

2330 NEXT getin%
2340 CLEARW 2:G0TOXY 0,0

2980 NEXT in1Z

2350 PRINT "Scottish League, Premier
Div."

2360 beginZ=93:lastZ=104
2370 GOSUB set.matches
2380 PRINT

2390 FOR getin/i=46 TO 51
2400 GOSUB tie.in

2410 NEXT getinZ

2420 CLEARW 2:G0T0XY 0,0
2430 PRINT "Scottish League, Div 1."
2440 begin%=105:Last% =116
2450 GOSUB set.matches
2460 PRINT

2470 IF mat%<58 THEN mat1Z=matZ ELSE
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2990 FOR drawZ=1 TO 10
3000 draw$(drawZ)=STR$(sZ(drawZ))
3010 NEXT drawZ
3020 RETURN
3030 set.matches:

3040 FOR getinZ=beginZ TO lastZ
3050 dpointZ(getinZ)=pointsZ(getinZ)
3060 IF getinZ>9 THEN PRINT getinZ;".
.. ";team$(getinZ),:GOTO 3080

3070 PRINT getinZ;".... ";team$(getin
Z),
3080 NEXT getinZ
3090 PRINT
3100 RETURN
3110 tie.in:

3550 PRINT "Team is ";team$(rZ);" wit
h ";pointsZ(rZ);" Points"
3560 PRINT

3570
3580
3590
or Q

q=0
WHILE q=0
INPUT "N to alter Name, P Points
to Qui t ",q$

3600 if q$="q" or q$="9" THEN RETURN
3610 IF q$="n" OR q$="N" THEN q=1
3620 IF q$="p" OR q$="P" THEN q=2
3630 WEND

3640 q$=""

3650 ON q GOSUB alter.name,a Iter .poin
ts

3660 CLEARW 2
3670 RETURN
3680 write.file:

3690 CLEARW 2:G0T0XY 0,10
3700 PRINT "Writing file ... Please w
ait"

3710 OPEN "R",#1,"b:team.dat"
3720 FOR nZ=1 TO 130

3730 FIELD #1,20 AS a$,2 AS b$
3740 LSET a$=team$(nZ)

3750 LSET b$=MKI$(pointsZ(nZ))
3760 PUT #1,nZ
3770 NEXT nZ
3780 CLOSE #1
3790 RETURN

r
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MILES BETTER SOFTWARE

#$>

221 Cannock Road, Chadsmoor, Cannock,
Staffs WS11 2DD. Tel: (05435) 79099
GAMES

Crarron&Xtlnk
Alrball
Hardball
Balance of Power

19.95
19.95
19.95
24.95

Super Huey

17.95

World Games
Psion Chess 3D
Shuffle II
Star Raiders

19.95
19.95
19.95
12.95

PhantasteH
Wizards Crown-

19.95
19.95

Mlcrotlme (clock card)
Bock Pack

Bureaucracy (Douglas Adams)

29.99

ACCESSORIES

221B Bakers Street

19.95

ST2 Modem Lead
STtoScartLeadfrom
STto Midi from

GRAPHICS

29.95
39.95
12.50
11.99
3.99

MouseTrap

11.95

Crystal Castle

12.95

Turbo GT

16.99

Gauntlet

19.95

Right Smulcrtor II (Colour/Mono)
Scenery Disc

39.95
21.95

Tenth Frame

19.95

Baffle Zone

25.95

Mnja Mtekxi

8.95

Brian Clough Football
Typhoon

19.95
17.95

Road Runner
Prohbltlon

19.95
17.95

Tralblazer
Arena + Brataccas
GFL Football

19.95
29.95
19.95

Tal Pan

12.95

Macadam Bumper
Super Tennis

19.95
19.95

Mercenary Compendum

19.95

ADVENTURES/STRATEGIC

GoWrumer
Mean 18 Golf
Metro Cross
Xevlous
Stent Service
Barbarian

19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95

Lurking Horror

24.95

Lattice CCorrpler (3.04)

75.95

Exodus Ultima IN
Sub Battle Simulation

19.95
19.95

Macro Assembler

39.95

SMM 804 Printer

Pascal Compter

75.95

PSION

Kings Quest III
Space Quest

22.95
22.95

Fast Basic (+ stand alone dbc)
Fast Basic ©fee)

79.00
39.95

19.95

Boulderdash Construction

19.95

Deep Space
SkyFox

29.95
19.95

24.95
19.95
19.95
26.00
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99

Fast ASM
dBase II
Accountant
Accountant +

17.95
99.00
139.95
185.95

Organiser IIXP
Organiser II CM
16KDatapock

Terrcrpods-

Statlonfall
221BBakerSt
Roadwar2000
Colonial Quest
Breaker
Brimstone
Essex
Mndwneel

GFA Compter

45.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST AND

GFA Basic

45.00

Pro Sound Designer

49.95

19.95
24.95
24.95
19.95
17.95
17.95

1st Word Plus
Fleet St. Pubbher

69.95
95.00

PACKAGING AND VAT AT 15%. ALL PRICES
ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.
PHONE FOR LATEST RELEASES
PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO:

Superbase (PersonaD

85.00

Arkandd

12.95

GATO
Harrier Strike Mission

27.00
38.95

Stargllder

19.95

Hacker II
Karate Kid I

25.95
19.95

Major Motion

17.95

International Karate

17.00

Championship Wrestling
SuperCycle

19.95
19.95

Guld of Thieves
Leather Goddesses of Phobos
Hitchhikers Guide
The Pawn
Jewels of Darkness
Sllcon Dream

Leader Board
Leoder Board Tournament

19.95
8.95

Alternate Reality
Kings Quest II

19.95
27.95

19.95

Phantasle'

19.95

Games
L Winter
W

Degas
Degas Bite

32.95
60.95

Art Director
Rim Director

39.95
49.95

Pro Sprite Designer

32.95

Palntworks
GFA Draft
CAD 3D

27.95
89.95
39.95

UTILITIES AND BUSINESS
ST Doctor

17.95

11.99

Mono/Colour Monitor Switch

25.99

Mouse Mat

Epsom LX800 Printer

249.00

Cumana 1 Meg 3.5" Drive
Cumana 2 x1 Meg 3.5' Drives

150.00
249.00

Cumana 1 x 5.25" Sc 1 x 3.51 Drives

310.00

Ferguson TX MC05T.V./ColourMonitor
One Scart Lead)

Payroll

159.00
185.00
39.95
27.00

135.95
95.95
17.95
31.95
75.95

MILES BETTER
SOFTWARE

22.95

VIP Professional GEM
MetocomcoMake
PrintMaster

190.00

• Phone for Avalbbllty

129.95

Cornerman

209.00

32KDatapack
64KDatapack

55.95

Publishing Partner

5.99

HARDWARE

520 S1FMPhone for latest prices

Zoomracks 2

•

ST to Centronics printer from

ACCESS AND VISA ORDERS

PHONE (05435) 79099
TRADE ENQUIRIES PHONE (05435) 74265
FOR DETAILS

Computers

Mail Order Division 17 Eversley Road, Bexhill On Sea, East Sussex Tel: (0424) 221931
Authorised Dealers for Atari, Amstrad, Apricot, Commodore, Tandon, Star, Epson, Citizen etc..
PACK A

ST SOFTWARE
Barbarian

Colonial Conquest
Arctic Fox

Golden Path
Arkanoid
Guild of Thieves
Sub Battle Sim
Metrocross
S.D.I. Cinemaware
Goldrunner

Leaderboard
G.F.A. Basic
Art Director

1st Word Plus
Lattice C

Sage Accountant
ST Replay
Pro Sprite Designer
Pool & Shutfleboard
Kuma K-Word

Strip Poker
Hollywood Infocom

17.95
22.50
22.50
15.50
12.50
17.95
17.95
17.95
22.50
17.95
17.95
36.00
37.50
62.95
74.95
137.95
63.95
29.95
12.50
36.50
17.95
22.50

ST SOFTWARE

Atari 520ST-FM (built in drive)
+ Philips 8533 Colour Monitor
+ Free Software

£549
PACKB
Atari 520STm, 500k Drive Hi-Res
Mono Monitor, 1st Word Software

+ Star NL10(NLQ) Printer
£689

PACKC
As Pack B above, but also with
Fleet Street Publisher Software

(Desktop Publishing)
£769

PACKD

Gauntlet
Balance of Power

17.95
22.50

Ogre
Supercycle

1795
17.95

Airball
The Pawn

17.95
17.95

Starglider

17.95

Road War 2000

17.95

Flight Simulator II

35.50

Psion Chess
Hitch Hikers Guide

17.95
22.50

G.F.A. Compiler

36.00

Film Director

4450

Superbase Personal
Sage Bookkeeper

78.95
88.95

CAD 3D
Fleet St Publisher
Silent Service
Robtek ST Toolkit

36.95
86.95
17.95
22.50

KumaK-Spreadll

62.95

Ultima II

17.95

Bureaucracy

26.95

All prices include VAT
ORDER FORM

Philips 8533 Colour Monitor
+ Star NL10 Printer + all leads

Name—

£510

Address-

All prices include VAT

AccessA/isa No.

Postcode —

. Expiry Date-

Cheques and Postal Orders toCBS Computers. All prices include VAT &free
delivery in mainland Britain. Allow maximum 14daysdelivery. All goods subject
to availability. Prices liable to change without notice.
All normal warranties apply.

Total
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.TURTLESOFT M.
MM! TURTLE PRICES ARE THE ONES TO JUDGE THE COMPETITION BY ! M !!
! ! ! ! ! WE ARE SURE YOU WONT FIND LOWER PRICES AND FREE DELIVERY MM
MM! FIRST CLASS SERVICE AT FIRST CLASS PRICES Mill
ATARI HARDWARE

520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive
520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive/SM125 MonoMonitor
520ST-FM Keyboard/Mouse/.5 meg drive/SC1224 Colour Monitor
Ram Upgrade 520k-1040k for 520ST-FM
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/Software only
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 Meg drive/Mono Monitor
1040ST-F Keyboard/Mouse/1 Meg drive/SC 1224 Colour Monitor
MEGAST 2 Meg Ram/Mouse/Mono Monitor
MEGAST 4 Meg Ram/Mouse/Mono Monitor
MEGA ST 2 Meg Ram/Mouse/Colour Monitor
MEGAST 4 Meg Ram/Mouse/Colour Monitor

RRP

OUR PRICE

299.95
445.95
699.90
99.95
499.95
599.95
899.95
999.95
1299.90
1299.90
1595.90

259.95
349.99
599.95
69.95
439.95
519.95
779.95
869.95
1129.95
1129.95
1395.95

199.95

ATARI PERIPHERALS
Atari one meg disc drive
Atari half meg disc drive

Atari Medium-Res Colour Monitor
Atari Hi-Res Mono Monitor
Atari SMM804 ST Printer + ST Lead

399.95
149.95

MP165 Printer, Epson compatible. NLQ,165 CPS + ST Lead
MP135 Printer, Epson compatible. NLQ, 135 CPS + ST Lead
MP201136 Col printer,200 CPS, Epson compatible.NLQ40 CPS
MP26132 Column Daisywheel Printer,26 CPS, Qume/Diablo Std
MP 26158 Column Daisywheel Printer, 40 CPS, Qume/Diablo Std
Z-TimeBatteryBacked Clock520STM.Fits under keyboard
Z-Time Battery Backed Clock 520ST-FM, Fits under PSU
Z-Time Battery Backed Clock 1040ST-F, Fits under PSU
SSDD 3.5" Discs (10) + LibraryCase (10) - LOWLOWPRICE
Top QualityBranded 3.5" DSDD Discs (10) - LOWLOWPRICE

263.95
194.95
401.35
299.95
435.85
49.95
49.95
59.95
22.95

174.95
129.95
134.95
129.95
609.95
349.95
129.95
179.95
219.95
169.95
349.95
259.95
379.95
38.95
38.95
46.95
14.95

29.95

19.95

149.95
149.95

Cumana one meg drive
MicroPeripherals one meg drive
Atari 20 meg Hard Disc

149.95
699.95

ATARI ST

SOFTWARE

199.95

PRICE

Airball
Altalr

24.95

Alternate Reality

24.99
24.99
14.95
49.95
29.95
24.99
24.99
29.95
24.95
34.95
24.99
29.95
24.95

18.99
15.49
18.99

American Football
Arkanoid

Art Director
balance of Power
Baseball
Saskeiball
3lack Cauldron

3ourderdash Const. Set (soon)
3rataccus/Arena
3rimstone

3ureaucracy

Championship Wrestling
Chess (Psion)
Colonial Conquest
Cratlon & Xunk
Dut Throats
Deadline

Deep Space
Deja Vu (soon)
Devpac Assembler (HiSoft)
DigiDrum
Easy Draw II
Extensor
rast Basic

=ast Basic Disc (Soon)
zilm Director
-irst Word Plus

-light Sim Scenery Disc 7
:light Simulator II
Football Fortunes
Gato
Gauntlet

GFA Basic Interpreter
GFA Compiler (needs interp.)
Golden Path

Gold runner
Guild of Thieves
Hacker II
Hades Nebula

OUR •

OUR
RRP

19.95

24.95
29.99
24.95
29.99
29.95
34.95
29.95
49.95

24.95

79.95
19.95
89.90
45.95
59.95
79.95
24.95
49.95

18.99

RRP
Hitchhikers Guide

Hollywood Hlilnx
International Karate
Jewels ol Darkness

11.49

Journey Intothe Lair(V/DIsc)

38.95

Joust

22.99

Jupiter Probe

18.99

K Spread 2

18.99
22.99

Karate Kid Part II
Karate Master

18.99
26.95
18.99

Kings QuestII

22.99

Leader Board Tournament
Leather Goddess of P hobos
Liberator

18.99
18.99

Lattice C (Metacomco)
Leader Board

22.99
39.95

Lisp (Metacomco)
Little Computer People
Lode Runner (soon)
Lurking Horror
Macadam Bumper
Macro Manager
Mercenary Compendium

18.99
62.95
15.95

Metrocross
Mindshadow
Mindwheel

69.95

Modula 2 (Developers)

22.99

18.99
22.99
22.99
26.99

36.99
46.95
62.95
18.99
37.95

Modula 2 (Standard)

Mouse Trap
Music Studio

Night Ore (soon)

28.95
29.99
19.99
19.95
99.95
29.95
14.95
79.95
24.95
12.95

29.95
99.95
24.95
9.95
29.95

12.95
149.95
34.95

19.99
29.95

24.95
29.95
24.95

34.95

Passengers on the Wind

24.95

Pawn
Phantasle II

24.95

46.95

Pinball Factory

24.99
24.95

46.95

Planetfall

29.95

Plutos

Portal

14.95
34.99

Q-Ball

19.95

15.49

Ring of Ziltin(soon)
Roadrunner

SDI
Seastalker

62.99

Shanghai
Shard of Spring (soon)

9.99

22.99
77.95
18.99
7.95

22.99
9.99
119.95
26.95
15.49

22.99
18.99
22.99

11.49
26.95
18.99
18.99

Paintworks

22.99
18.99
18.99
15.49

22.99
11.49
18.99

24.99
24.95

18.99

18.99
22.99
11.49

18.99

24.95

18.99

171.35

142.95

228.85
113.85
45.95
29.95
24.99

189.95

24.99

18.99
18.99
18.99

95.95

34.99
22.99

18.99

Shuttle II
Silent Service
Silicon Dreams

24.95
24.95
19.95

15.49

Sky Fox

24.95

Sorceror

29.95

18.99
22.99

Spider man

19.95
19.95
79.95

62.99

Spitfire 40 (Soon)

ST Data Manager | These three
ST SwiftCalc
ST Word Writer

Integrate
Programs

15.49
15.49

79.95

62.95

79.95
24.95
14.95

62.99

Star Glider
Star Raiders

Star Trek (soon)

19.95

Strike Force Harrier

24.95

Sundog Frozen Legacy

29.95
49.95
24.95
19.99

Super Conductor
Super Cycle
Super Huey
Superbase (Database)
Tenth Frame
Trail Blazer

Trinity
TT Racer (soon)
Turbo GT

VIP Professional (GEM)
Wizards Crown (soon)

18.99
11.49
15.95
18.99
22.99

37.99
18.99

15.49

99.95
24.95
24.95

77.95

34.99

26.99

24.95

1899

1899
18.99

15.95

12.49

228.85

179.95
18.99

24.99

World Games

24.95

15.49

Xevlous

18.99

Zork l/l l/l I Each

24.99
29.95

26.99

PRICE

24.99

Rogue

22.99

18.99

Roadwar2000

Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus
Sage Bookeeper

14.95

22.99
18.99

OUR

RRP

15.49
15.49
79.95

29.95

24.99

ATARI ST

SOFTWARE

22.99

24.99
44.95
149.95
99.95
14.95

29.95
24.99
59.95
59.95
19.95
24.95
24.99
19.95

22.99

19.95
18.99
18.99
33.99
119.95
77.95
11.49

24.95

29.95

PRICE•

18.99

All prices include VAT at 15% and delivery anywhere on the UK mainland
How to order- Post: Send cheques, P.O. or Visa/Access details to the address below
Phone: Call 0476 60488 24 Hour Service with your Access/Visa details.
tmeg^^3tltk
Turtlesoft Dept. AST, 35 Brook Street Courtyard, Grantham, Lines, NG31 6RY
Subject to availability, all items are despatched within 24 hrs. E&OE
All software and peripherals are available. Please ring for details
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18.99
18.99
22.99

IREVIEW

I

Breaking new ground
WITH many excellent art packages
already available for the ST,
Rainbird is attempting to break new
ground with the Advanced OCP Art
Studio 2. It's both a sprite editor and pic
ture designer and excels on the sprite
designing side.
Bundled with my prerelease review
copy was a well written, easy to
understand and comprehensive manual.
It explains all functions in detail and gives
step by step examples as well as screen
shots - a credit to Rainbird.

Once the program has loaded, the con

Richard Vanner

reviews Advanced OCP
a

Art Studio 2 -

combined art package
and sprite editor

window along with other sprites and

alternative.

brushes.

The Undo feature scrubs all your work
done with the present function. I prefer
the way Neochrome implements it where
the previous alteration is undone and not
the last 20 or so line plots.
I will use Art Studio to design sprites

trol screen is displayed which gives you a

If you store them as a sequence of

39 icon-based environment. The screen

animation frames, when complete, they
can be set up to animate in the window at

looks very cramped and every single
pixel is used.
The package uses the Neochrome file
format so pictures drawn with either

Time Bandits or other maze games very
easy and much faster.
The package may seem perfect, but
there are a few minor grumbles. The plot
ting cursor is the same arrow shape as
Gem Desktop. Crosshairs would have
made judging the pixel position easier.
There are no file selector boxes during
load and save operations. The pro
grammer has to use a line editor which
has no visible cursor. A directory icon is
used to select path and drive - a messy

any speed. You can also animate the spr
ites on the picture screen to get an idea of
what a sprite looks like in context.
Sprite data can be saved as an
assembly language file and you can also
select which colour planes are to be
saved as well as the mask data. This

allows for pictures to be saved in screen
data format for various other micros such

system are compatible. The manual also

gives details about the file format for Neo
pictures, which I found to be very useful.
Art Studio 2 offers a variety of functions.
First, there are the mandatory drawing
commands, draw, line, triangle, box,
circle and spray.
Other tools include the usual copy, fill,
outline, magnify, exchange colour and
colour selection.

The fill has a

as Spectrums or Commodores. A truly
amazing feature.
If anyone has an Amstrad CPC com
puter as well as an ST, you don't need to
draw on your 8 bit Amstrad - use Art
Studio. A drawing option puts the edit
grid into fat pixel mode and this emulates
the pixel format used in the CPC's screen
memory.

All data can be saved to disc or sent
direct via the RS232 interface. What more

could you ask?
There is yet another feature that puts
Art Studio in a class of its own and this is

the MAP mode. A map of coordinates can

Art Studio will be great for pro
grammers designing maze games or any
other package that requires sprite anim

additional option which allows you to fill
with a brush or sprite allowing an endless
number of different fill patterns.
The use of sprites is where Art Studio
scores most points over its competitors.
You design them on a large grid which

ation.

You won't get all the special features
found on Mirrorsoft's Art Director but you
do have a powerful development tool,
especially if you're writing a game for

sits on the left-hand side of the control

fill, spray and so on) can be used withm
the grid, something that really should be
in all art packages.
Once you are happy with your sprite
design it can be placed into the storage

The combined functions of both make

them a nice toolkit, but there are sizing
considerations with sprites that must be
kept in mind, if transporting from one to
another.

useful

screen. It gives good pixel clarity as each
is magnified nine times normal size.
The most impressive feature of this grid
editor is that most of the drawing func
tions available on the picture screen (line,

and do most other picture work with Neo
chrome, mainly because the picture
screen is too far away from the icon
selections for my liking, but this is just a
matter of personal taste.

more

than

one

micro.

Well

done,

Rainbird, keep up the good work.

be set up and sprites placed within the
map with a maximum of over 16,000 loca

Product: Advanced OCP Art Studio 2
Price: £24.95

tions.

Supplier: Rainbird Software, Wellington

Again, the data can be saved as an

assembly language file, a feature which
makes designing games such as Gauntlet,

House, Upper St. Martins Lane, London
WC2H 9DL
Tel: 01-240,
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ONCE again we have been deluged by
your entries for the Gallery. It seems
the Atari ST brings out the artist in our
readers.

This month's montage of medieval
miniatures, created using the Degas art
package, was sent in by Jean-Marc
Arpino of Eragny in France.
We welcome any pictures you may
have drawn, but remember that the
artwork must be all your own work and
must not be copyright - so we can't use
The Road-runner or similar subjects. It
should not have been published, or

offered for publication elsewhere.

Knight mare

The two Rene's
20 Atari ST User September 1987

En guarde

GALLERY

Framed and hung

Please enclose an sae for the return

of your discs. The address to send your
Masterpieces is:
Gallery,
Atari ST User,

Europa House,
68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove,

Stockport SKI 5NY

Playing the Blues

Illuminated address
September 1987 Atari ST User 21

Draw a devilish

design — and
win a superb
graphics tablet
To celebrate the launch of

Advanced OCP Art Studio,

Eidersoft's Pro Draw graphics tablet plus

Rainbird is giving away a
high-resolution graphics
tablet and six copies of its
impressive software,

Advanced OCP Art Studio. The tablet is a

reviewed in this issue.

1st Prize
professional high-resolution device with
a drawing area measuring 9in by 6in,
which comes complete with power
supply unit, software and stylus. It works
like a dream with Advanced OCP Art

Studio, making drawings that much
easier to produce.
Total value of prize: £370

FIVE runners-up prizes
Advanced OCP Art Studio - worth £24.95

What you have to do
We can tell from the large number of
submissions to the Gallery pages that ST
owners have an artistic leaning.
Use your imagination to create, on paper, a
macabre image along the lines of the artwork

used on this page. You can draw a sceptre, a
skeleton, the Grim Reaper (complete with
scythe) - or whatever you can conjure up
from the dark recesses of your mind.
Attach the coupon to your entry, and send

ENTRY C O U P O N

Name.
Address.

it to the address below to arrive no later

than September 30, 1987.

The six best entries will not only receive the

wonderful prizes, but they will also be given
pride of place in a future issue of Atari ST
User

22 Atari ST User September 1987

. Postcode .

Send to: Advanced OCP Art Studio Competition,
Atari ST User, Europa House, 68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

PROGRAMMING

I

Brick-by-brick
programming
I

bricks in our construction project.

BRIEFLY discussed the nature of

68000 assembly language last month,
in Part 1 of the series, and illustrated the

ln Part 2 of his

general format of instructions. But I didn't
give details about the instructions them

assembly language
series Stephen Hill

selves.

To make things as simple as possible, I
will separate the instruction set into three
distinct groups - arithmetic operators,

A high level approach would involve
using the largest bricks we could - to
build the wall in the shortest possible
time. But it would also stop us building it
any size we wanted because we would

introduces the 68000

be limited to a set of dimensions which

instruction set

were a multiple of those bricks.
If we used smaller bricks, although it
would take rather longer to complete the
job, we would have much greater say as
to its final size and shape. This would be a
low level approach.

data movement and program control.
The first contains all the standard arith

metic operations such as addition, sub
traction, multiplication and division.
These let you perform a wide variety of
complex mathematical calculations.
This category includes the logical
operations which allow you to alter
individual bits of a number according to a

simple set of rules. I will deal with this
topic in detail in a future article.
The data movement instructions allow

the movement of information in memory

quickly and easily. They also give many
useful facilities to manipulate long lists of
data. You can, for example, copy entire
screens from one place to another using
just five instructions.

ture and allow your program to make
decisions by executing different routines
depending on the contents of one or more
variables.

Finally, there are statements which
give the ability to repeat segments of a
program again and again using loops as
in Basic's FOR...NEXT.

So if we wanted the maximum flexibil

ity we would, therefore, use the smallest
bricks. The same is true of computer pro
grams. For the widest possible choice,
there is no real alternative to assembly
language.

The practical upshot is that when you

Assembly language provides many dif
ferent ways of implementing these vari
ous types of operations.
It's important to understand that all
these instructions are low level.

are writing programs in assembly lan
guage, you have to do things in very small
and very simple stages. You can't say
something like:

I'll

explain what this term means by using a
simple analogy. Let's compare the
process of writing a computer program
with building a brick wall.

LET

A=B+C

like Basic's GOTO and GOSUB which

Think of each individual brick as a

allow transfer control from one part of a
program to another.

single instruction in our computer pro
gram. Assume for the sake of argument,

and expect the assembler to understand
what you mean. You need to think in
terms of much smaller steps.
Let's look at a simple assembly lan
guage program which is the equivalent of

Others are like the IF ... THEN struc-

that we are only allowed to use whole

the basic statement:

The final class of instructions are the

program control operations. Some are

LET 00=10

In assembly language the above state
CLOCK

ment would be in the form:

<t>

OSCILL

HOVE.L #10,D0

ADDRESS BUS (23)

ATOR

RTS

The MOVE instruction just copies a
number from one place to another. In this
RESET

case the source of our data is the value

DATA BUS (16)
68000

after the hash sign, and its destination is
register DO.
The reason for the .L extension is that
we want to load this number into the

C
c

•)
$

BUS CONTROL

INTERRUPTCONTRO

0

SYSTEM CONTROL

Figure I: 68000 basic configuration

whole register. If we had used another
extension such as .W or .B, we would only
have loaded 10 into either the bottom half

or the bottom quarter of DO respectively.
The rest of the register would have been
unaffected.
The RTS instruction is used to return

from a subroutine. Its action corresponds

directly with that of the Basic RETURN
instruction. You should, however, only
use this statement if you intend to run
September 1987 Atari ST User 23
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your program from within another one -

and Dl together using the ADD instruc

such as an assembler or Fast Basic.

tion like this:

If you want to execute your program by
double clicking it straight from the Gem
Desktop, a simple RTS won't do and you
will need to use the following procedure:

ADD.L D0,D1

As each line of our pseudocode now
corresponds directly to one assembly
language instruction, we can write our
program like:

LET D1= D0+ D1

We can use either RTS or our desktop

MULS

return routine described above, to exit

ADD

MOVE.W #0,-(A7)

from the program. After our program has

MOVE

TRAP #1

executed, Dl will contain the number

RTS

1010 (1000+10).
For a somewhat larger example, let us
write a small assembly language routine
roughly equivalent to the Basic statement:

Don't worry about how this works for
the moment. Remember that if you want
to run any of my example programs
directly from the desktop, you should
replace the final RTS with the above

The following lines of assembly lan

The first point to note is this statement
is in a high level language. If we want to
write a program in assembly language

guage will accomplish this for us:

with the same effect we will have to split
it into a number of smaller, more managable parts.
The obvious way would be to deal with
each arithmetical operation separately.
Here is some pseudocode to illustrate

using the MOVE instruction.

RETURN

Remember to use the correct return

LET D0=01 + D2*D3

must move our numbers into DO and Dl

LET D3=D2*D3
LET D1=D1+D3
LET D0=D1

routine to get back to the desktop if
required. It would not be a good idea to
run this program as it stands because we
have neglected to load registers Dl to D3
with any actual data.

code.

We have already seen how we could
load a number into register DO. I will now
show how to add together any two num
bers initialised in the same way. First we

D2,D3
D3,D1
L D1,D0

MOVE

#10, D1

LET D1= 10

MOVE
MOVE

#11, D2
#12, D3

LET D2= 11
LET D3=12

Notice how we have been able to use

•

Add the result to Dl

We should place these lines before the
first MULS instruction in our program.
The register DO will hold 10+11 * 12 or 142
after our program has run. Feel free to
experiment with any other numbers you
like and see what happens.

some quite large numbers in this instance

•

because we have used the entire register

•

Move the result into DO
Return from wherever the routine was

•

to store our data. We now need to add DO

called from

Assembly language
MOVE.L #10,D0
MOVE.L #1000,D1

LET D0=1E
LET D1=16

this:

• Multiply D2 by D3

In next month's article we will continue

our look at the 68000's instruction set.

SUPERTEC COMPUTER OFFERS
Software for the ATARI ST
£22.95
£24.95
£24.95
£24.95
£29.95
£49.95
£29.95

Sundog
Major Motion
Deep Space

£19.95 Sky Fox
£34.95 dBman

Star Glider
ST Karate

Temple of Apshai
Trilogy
Strike Force Harrier
World Games
Karate Kid II

Trivia Challenge

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

QBall
Warzone
ST Protector
A Mind Forever

Deadline
The Pawn
Red Alert
Winter Gaines
Golf
GFA Basic
Time Bandit

Voyaging

£44.95

T-R-l-M

ST Accounts
£29.95 Prohibition

£24.95 Music Studio
£19.95 Roadwar 2000
Gauntlet

£24.95 Colourspace
£24.95 Cash link Accounts
£24.95 KCommll
£24.95 V.I.P.Ufe
£19.95 Fastcom

£89.95
£150.00
£24.95
£19.95
£113.85
£29.95
£24.95
£24.95
£19.95
£295.00
£49.95
£99.95
£49.95

ATARI
MANY ST SYSTEMS
AVAILABLE FROM
STOCK-CALL FOR DETAILS

Systems tailored to your needs
SPECIAL OFFER
520 STFM MANNESMANN
TALLY PIXY 3 PLOTTER GFA
DRAFT SOFTWARE
PACKAGE PRICE £653.95
LIMITED NUMBERS

PRINTERS. . .PRINTERS. . .PRINTERS
Including: EPSON • BROTHER • MANNESMANN TALLY
SPECIAL OFFER
520STFM with Mannesman-Tally Pixy Plotter + Cables + GFA Draft Cad System

520 STM WITH MOUSE
AND BUNDLED SOFTWARE
£259.00
WHILE STOCKS LAST
1040 STF WITH MONITOR
£659.00
WHILE STOCKS LAST

TRIANGLE D/D DRIVES FOR ST

1MB (SINGLE)

£138.00 2MB (TWIN)

DISKS

MODEMS

£238.00
by Miracle Technology

£653.95 (VAT incl.)
Limited numbers available

PERSONAL SHOPPERS WELCOME
MON — FRI

9 a.m. — 5 p.m.

BULLETIN BOARD

0268 293639 (24 HOURS)
300 BAUD

51/4"sS/DO(PackoM0) £7.50

WS2000

£125.00

31/2"ds/od

£2.50 ea.

31/2"sd/dd

£1.95 ea.

WS4000
Auto-dial/Auto-answer

£195.00

SUPERTEC LTD. cornwallis house, Howards chase, basildon, essex ssi4 3bb Tei (0268) 282308
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TEMPUS
The Turbo Editor
Tempus is a new professional GEM based text editor for the Atari ST.

Tempus is one of the fastest text editors available for the Atari ST and is already
outselling just about everything else in Germany and the USA!
Just look at the facts:
Task

Tempus

Load 55k Doc

2HD.8FD

*

25

*

7

*

Scroll top-bot.

Megamax ed

1st Word

MicroEMAX v3.7i

21HD.30FD

10.9HD,29FD

340

32.8

50

12

Replace all
4485 e's with x

All timings in seconds. Test carried out on a 1040ST with Triangle Turbo 20MB Hard Disk and Atari Floppy Disk
*Megamax ed only handles files up to 32K

Above all Tempus is extremely comfortable to use because it is so fast and slick at
everything it does!

Tempus is compatible with the Megamax graphics shell, Beckemeyer C shell, GST
Shell and most interpreters and compilers.

Tempus Features...
*Enhanced file selection box with pre-programmed extensions and file information * Visible clock
*Full GEM features *AII mouse commands from keyboard *10 pre programmed function keys

§|}p to 4 documents on screen at once *Multiple views on document windows *icon control
*Automatic backup *5 marks for each document *High speed block operations * 2 font sizes in high
res. *Print to printer or spool file 'Programmers calculator *Auto indentation *On line help menus
* Impressive scrolling speed * 20 programmable function keys * Full document information
'Sophisticated search, replace and jump features*Loadable fonts *Cross referencing documents

One of Tempus's most outstanding features is its ability to automatically draw up a
cross reference list to any available window with line and column references to
multiple search strings. Clicking with the right mouse button on a reference will
immediately take you to that point in the document.

Try Tempus on us!
For a limited period until September30th 1987 we offerTempus for just 29.95, a saving
of five pounds off the normal price of 34.95. If you are still not convinced then ring us
on 0708-856468 and we will send you a special try-before-you-buy version for free*.
Eidersoft Software Ltd, Unit 4 Stannets
Laindon North Trade Centre, Basildon
0708-856468

ESSeX SS15 6DJ

*Limited toone per person

Tempus is available at all good Computer shops

MAIL ORDER OFFERS

Guild of Thieves
-it's a steal!
GUILD of Thieves is the long-awaited follow-up to the
award-winning adventure, The Pawn.
You're back in the fantasy world of Kerovnia, in the role of
a novice thief who has applied to become a member of the
illustrious Guild. To prove your worthiness you must ransack
an island of all its treasures.

There are 29 beautiful illustrations, a massive vocabulary,

and a text parser which is claimed to be more sophisticated
than the parser in the Infocom adventures.

What you get:
•
•

400k disc
Six-sided die

Adventure Guide
Contract of Service

•

Bank of Kerovnia

What Burglar? 40page magazine

credit card

Look at what the
parser can understand:
Get all the bottles that are

on the bar except the green
one, open them and throw

the contents of the bottle of
whisky at the scar-faced man

then guickly run through the

door and hide under the

Guild of Thieves is a cracking adventure, even better in

bushes.

my opinion than The Pawn. Rainbird and Magnetic Scrolls

AND

are charged with combining superior illustrations, gripping

Get the glass and the bottle

text, teasing puzzles, and general good humour to ^

and the shirt and use the

produce an irresistible adventure.

shin to tie the glass and the
bottle together.

- Brillig, Atari ST User, August 1987

Format

RRP

reader offer

YOU
SAVE

Offer including
subscription

YOU
SAVE

Disc

£24.95

£21.95

£3

£30.95

£9

Special
Suitable for

Product

Atari ST

Guild of Thieves

TO ORDER, PLEASE USE THE FORM ON PAGE 69
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All-Stars versus

the Champs
THE rules of American football are about

as clear to me as the collected writings of
a Mongolian metaphysical poet. But not
baseball. Even a sports illiterate like me

wellie's throw away from the good old
English game of rounders.
Even so, there are many sophistications
in baseball and a good grounding in the
rules would help to get the most out of
HardBall - a graphically and atmospheri
cally excellent baseball simulation from
Accolade.

An impressive title screen, accom
panied by some unmemorable music,
signifies that battle is about to commence.

An options screen lets you play for the
All-Stars (red) or Champs (blue), home or
away and against another player or the
computer. Mouse or joystick may be
used.

Once you have made your choice, the
manager's decision screen appears. This
can be called up at any time during the
game. At the top is the basic scoreboard
showing how the two teams are faring in
each innings. Below this, the two teams
(of 10 players each) are given - home
team to the left, visitors to the right.

««««r««
struck out through bad button timing,

flailing at pitches I should have left alone
or failing to judge the flight of the ball.
If the ball is struck or there is an

Program: HardBall
Price: £24.99

Supplier: Accolade/US Gold, Units 2 & 3,
Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6

can see that it is not much more than a

IFTWARE
REV IE W S

7AX.
Tel: Q21-3S6 3388

attempt by the batting side to steal a
base, the picture changes to show either
the left or right half of the field complete
with smaller-sized sprinting batters and
scurrying fielders.
The defender nearest the ball blinks on

and off and can be controlled to chase,

It is at this point, that you are likely to

catch and throw the ball to a chosen base.

look for a book on the laws of baseball. If

Meanwhile, the batting side is directing
its own operations - who should run

you don't have the foggiest notion of what
infield, normal or double play is or what
intentional walking is all about, my advice
is to have a suitable reference guide
handy next to your ST.
It would have helped if Accolade had
included a brief rundown of the rules of

where and when.

This part of the game gets the
adrenalin flowing. Some brilliant home
runs,

catches and runouts can be

achieved - likewise some shoddy and
inept bungling from both batters and

the game within the handsome pack
aging. After all, HardBall is not exactly
cheap. Instead, all you get are the
instructions for operating the game and
they are not going to help you through
some of the more obscure elements of the

laws of the game.
Having made your selection, it's time

for the action. The display changes to
show a superb, almost full screen closeup from just behind the pitcher's shoulder

as he faces the batter. No tiny matchstickmen for HardBall, these figures are big

Beside each player's name is an indi
cation of how they bat - left-handed,

and look realistic. Score several home

fielders. It all depends on how quick you

right-handed or ambidextrous, their pos

runs

are.

ition - pitcher, left field, catcher and
batting or pitching average. In addition,
for the batting side, you are also

graphics.

reminded who is at bat and who is on
what base.

At the bottom of the screen are options
for both batter and pitcher, designed so

Further down the screen is a list of

that neither side is quite sure what the

management options. Players can be
substituted or their positions exchanged.
When either of these two options is exer
cised, detailed information and statistics

on each player is provided. There are
plenty of spare players to pick from, all
with their own strengths and weaknesses.

The batting side also has the option of
determining whether any ambidextrous
hitter will strike from the left or the right.
For the fielding side, the outfield can be
shifted to the left, right or moved to its
normal position. You may also elect for
normal or double play for the infield and
force the batter to take an intentional
walk to first base.

to

Accolade

for

spectacular

To the lower right, a small inset gives a
total view of the whole baseball diamond.

other has elected to do.

There are eight types of pitches,
ranging from straight throws to fast, wide
sweeping curves. Each pitcher has the
ability to throw only four of these types
from which one must be selected, The

batter can elect to swing normally, bunt
(gently thump) and steal bases (if any of
the team's players are in a position to do
so).
Once both sides have made their

choices, another set of options are
presented. The pitcher picks the direc

tion of the throw - high, wide, and so on,
while the batter decides where he will

try to hit the ball.
All this picking and choosing may
sound complicated but in practice it is
very easy and remarkably quick, thanks
to the neat player interface.
Final selections over, the pitcher winds
himself up and hurls the ball at the batter
who attempts to connect.
When batting, the player's timing is
critical. Getting the hang of hitting the
ball at the right moment is probably the
most difficult part of the game. For more
times than I care to remember, I was

When all the activity has died down, it's

back to the pitching or manager's
decision screen. If you choose the com
puter as your opponent, watch out, it
plays a mean game.
The animation of the large-scale fig
ures is marvellous, rarely bettered by any

other sports simulation on the ST. And
there are many quality touches - the des
perate sliding of a batter as he attempts to
avoid being run out and the ability to
exchange the swirling Stars and Stripes
banner for the Canadian flag for example.
For a spot of unique entertainment, you
can even sit back with a hamburger and
let your ST take the strain. HardBall
allows the computer to control both sides
so you can watch a baseball game
whenever you please and to heck with
Sports Night.
Provided you have some understand
ing or liking for baseball, you'll certainly

get a great deal of pleasure from
HardBall. The payability, design, variety
and exceptional realism make it a sports
simulation to remember. Heartily recom
mended.

Bob Chappell
Sound

7

Graphics.
Payability
Value for money

9
9
9

Overall

9
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SOFTWARE

Caveman

capers
PSYGNOSIS has a reputation for
producing games of excellent graphical
quality, but generally missed the mark in
the playability stakes. The slick animation
and graphics of Brattacas, Deep Space
and Arena reached new standards on the
ST.

Unfortunately, due to bugs and general
weaknesses in play, they failed to be as
successful as they might have been.
With the release of the latest game,
Barbarian, the question must be - has
Psygnosis got it right this time? I think so,
but must add that there is still room for
improvement.

In the world of Barbarian, a single
player game, you are the hero, Hegor.
The object is to take him down through
the dangerous caves and chambers of

Durgan, carved out of the bowels of an
active volcano,

The aim is to make your way to the
centre of the volcano and destroy a
crystal - the source of the evil power of
Necron, the evil uncle who was
responsible for the death of your father.
Once this has been done, your quest is
only half over for the volcano begins to
erupt You must return the way you came,
and reach the surface before the volcano

finally bursts.
Points are scored for the time taken to

destroy the crystal and the time taken to
return to the surface. Having completed
the game, you can then set about beating
your previous best time.
Psygnosis is learning - control of the
game is well thought out and the player
can use mouse, joystick or keyboard in
any combination at any time. Playing with
the mouse is the easiest.

The game comes on two discs, the first
booting in the main program before
requesting you to insert the second disc.
This second disc must be left in place
throughout since the program accesses it
for new scenes and to restart a game
when you've been killed off.
The title screens are first rate and set

the scene for the splendid graphics to
come. There is no music which is a pity
since, properly used, it could enhance

Program: Barbarian
Price: £24.98

Supplier: Psygnosis, First Floor, Port of Liv
erpool Building, Liverpool L3 1BY.
Tel: 081-236 8818

and score timer.

When Hegor loses a life, he continues
on the same screen where the incident

took place. When he has lost all three, the
game is over and it's back to the
the atmosphere.
Nevertheless, Barbarian succeeds in
generating a genuine feeling of danger
and menace through brilliant graphics
and animation and the clever use of

digitised spot sound effects.
The scenery is immaculate and I loved
those bamboo bridges and ladders.
Hegor is a scantily-clad, muscular
he-man, complete with flowing blonde
tresses. The game commences with this
Arnold Schwartzenegger lookalike
armed with a gleaming sword and
standing ankle deep in a marsh. He
needs to locate a bow, arrows and poss

ibly a shield if he is to triumph- but these
finds won't come easy.
At the bottom of the screen is a row of

large icons. These determine his actions
- turn and walk/run to the left and right,

go up or down at the next opportunity,
attack, defend or flee.

Pressing the right mouse button or
space bar toggles another strip - the
icons here cause Hegor to drop, pick up
and use an object. Items being carried by
28 Atari ST User September 1987

Hegor are shown here as well as an
arrow count, number of lives remaining

beginning.

Hegor's movements are stunningly
detailed and realistic, proving once again

that Psygnosis is top-notch at animation.
When and if, Hegor reaches the edge of a
screen, the picture slides away to the left
or right to be replaced by the next. This

type of scene swapping is used in Arena
but in this case works much better.

Psygnosis uses what it calls contextsensitive animation. This means that the

same commands produce different
effects depending on what situation

SOFTWARE

Hegor is in.
For example, the attack command
produces a different assault on different

foes, and running and standing jumps
produce different results.
The game is basically one of over
coming the dangers, mainly in the shape
of brutish monsters, present on each

screen. The further you get, the greater
the perils. There are many surprises and
to reveal too much would spoil the enjoy

Elementary my
dear Watson...
Program: 221B Baker Street

ment (and shock).

Price: £19.99

Here's a small taster to whet your appe
tite: Surprise number one comes on the
opening screen - head west and you'll be
sliced to ribbons before you've taken
more than a couple of steps. Don't say I

Supplier: DatasoftAJS Gold, Units 2 & 3, Hol
ford Way. Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX.

didn't warn you.

More excitement when you meet your
first monsters - the imagination, animation
and detail of each bizarre brute will make

you gasp. The destruction of a monster

Tel: 021-386 3388

THE game is definitely afoot in Baker
Street, though whether Dr Watson would
consider it elementary is another matter.
Datasoft's interpretation of the Sherlock
Holmes stories plunges you into a curi
ously smog-free London, revisiting the
scenes of the crimes.

The name of the game is detection.
Hunt the clues, find the murderer, name

..the weapon, identify the motive. But
there's more to it than that.

results in a spectacular and appropriate
effect. And watch out for the metallic

gignt - he's a mean beast.
A large number of digitised, spot sound
effects are used - grunts, creaks, groans,
twangs, barks, clankings, roars and many
an unearthly sound.
Listen to Hegor's yell of fear when you
make him flee - he drops his weapon,
turns wide-eyed, shouts and sprints in the
opposite direction - usually straight into
more trouble.

Barbarian is a superb game. The

With joystick or keyboard at the ready,
select the numbers of players from 1 to 4.
It's a case of the more the merrier as you
can get in each other's way. You can't
play against the computer, it's not that sort
of game.
To make life complicated, you can opt
to receive clues in code. Other players
can crack the coding, but you can always
change it later to throw them off the scent.
Your next task is to select a character

from Holmes, Watson, Inspector Lestrade
or Irene Adler.
Now select a case to crack from the 30

available (more if you have got the
additional library discs) and. read the
casebook for clues.

At this stage it's advisable to have a pen
and paper otherwise you'll lose track of
what's going on.
Goundwork done, move to the playing

graphics, animation and sound effects are

brilliant and the game is easy to play yet
far from simple to conquer.
It marks a big step forward for Psyg
nosis who clearly demonstrates that it has
the talent to produce the most sensational
games on the market. I defy any ST
games player not to be astounded by the
dazzling quality of the graphics and
imaginative flair.

electrified.

Bob Chappell
Sound

Graphics

9

10

Playability
Value for money

9
9

Overall

9

tions.

If any part of your solution is wrong
you'll be back on the streets again and

you won't know where you went wrong.
The concept is sound, but plodding
round the streets for clues does get
tedious,

There are distractions, You can lock

buildings behind you to make life more
difficult for the other players.
Bear in mind that you might need keys,
when your opponents have beaten you to

a location. But, you can always replenish
your supply at the Locksmith's.
Speed of movement is determined by
an on-screen die, which is perhaps too
faithful a rendition of the original board
game - surely something a little more

sophisticated'could have been contrived.
It doesn't even have spots, just numbers.
The sound 'effects and graphics are
competent and colourful but hardly
exciting and the novelty of entering
It does help to plan ahead and to
choose economical routes between

objectives. Strategy of a sort is called for
in throwing your opponents off the scent.
But it's really a game for Holmes
addicts. As a computer game it doesn't
quite stand on its own two feet.

For excitement, humour, surprise and a

going to take some beating. If you were

be able to get back into 22IB.
Mission accomplished you head back
to Baker Street as quickly as possible and
announce your solution.
Take care in going underground: The
secret passages are fast but unpredic
table, dumping you out at random loca

strange buildings soon wears off.

darn good challenge, combined with
incredible graphics and the best use of
sound yet heard on the ST, Barbarian is
ever in danger of getting blase about ST
games, buy Barbarian and prepare to be

I

As a mental exercise, or as a board

screen - a scrolling view of London with
the more interesting buildings picked
out. This toggles with a stylised map
which give's your opponents' locations
and lets you plan tactics.
Each building contains a clue or a
playing aid and your job is to do the
rounds and collect as many clues as you
need to solve the crime.

You'll also need to acquire a badge
from Scotland'Yard, otherwise you'll not

game, with the family clustered round
getting in each other's way (intentionally)
it works, but as an ST extravaganza it
doesn't.
W.F. Wilberforce

Sound

4

Graphics
Playability
Value for Money

5
5
5

Overall

5
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Devilishly difficult
shoot- em-up
TWO new shoot-em-ups have been
released this month, Hades Nebula from

Nexus and Jupiter Probe from the prolific
Microdeal.

Program: Hades Nebula
Price: £19.95

Supplier: Nexus, DSB House, 30 The High
Street, Beckenham BR3 1AY

Both follow the same story line and are

Tel: 01-658 8723

far from original - guide your spacecraft
over a scrolling landscape and zap
oncoming alien vehicles as fast as you

Program: Jupiter Probe
Price: £14.95

can.

Hades Nebula has a full screen width

ground base with superb graphics and a
catchy tune.

Supplier: Microdeal, Box 68, St. Austell,
Cornwall. PL25 4YB
Tel: 0726 68020

As well as shooting airborne craft, you

can destroy ground objects - some of
which contain extra weapons which can
be collected by flying over them.
Be careful though, shoot the same

weapons building twice and your bonus
amoury is destroyed. Similarly, if your
craft carrying the extra hardware is shot
out of the sky, you lose all your additional
weaponry.

During your flight you are attacked
constantly by UFOs. If you miss them with
your laser cannons they will sink off the

Second they seem able to detect your

craft and aim straight for it and third, they
are able to destroy your craft while still a
good inch away from you on screen - a
gap of at least three light years.
You can shoot the asteroids, but they

pilot and given him autofire, so if you hold
down the fire button, your guns will shoot

away merrily until you release it. Mouse,
joystick or keyboard can be used to con
trol the onscreen actions.

Unlike Hades Nebula, where when you

merely split in half thus duplicating the
original problem. If you can hit them
enough times they will be too small to

lose a life you start off at the point you

damage you.

back to the start of the current level.
I found Hades Nebula far too difficult to

perished, Jupiter Probe sends you right

bottom of the screen, but don't assume

Suddenly, the asteroid shower ceases.
You relax waiting for the next level. A

you're safe. When you least expect it a

blue bolt comes from the top of the moni

phaser bolt will come from below - real

tor screen followed by a massive space

through a level without losing any

eye-watering stuff.

ship.

At certain points, a squadron of video
nasties will swoop on your craft and
unless your reactions are extremely swift,

accquired weapons.
Without cheat mode it is virtually

will have to score about 50 direct hits to

you face oblivion.

destroy the enemy. Then you are on to

impossible to get through the first level at
all. If you are a masochist you should buy
this game. If you're a sadist buy it for a

the next level.

friend.

Assuming that you survive the first

stage you are then cast adrift in a field of
asteroids.

These

have

some

very

annoying habits:

First, they travel at different speeds.

Unless you have come through the first
level with your extra weapons intact, you

On board the Jupiter Probe, you have
to concentrate on the approaching

be enjoyable. Even in cheat mode - with
infinite lives - it was impossible to get

The main thing that sets Jupiter Probe

enemy - the landscape remains unchar-

apart from the dearth of Goldrunner lookalikes is it's price - at £14.95 it's very good

red by your laser bolts.

value for money.

The graphics are less detailed than

Oh yes - the cheat mode in Hades
Nebula. I promised Nexus I wouldn't

Hades but still well drawn. There is music
available to soothe the savage breast and

reveal it this month, but because the

a digitised voice gives advance warning

game is so difficult I thought I would give

of hazards.

you a sporting chance.

Again, you are approached by various

flying objects all intent on sending you to
infinity. You have the advantage of invin
cibility shields which last just long
enough to get you out of immediate
danger - if you activate them soon
enough.
The writers have taken pity on the poor

If you enter a certain seven letter word
(beginning with M and followed by a full
stop) at the top of the high score table you
will be given infinite lives.
Peter Hartley
Hades Nebula

Sound

Graphics.
Playability

9

10
2

Value for money

5

Overall

5

Jupiter Probe
Sound

Graphics
Playability
Value for money
Overall
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8

8
9
10
8

VIP PROFESSIONAL

THE POWER OF LOTUS 1-2-3 ON THE ATARI ST

1ST SOFTWARE]

INTEGRATED

'LOTUS PLUS GEM'

Probably the most impressive program to have been rel SPREADSHEET
eased so far for the Atari ST range, VIP Professional is an
extremely easy to use, integrated spreadsheet, database DATABASE
and graphics program which is identical both in features GRAPHICS
and commands to Lotus 1-2-3". To give you the best
program possible on your Atari ST, VIP Professional integ WITH
rates the three essential applications of Lotus 1-2-3™ with
the smart face of GEM. The same spreadsheet analysis,
COMPATIBILITY
information management and extraordinary business
graphics are all combined in one easy to learn, affordable
package. What's more, VIP Professional not only has all
the features of 1-2-3*", you can also type the same comm
ands to do the same things. Or, better still, you can use a
mouse to make it even simpler! VIP requires only one disk
(+VAT=£228.85)
drive to operate and also works with a hard disk drive. It is
compatible with both monochrome and colour systems. Probably the most surprising
feature of VIP Professional is not its total compatibility with Lotus 1-2-3", nor its ease
of use with the GEM environment, but its price. Lotus 1-2-3™ for the IBM PC AT costs
£395 (+VAT=£454.25), whereas VIP Professional for the Atari ST range of computers is
a mere £199 (+VAT=£228.85). That's nearly HALF PRICE!

LOTUS 1-2-3

£199

M SPREADSHEET
I VIP Professional was modelled after the powerful, best selling
^^H Lotus 1-2-3" program. It has every feature, every command of
I
I
I
™

that program. In fact, the experienced 1-2-3'" user will feel
right at home using the same keystrokes. But this version
is made even easier to use by adding the user friendly
face of GEM, so the beginnercan use it rightaway. Ifyou

want to do your home budgets, financial planning, or sophisticated
business inventory control or budget modelling, VIP Professional will fit
the bill. And you can freely use 1-2-3™ or VIP Professional files created on
other computers in VIP Professional on your Atari ST. And Professional is not
only flexible, it's powerful too, with a full 8,192 row by 256 column worksheet to
use with up to a massive 4Mb of memory. (Note: Lotus 1-2-3'" has only 2,048 rows)

A
DATABASE
^^^B VIP Professional includes a powerful data manager to arrange, store and analyse
™ ^R your important information. It can be used to store your home or business records
^^w and do extensive searches, sorts and comparisons. It allows up to 8192 records, with
^fl
up to 256 fields and queries and 256 search criteria. The database manager can be used
^M I in conjunction with the spreadsheet commands to add greater power to the database facilities

^^^^^ including sorting specific ranges of the database. You can also specify how you sort files, from the
highest value to the lowest value (or from the lowest to the highest), or alphabetically (forwards or backwards). The
graphics part of VIP Professional can be used to show trends in the database or other information. With its powerful

statistical functions, it has almost limitless power.

^GRAPHICS

^•jH VIP gives shape to your figures by letting you graph your data into six different types of graphs, in startling colour or black

t^W and white. Pie charts, bar graphs, stacked bar graphs, line graphs, scatter graphs and X/Y graphs. You can graph your
^^k spreadsheet or database data to give instant professional presentations. Your graphs will change instantly as you cha
^K^H the data. When creating a graph you may specify a main heading, a sub heading and a third title at the base of the graph
^m The necessary scales can be defined either by the user or automatically created. In pie graphs, the most important
^^^^ sectionof the piecan be separated from the othersectionsto draw attention to its importance. You may savegraphs ^

individually on disk for use at a later date. You can also print your graph on any Epson compatible dot matrix printer.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VIP Professional has 'Instant Help' so you can find more information instantly.
VIP calculates to a full 300 digits against Lotus 1-2-3'" which only calculates to 100.
VIP allows for 256 Query Fields against only 32 allowed by Lotus 1-2-3™.
VIP has a complete GEM interface, for ease of use, unlike the text of Lotus 1-2-3T".
VIP allows different fonts and has an on/off cell grid. Not found in Lotus 1-2-3*".
VIP supports greater memory and larger spreadsheets than Lotus 1-2-3'".
VIP graphs and worksheet can be viewed together. Pie charts can be exploded.
VIP can accept any .WKS files from Lotus 1-2-3™without modification.
VIP displays all spreadsheet information in user-sizeable GEM windows.
VIP can be manipulated using either the keyboard or the user friendly mouse.

« VIP is currently available for the AMIGA, STand APPLE lie, lie and IIGS.

OFFICIAL UK VERSION
The official UK version of VIP Pro

fessional has a pound (£) sign as a
standard part of its character set.
Other versions have also been imp
orted unofficially from the USA and
have a dollar ($) sign instead of a £
sign. These versions will not be supported
by the UK distributors or their dealers
that the VIP you buy is the official UK version
an unofficial import with incorrect characters.

nrrjiriTuTnoTiiTin^ifiiTii r
I To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept ATSTR 098Z 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
• Please send me further details of VIP Professional for the ST

I
I

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

Postcode:

VIP Professional is available from Atari ST Dealers throughout the UK. If your local dealer
does not have VIP in stock, it can be obtained by mail order (P&P free) from:

SILICA SHOP Ltd, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road,
Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
Tel: 01-3091111
All comparisons made to Lotus 1-2-3'" are to version 1A.

E&OE

I am interested in the Atari ST

•

I already own an Atari ST

•
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Mo Warden reviews

Easy-Draw 2, a package
designed for producing
reports, theses and
presentations

torn St»t'°n*n'

G»'r<l«nU>Voul»

.-----" ij
i CUMB04

*"2i^«*

NewLowPrice^
ALTHOUGH Migraph's Easy Draw 2
has been available as a US import for
months, it's now been released here offi
cially by Electric Software.

object has its own image plane and they

age are available whichever one you're

can overlap or obscure each other

m.

without losing a single pixel, as if they

While working in the first window, the
second becomes a great aid as a

It is supplied on two discs - master and
drawings - and a 143 page manual bound

and overlaid.

were painted on to clear plastic sheets

and four different pointers which can

sketchpad, or for loading object-filled
screens so that an item can be captured
or copied and dragged across.
The full picture can be viewed in por
trait or landscape (sideways) mode and
the pages can be measured in either
metric or imperial units, with three stand

This is not the same as a normal paint

cause some headaches. After a few hours

ard sizes of each.

program, where any figure created on
the graphics screen obliterates whatever
was there before. With Easy Draw each

with the help of the manual I got the hang

in a sturdy A5 ring binder.
The software presents you with a
drawing surface like a drafting table on to
which you can place geometrical shapes,
freehand lines or text.

It's a structured, well thought out
system which makes excellent use of the
Gem interface, although I found the
design end a little awkward to use at first.
There are a lot of button commands

of it.

The display works in either high or
medium resolution, so the maximum

Product: Easy-Draw 2

number of colours you can use at any one
time is four. To change these you need to

Price: £79.95

access the Control Panel.

Supplier: Electric Distribution, 8 Green St,
Willingham, Cambs
Tel: 0954 61258

There are two Gem windows available

and these can be moved, sized and drag
ged as usual. All the features of the pack

Two utility icons - trash can and
'clipboard - are present. The latter is
useful for storing and retrieving an object
while scrolling around the screen.
The design area on a 520ST can contain
approximately 4000 objects while about
12000 can be held in a 1040ST. There's an

object count utility under the Desk
heading, as well as Dump Trash, which
frees memory.

2;v**« *"

;M-M>W.
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On the main screen there's a pull down
menu with 12 tools including text, free
hand, box, circle, ellipse, polyline and
various arcs. All rubberband except the

more than one copy of each can be
requested. Printer configuration options
are available along with form feed set
tings, picture justification and full scale/

first two.

best fit.

When an object is drawn, clicking the
right button forms a box round it. This can
then be moved about, stretched, flipped,
copied, rotated, re-scaled, mirrored or
re-coloured. The line style and pattern
can be altered and you're never entirely
committed to an object's form because at
any time it can be reselected and
changed.

Objects can be merged to form a
single large one or exploded so that a
single element may be edited.
The text entry is simple with justifi
cation and a selection of font sizes and

styles. Text can also be loaded as an Ascii
file.

A text box can be treated like an

object, with reselection for editing,
recolounng, restyling and so on, but not
for manipulation such as flip and rotate.
Only one font is provided but more are
planned.

The windows can have rulers with grid
and snap installed, which means fairly
accurate scale drawings can be
achieved. There are four levels of zoom,
from full page to area-withm-area, at
which the resolution is still 640 by 200 in

There are several printer drivers on
the disc. It supports FX80 compatibles,
Star SG10, Atari SMM804, Gemini 1OXand
the 15 inch carriage FX80. More drivers
are planned, including HP LaserJet Plus.
A Hewlett Packard standard plotter is
also supported.
There are many uses for this package
such as brochures, newsletters, posters,
letterheads, landscape design, floor
plans, multiple colour separations and
bar, flow and pie charts.
A screen slide-show can be put
together quite easily to aid lectures, but
it's in the print quality where this package
excels. In my experience, only software
costing more than twice as much can beat
it outright.
If you have an artistic streak, drawing is
not too difficult once you get the hang of
it. If you can't draw for toffee there's still
plenty you can build out of the geomet
rical shapes and by copying objects from
the supplied examples.
There are extra discs of personal and
technical libraries available, the latter

Output is from a separate program,
which is handy when only a print run is

containing electronic, flowchart and
hydraulic symbols for diagrams. The per
sonal collection ranges from animals to
transport to stars (and falling bombs).
I found the manual helpfully written
and the program, for all my initial
blundering, bug-free. The literature
boasts that Easy Draw 2 is the affordable
answer to desk-top publishing, and at
£79.95 it's certainly good value.
After a few days of use I quite enjoyed
this package. You don't need to be a
great artist or draughtsman to get a satis

wanted. There's a saveable printing list
with space for up to 36 filenames and

enough to keep you working efficiently.

medium resolution. One more magnify
level would have been useful, but not
essential.

Objects can be spaced out, arranged
in priority and aligned to one another.
Screens can be loaded as a straight
replacement or as a merge of files and in
addition to the 40 patterns, there's a userdefinable one.

fying result, but if you are it contains
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Ken Hughes employs
the ST's graphics to
revive a popular
childhood toy

NE of the most absorbing toys I
played with as a child was a kalei
doscope. The shapes, revolving round
in a drum and mirrored manyfold,
made myriads of patterns which, no
matter how many times you used the
instrument, never exactly duplicated
themselves.

The outstanding graphics of the
Atari ST seemed to be a perfect base
from which to replicate my old
childhood toy. The theory behind the
program is exactly the same as in the
original object: A pattern is drawn

whether the line will be drawn horizon

The maximum value of d is 45 degrees

tally or vertically. If xinc is one, yinc is

The kaleidoscope is split into eight
equal sectors, as shown in Figure I.
PROCset_xy, chooses the coordinates

and the length ac is kept below 90 to
ensure that the pattern stays within the
screen boundary.
The eight LINE statements in PROCdrawit draw the shapes on the screen
by reflecting the line into the other
sectors. The origin is in the top left
hand comer of the screen, so 160 is

of the start and end of the line in the
first sector. The formulae used to

each y coordinate to move the pattern

determine these are:

to the centre.

set to zero and vice versa. These fig
ures are used to increment the start

and end coordinates of the line being
drawn.

added to each x coordinate and 100 to

The maximum width of the shapes
can be varied by altering the limit of
the FOR loop in PROCdrawit.

x=ac*SIN(d)
y=ac*COS(d)

within a defined space on the screen,
then mirrored around the rest of the

area. The result is a graphics display of
constantly changing shape and colour.

The program is written in Fast Basic
and runs in any resolution, though low
resolution with its 16 colours is best.

The line numbers aren't necessary and
you should ignore them when typing in
the program.

PROCset_pal sets the colours, giving
a black background and setting two
other colours to black. If you want a
different coloured background, the
first three items in the first data state

ment should be altered. If a greater

proportion of black is required in the
pattern, set more of the colours to zero
- the same value as the background.
PROCset_vars determines the size,
position and colour of the shape to be
drawn. Youll see that the majority of
variables are random numbers. This

ensures that the non-repeating
attribute of the childs' toy is carried
over to the computer.
The kaleidoscope is made up of
regular shapes which are in turn cre
ated from a series of straight lines. The
variables xinc and yinc determine
34 Atari ST User September 1987
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SOFTWARE
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514-516 Alum Rock Road, Alum Rock, Birmingham

)¥@p m

Tel.: 021-328 3585

HJW> PU

WE ARE VERY PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE OUR ACQUISITION
OF THE MIDLAND ATARI CENTRE RIGHT IN THE HEART OF

BIRMINGHAM AT 212 BROAD STREET (TEL: 021-643 9100)
OUR MAIN OPERATION CENTRE WILL REMAIN AT ALUM
ROCK ROAD AND WE SHALL CONTINUE TO RETAIL FROM
THIS LOCATION TO CATER FOR OUR CUSTOMERS
CONVENIENCE.
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Steyr Daialer Poch
Software Express Coaputer Ltd.
Vogler Software, Vienna
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try your own shortcut i|_

SKAL

Save yourself time and trouble when typing.
ShorrCul enables you lodefine your own

..••:...••;•:':••••••

LOAD

-I
SAVE

easyto remember "shortcuts"
£29.95

using standard keyboard characters.

ADD .

BACK

CCS

1 «|158 |o|
DELirTE

CLEAR
iniiii

na—

JackFont

JackSpell

*k

rile

Edit

ront

JackMake

Highjack
Shortcut

A font editor for system fonts
and VDI metafile fonts up to 72 point.

JACKFONT is compatible with FLEET STREET

PUBLISHED and any program supporting
GDOS 1.1

£49-95

.

ATARI S T
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514-516 Alum Rock Road. ^H^L^^/ ^g* HOTLINE

Alum Rock, Birmingham

^
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4^5* 021-328 3585

Dealer and Overseas Enquiries Welcome

The following table
compares some of the

INTERPRETER

features of FAST BASIC

and the German produced
GFA Basic.

Amount of RAM

occupied by interpreter

ATARI ST

i

Size of BASIC

interpreter

Multiple programs

'Computer
Concepts have
really made GEM
work—it is certainly
the best multi

window programming

Debugging

at once

A unique variable tracking facility
allows constant monitoring of

Supports GEM

variable values. In addition, a

program tracking feature moves the
cursor through the BASIC program as
it executes.

m

IslaIblalaI

environment on the ST.'

Modern structured BASIC

'Fast Basic, is supplied

extensions from languages such as

with a wide selection of

Pascal and C.

Based on BBC BASIC, but with

CASE..ENDCASE and multi-line

sample programs which
represent an invaluable

and functions, WHILE..ENDWHILE

source of reference.'

and REPEAT..UNTIL

desk accessories
from the editor
Built in 68000
assembler

Start-up time
Manual

Quick reference
card

IF..THEN..ELSE, named procedures
Speech synthesizer
Maths precision

'The (GFA Basic) editor
does its job well, but
just can't compete with
Computer Concepts'
Fast Basic'

Run time disc

This allows Fast BASIC programs to

be run without the cartridge being

8, 16 or

Integer size

32 bits

present. Providing many of the
advantages a compiler, this creates
u o l '.PRG' programs that can be

ST USER

GEM based editor

double-clicked started from the

Mouse controlled

desk-top like normal application
programs. These programs can be
given to others (or sold) and will run
on STs with or without the cartridge
being present.

'click & drag'
cut/copy/paste

ST features
ST

(No. of digits)

Variable tracking

Program cursor

Written specifically for the ST, FAST BASIC allows
easy access to virtually all GEM and operating system

tracking

features. For example a huge range of graphics

Number of keywords

commands are provided. It is also possible to write
programs, using GEM, that present the user with a
standard GEM interface with sizeable windows, pull
down menus etc. Examples are included.

Named multi
line functions

CASE/SWITCH

Example disc

construct

This includes a range of demo programs including one
using GEM with sizeable windows, pull down menus
etc. The disc also includes a speech synthesizer

Package includes
Manual

Quick

machine code module that, when loaded, allows Fast

ref. card

BASIC programs to speak.

ROM

cartridge

Money-back guarantee
When purchased mfectiy from us #e

Documentation

offer a no quibble, 14 day,

A 400 page spiral
bound manual details

money-back guarantee fif not

every keyword, and

completely satisfied.

includes sections on

the assembler, the

editor, and using GEM
from BASIC. A wipe
clean quick reference

card is also supplied.

<e

Price £89.90 inc. VAT and postage.
Available from all good Atari dealers or
directly from Computer Concepts.

Computer Concepts
Gaddesden Place. Hemel Hempstead,Hem,HP2 6EX, England. Telephone(0442) 63937
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save them on disc and print them out
later.

Note that copying to a printer or a disc
file is a function of your terminal software,
not the online system.
Sending messages is just as easy. You
type the name, or more usually the
identity number of the person you want to
write to. The email system will respond
confirming that such a person exists and
you type the message.
There is a special code to finish, .SEND
on Telecom Gold, #

on Prestel or

Return on its own on bulletin boards

When you dial the central computer

In Part II of his guide
to telecommunications
David Atherton looks
at electronic mail

WHAT is electronic mail (email)? In
essence it is very simple. As I

briefly touched upon in the last article,
email is simply a system where you send
messages to other people using a computer.
You don't, however dial the other
person directly. Instead you dial a central
computer to which you both have access.

you are asked for an identity number and
password. This is supplied upon joining

the system, and is the method by which
the computer identifies you for time
billing, and, of course, to check whether
there is any mail for you.
After giving these, the central com
puter will send messages to your screen
and, where appropriate you type replies.
An email system will tell you if there are
any messages waiting and usually how
many.

After typing a simple command the
messages will appear on screen, one

after the other - normally in date/time
order with the oldest first. You can read

these and, print them out straight away, or

The system will then return to its standard
mode. If you want to send another mess
age you repeat the procedure,
When you've finished sending or
receiving messages, another command maybe BYE, LOGOFF or a selection from a
menu - will disconnect you from the
system. Now let's look at some of the
available systems in detail.
Telecom Gold, of which MicroLink

forms part, is the principal email service
in this country. The system is run on a
number of large computers, and claims a
total of more than £40,000 subscribers.

The email facilities are very powerful and
this is overwhelmingly the most popular
use of the service.

At its simplest level, just reading and
sending messages without any frills is
straightforward. You just type "mail read",
and the system starts printing your mail
out on the screen.

To send mail is equally straightforward.
You type "mail send", the ID of the sender
and the subject matter, then follow this
with the text of the message.
For more experienced users, there are
a number of extra features to improve
mail efficiency. Typing EX after the
recipient's ID invokes express mail and
will allow you to 'jump the queue' so that
your message is read first.
This must only be used when necess
ary otherwise it would have no effect. CC
(carbon copy) and BC (blind copy) cause
additional copies to be sent. All these
things can be typed on the same line so:
To: 72:MAG12345 EX CC 72:HA623456
CC 72:HAG34567 BC 81:TNL020

will send an express message to the first
mailbox and copies to the other three, but
the last mailbox will not be identified in

the copy list.
You can get the system to tell you when
the recipient has read the message and
you can ask for a reply by using the let
ters RR in the command line. Of course,
you can also ask for a reply in the text of
your message.

An interesting feature is that you can
set the date and time that a message is to
be transmitted. Telecom Gold holds the

message until the required date and time,
and then sends it. This could be used to

send time-critical information, such as
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secret new product details to a number of
people at exactly the same time.

Bulletin boards are very popular and
getting through to one can be a haphaz
ard business, so although this is a good
method of talking to a few friends, it isn't

""""Millii T"r" ''h°n° "°'p

Telecom Gold is part of the Dialcom
network, an international group of com
puters and you can send messages to any
of the other computers in the network. All
you need is the full ID of the recipient, and

reliable as a business communication.
Bulletin board email works in a similar

manner to Telecom Gold, in that you
select MAIL, name the recipient and the
subject and supply the text. The usual
systems don't have any special features

it is as easy to send a message to Aus
tralia as it is to the next town.

Micro Link is a closed user group on
Telecom Gold. It is the largest such group

such as multiple copies, delayed send
and the like. Next time the recipient calls

with 7,000 members. Unlike some closed

user groups there is no additional charge

- in fact registration costs only £5
compared with £40 for a Telecom Gold
individual account.

In practice you rarely need to pay this
£5, as it is often waived if you register at a
show, or buy one of the many comms
products which includes free MicroLmk
membership.

I

you logon, logoff or when you type a spe
cial page number (930).
There is no limit to the incoming
number, but you can only store six
frames. To store longer items you must
have your own storage, to disc or printer.
Most terminal software allows you to do

that board, they will be told that a mess
age from you is waiting.

Email systems also offer a telex facility.
A message sent as email can be routed

into the telex network and appear on a
telex terminal anywhere in the world.
This allows email users to link in with

the more traditional and much larger

this.

There are a number of prepared mail
box

frames

on

Prestel

which

are

accessed by typing their page number.
Some have ready made messages such
as "Happy Birthday" and "Thank you" and
simple graphics. The type of prepared

a: 51
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frame available shows that this email

system is mainly for home users.
Prestel works completely on this
frame-based system known as viewdata
and I'll be looking at it in more detail next
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month.

You can't access viewdata systems
with the built-in VT52 emulator or any of
Like most closed user groups, you can
use all the facilities of the main Telecom

the

American

public

domain

and

Gold system, but there are also many

shareware communications software that
abounds for the ST because it's

extra features available if you are a

essentially a European system.

Micro Link member.

These extras aren't really email

Also Prestel works at 1200/75 baud

which means, as I explained in the last

related. There is access to some inter

Interesting though this is - and I'll be
covering the database features of Micro-

Link in the next article - it's not really
email. However, MicroLink tell me that
person-to-person email with other non-

Dialcom systems is being worked on.
Prestel, British Telecom's other data

Tt'Um HirjFn ir im\im
Frw>: MWdJ

which takes only 960 characters - about
200 words.

You can send a number of frames one

after the other, but other than preserving
the number of the addressee, you get no
special continuation features.

This limit makes it virtually impossible
to send reports and other long items. Of
course, this is not what the system was
designed for and for short personal mess
ages it works well.

Prestel stores your incoming messages
and advises you if any are unread when

Many people use email purely as a
route into telex, especially as an Atari ST

and printer is considerably less costly
than a telex machine.

seem to read every week of some
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supposedly ultra-secure computer
revealing it's secrets to an enterprising
teenager.
But think about the enormous volume of

. contains i review of 1st SuPra

base system has a simple email system,
known as Mailbox, but the features
offered are very basic.
The principal limitation is that all mess
ages must be sent in a fixed size frame

well.

Are email systems secure? Computer
hacking makes good news copy and we

national systems which allow you to read
data, and leave messages on a bulletin
board.

world of telex. The facility works both
ways, and you can receive telexes as

email traffic every day and compare this

-j

to the number of reported cases.
In practice, the chances of unauthor

-

ised reading of your mail is very rare,
provided that you don't tell anyone your

Irt

password, don't leave it lying around -

such as on an auto logon disc - and you
article, that you need special software to
handle the split baud rates, or a modem
that will do it. All Prestel-compatible Soft
ware such as Kuma's K-Cornm, and AM
Technology's Fastcom will do this.

Another way of using email, this time
without any subscription or time charges,
is through a bulletin board. These are
usually run by private individuals as a

pick a password that isn't too obvious.

In a magazine last year, a survey report
gave the most common passwords as
PASS, PASSWORD, FRED, COMPUTER,
the well known four letter words, and
users and their families names. So these

are the ones the hackers will try first you have been warned.

hobby so there is no charge.
Most boards have email sections but

obviously it is only useful where you are
contacting people who you know will call

MicroLink - Contact: 061-456 8383

Prestel: Contact Freephone Prestel Sales

that board.
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Puzzles the stuff of
adventures
A S the postman staggered over the

guarded by fearsome dragons if the

recourse but to seek the assistance of a

drawbridge to my front door with

beasties simply roll over and wait to be
tickled at your approach?
What a bore if every moat was swimmable, every troll saintly, and every
dark corner occupied by nothing more
dangerous than a shy sausage?
No, puzzles and perils are the stuff of

fellow adventurer.

yet another sack of your letters I felt
warmly reassured.
Pausing only to give the good fellow

a jar of bat liniment to rub in his aching
joints, I reflected that ST adventures
show no sign of losing their power to
baffle, tease and bewilder. And that's
how it should be.

What would be the fun if every

bejewelled, but locked chest sprang
open at a touch? Where's the joy in
gaining entrance to dank dungeons

adventures and we wouldn't have it

any other way.
But there comes a time in every
adventurer's life when, tormented
beyond measure and bamboozled
beyond belief, there is simply no

For those wise enough to partake of
Atari ST User, one such avenue of
succour is this column where fellow
adventurers share their woes and
triumphs.

And so, bringing my philosophical
musings to an end (I simply must ease

up on this Old Warlock's White Whisky
- it's beginning to make me sound like
Clare Rayner, as well as turning my
nose a volcanic red), we come to this
month's hints and tips.

HINTS AND TIPS
Thanks to N J Ellor of Manchester for
his tips on The Pawn, to J Holmes
(address unknown - could it be 221b
Baker Street?) for his advice on

Bureaucracy and to David Gordon of
London for counsel on Hollywood
Hi-Jinx.

I am also grateful to Carl Jones of
Kingswinford for help with Guild of
Thieves. Now Carl would like some

help with Guild of Thieves, as would
many other readers and I am happy to
oblige.
Gareth Davies of Coventry has used

on the hypotenuse of the ancient trian

light on these and other Black

gular Greek isle of Phobos...."). The

Cauldron problems.
Marcel needs another 32 points to

mind boggles so I think we'll draw a
veil over that speculation.
Gareth has a few problems of his
own in Leather Goddesses. For him and
others there's some assistance in this
month's hints and tips.

My appeal for help with King's
Quest II did not fall on deaf ears. Ken

complete KQ II and would appreciate
information on Batman, the flying

horse, the sugar and the stake and
mallet. Any offers?
He would also like some tips for KQ
III. How do you read a spell from the

book of sorcery? How do you enter the

neth Walraven, of the Isle of Man,

cave with the spider's web? Is there

supplied a number of tips while Allen
and Mark Errington of Durham helped

anything useful to be done in the
tavern besides buying a drink? Your
tips would be most welcome.

his initiative and found an unusual way

and supplied a useful map as well.
Further afield, Marcel Langezaal

to unravel the coded message in Lea

from Leiden in The Netherlands came

ther Goddesses of Phobos - he asked

up with four printed and detailed

his former maths mistress, Mrs Gar-

sheets of solutions. My deepest thanks
to them all for their splendid response.

quite long, I've decided that from now
on I will print the tips in English
instead of coding them. If you don't
want to see a particular solution take

What now intrigues me, Gareth, is

Allen and Mark would now like

care when reading the tips section. You

how you managed to explain to the
lady what this saucy adventure was all
about. ("Well, Mrs Garbutt, it concerns
a little known expedition made by

some guidance on the Black Cauldron.
Should they give the pig to the fairy?
Where do they use the magic word?
Can the chest be opened? What of the

Pythagoras to seek out seven cow hide

lute and the little friend who keeps

Keep your requests and solutions
rolling in and don't worry about the
postman - the bat's liniment has

statuettes which were reputedly buried

appearing? Can anyone throw some

worked wonders for his back.

butt, to solve it for him. And she did.
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As some of the hints are becoming

have been warned.

That winds it up for the moment.

;ADVENTURES

I

Program: Stationfall
Price: £24.99

Supplier: Infocom c/o Activision, 23 Pond

Street, Hampstead, London NW3 2PN
Tel: 01-431 1101

LET'S play a game of Hider-and-Seeker,
Now, think, who would say that?
Whose antics and chatterings could
drive you to drink one minute and in the

next elicit an overwhelming sense of
affection?

Who never stopped behaving like a
little child? Who would carry out an act of
heroic proportions and lay down his life
for you?
And who, if you were so unkind as to
give him an undeserved kick, would
mutter "Why did you do that? I think a

wire's now shaken loose", and go off into a
corner and sulk?

Floyd, the scatterbrained robot from
Infocom's Planetfall, that's who. No one

who has met Floyd is ever likely to forget
him. And if you haven't had the pleasure,
now's your chance.

Rejoice, ye stars Sing out, ye moon
(Sorry, but that's the sort of effect Floyd
has on you). That loveable, maddening
mass of mischief returns with a bang in
Steve Meretsky's brilliant sequel, Sta
tionfall.

You don't need to have played Planetfall to enjoy Stationfall (but why play one
superb game when you can play two?).
As a result of your heroism in Planetfall,
you have been promoted. Before you

Floyd is back!
cleaner of grotch cages. In Stationfall you
Well, actually, although you're a much
higher rank, the job is just as mindnumbingly boring.
Your tedious scrubwork has been

were just a scrubber of decks and

replaced with tedious paperwork. Forms,

KINGS QUEST II

LEATHER GODDESSES
OF PHOBOS

Mermaid a mystery?

She will appear on a rock in the sea,
near the shore by the witch's cave.

Find the door across the bridge and
read the inscription. Give the mermaid
a gift.
No keys to the doors?

Neptune will give you the first key in
return for a trident. To get the second,
rub the oil lamp from the antique shop
and use the carpet to fly to the moun
tain. The last key is in the coffin in the
castle - you'll need a cloak and ring to

forms and more forms.

Take today's thrill-a-minute assign

are now...

Message needs decoding?
Write it backwards and replace each

ment. You have to pop over to a Gamma
Delta Gamma 777-G Space Station and
pick up a supply of request forms for Stel
lar Patrol Issue Regulation Black Form
Binders.

HOLLYWOOD HI-JINX
Can't get over the broken steps?
Try a spot of skiing.
Need a light in the underground cave?

letter with the third before it in the

Drip wax from the statuettes on to the

alpahabet. Thus A becomes X, B

green match to make it waterproof.
Film a bit fuzzy?
Remove the lens cap and run both the
slide and film projector at the same

becomes Y and so on.

Can't give the frog a smacker?
Close your eyes, put pin on nose, cover
ears with hands and put balm on lips.
Now you can kiss the frog.
Sultan's riddle a riddle?
Riddles!

time.

GUILD OF THIEVES

get there.

THE PAWN

BUREAUCRACY
Don't know how to answer the

Cream door a puzzle?

Want to make a fishing rod?
Tie the cotton to the cue. Put the
maggot on the needle.

When the Devil has removed the wrist

Can't find a secret laboratory?

band, go to the cream door and knock.
Respond to the voice with a No and

Stand on the bed in the main bedroom.
Need the miller's lute?

Stuck in jail with the weirdo?

enter. When you are given some paper,
type DEBUG and you can wander
around the adventure without getting

Ask him to give you his pen-knife.

killed.

intercom?

Say the same thing to the weirdo in the

farmhouse and listen carefully to his
response.

Press the top button with the cue.

Buy it from him with your winnings
from the rat race. Bet on the race with
the note hidden in the cushion.
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But above all, Stationfall has the single
ingredient which, with one exception, no
other Infocom adventure possesses
Floyd.
Try to save your game position and
Floyd's eyes will light up as he exclaims,
"Oh boy. Are we gonna try something
dangerous now?".
Attempt a Restore and Floyd looks dis
appointed, but understanding - "That part
of the story was more fun", he sighs. He
has equally cheeky comments about
quitting, restarting and many other topics.
How do they do it? Just when you think
Infocom must have reached a new peak
in quality and humour, leaving the rest of
the competition in the dust, it ups the

certainly turning out to be a far cry from
the prosaic paper hunt you thought it

Aboard your ship the SPS Duffy is your
former arch-tormentor Blather (who has
since been demoted to deck-scrubbing

duties and whimpers at the sight of you)

would be, even if it does seem to be
lacking in mystery and mayhem.

and a trio of robots in the robot pool.
There's Rex and Helen and yippee, your
old playmate, Floyd.

It soon becomes apparent that all is not
well. The Commander's log makes
uneasy reading as it charts a gradual dec

You can only take one robot from the
pool and, of course, it's got to be Floyd,
Try picking one of the others and see

line of the normally smooth running of
machinery and procedures.
The problems all seem to begin with
the arrival of a strange alien craft. You
soon discover that things are indeed

what happens.

Even were it technically right to pick
Rex or Helen, could you bear to see

going very wrong.
Automatic sliding doors begin to open

Floyd's lower jaw begin to quiver as
though he were about to cry?
You and Floyd are not alone on the
station for long. In walks another robot, a
bit of a bookworm apparently since he's

much slower as you approach, but slam
shut with an alarming suddenness as you

pass through, endangering your life.
Roving android mechanics start mis

stakes.

Stationfall will take some beating. Let
the last word be Floyd's: When you next
go into your local computer store and spy

taking you for something that needs spot-

reading a volume of poetry.

welding. Even Floyd starts acting more
strangely than normal - or should that be

Turns out this is Plato who is rather like

an older, wiser version of Floyd.
Fortunately, he's just as friendly.

abnormal?

Stationfall, heed well these words, when

Stationfall has so much going for it. As
usual there is the expected deep level of
detail, fulsome prose, wide vocabulary,

you first clap eyes on him in the robot
pool, "Oh boy, oh boy, oh boy, pick Floyd,
Brillig

antly, mostly without taking any notice of

and superb parser. Add to that the usual
high standard of Infocom packaging (a
Stellar patrol patch and three pieces of

you).

bureaucratic bumph.

They are very much in the mould of all
good comedy double-acts - R2D2 and
C3PO spring to mind. It is one of the great
pleasures of this game to watch them at
work and play (which they do incess

There are Footnotes to read (remem

There are other inhabitants, too - an

ostrich and an Arcturian balloon creature

(shades of Dark Star?). Your mission is

ber Hitch-hiker?) and even our old
friends the Grues put in an appearance.

pick Floyd, pick Floyd".

Presentation

10

Atmosphere

10

Puzzlement

10

Value for money

10

Overall

10

The Best! from HiSoft
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Saved!

£29.95
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HiSoft BASIC £79.95
The only ST BASIC you'll ever need!
The brand-new HiSoft BASIC compiler is so complete, so easy-touse and so incredibly fast that you'll never need to use another
BASIC. In fact, HiSoft BASIC contains so much, like full GEM

support, recursive subprograms and functions, no restriction on
data size, structured programming (e.g. CASE/SELECT, REPEAT,

WHILE), assembler libraries etc. that you may not even need
another language!

HiSoft BASIC compiles ST BASIC directly and interactively, on
an error you're returned to the editor with a friendly error

message, ready to correct and run again, it couldn't be simpler.

HiSoft BASIC also compiles the powerful QuickBASIC language

Saved! is a set of programs every ST user needs. The main part is
a desk accessory which allows you to delete, rename and copy
files, get information on a file or a disc, format or copy discs
and print text files. As it's a desk accessory you're able to do

from the PC to your ST, giving you a wealth of new programs.

Above all, HiSoft BASIC is fast, look at these benchmark timings:
Calc

PCWl

PCW2

PCW3

PCW4

PCW5

PCW6

PCW7

PCW8

Sieve

this at any time in any GEM program. Next time you get disc

BH5it BASIC

0.05

0.06

0.20

0.26

0.26

0.54

0.94

1.42

0.88

1.37

OPACompiler

0.05

0.10

0.22

0.26

0.30

0.61

0.99

2.19

1.27

3.33

F u t BASIC

0.15

0.56

1.13

1.55

1.51

2.58

4.11

2 73

15.3

7.14

Saved! to delete some old files or format a new disc, then try

ST BASIC

0.9

2.8

5.94

8.03

8.03

14.2

20.9

10.0

81.6

31.3

Jidl from your Spreadsheet you won't have to panic - use

again, all without leaving your current program. There's a host
of other programs supplied too, including:
• RAM disc

use part ofyour memory as a super-fast disc
drive, fully configurable with auto-copying of
files on boot

• Spooler

why wait for your printer, let the ST buffer the

• UnDel
• TrackBuf

get back any file you accidentally deleted

• Page

a text file paginator packed with options
makes your ST remember the time & date after
Reset, so your files are date-stamped correctly

output

• KeepTlme

oppy disc optimiser, can double the speed of

disc reads

Order bit plume using Access oriTisa orpost a cfutque. Orders sent byfirst class post.

^

which runs on PCs allowing you to transfer programs directly

FREE SOFTWARE!
Buy your HiSoft BASIC before 1 September 1987 and
we will send you Saved! totally free of charge!

DevpacST £49.95
DevpacST has done moretoget meplaying around with the ST
than any other language or development system.
Bruce Webster, Byte Magazine Nov 86

Quite simply, DevpacST is the assembler development system for

the Atari ST. DevpacST is supplied by Atari UK as part of their
offcial development system. The amazing Starglider game was
programmed entirely using DevpacST. Need we say more?

HiSoft The Old School, Greenfield, Bedford MK45 5DE ^ (0525) 718181

J
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Hardware
ATARI MegaST-4 + SM125Mono Monior
ATARI Mega ST-2 + SM125 Mono Monitor

60 High Street Hanham, Bristol
BS15 3DR Telephone: (0272) 604130

;

Systens

ATAR11040 STF +
ATAR11040 STF +
ATAR11040 STF +
ATAR11040 STF +

£559.95
£599.95

Built in Modulator + SM125 Monitor
PHILIPS CM8833 Colour Monitor

£659.95

ATARI 520 STM Pack (includes 1MbDrive/Mouse/Software

£439.95
£629.95
£369.95

ATARI 520 STM Pack+ SM125 Mono Monitor

£469.95

ATARI 520 STM Pack + PhilipsCM8833 Colour Monitor

£649.95

ATARI 520 STFM + PHILIPS CM8833 Colour Monitor

RETPRICE

Airball

24.95

19.00

Mean 18

24.95

19.00

Arkanoid

14.95

12.50

Mercenary Compendium

24.95

19.00

Barbarian (Psygnosis)

24.95

20.00

Metrocross

24.95

19.00

Borrowed Time

24.99

19.00

Ninja
Passengers in Wind

9.95

8.25

OUR PRICE

TITLE

RET PRICE

OUR PRICE

SUPRA 20Mb Hard Disk + Hard Disk Software
SUPRA 30Mb Hard Disk + Hand Disk Software
SUPRA 60Mb Hard Disk + Hard Disk Software

Brian Cloughs Football
Bridge Player 2000

24.95

19.00

24.95

19.00

CUMANA Single 1Mb Disk Drive

19.95

18.75

Phantasia II

24.95

19.00

CUMANA Twin 1 Mb Disk Drives

Champion Wrestling
DigiDrum

24.95

19.00

Plutos

14.95

12.00

ATARI SM 125 MonoMonitor (HighRes)

24.95

19.00

Pro Sound Designer

57.44

43.50

Eden Blues

24.95

19.00

Prohibition

19.95

15.50

115.00

90.00

Road Runner

24.95

19.00

49.95

39.95

Silent Service

24.95

19.00

24.95

19.00

Silicon Dreams

19.95

15.50

Goto
Gauntlet

24.95

19.00

24.95

19.00

24.95

19.00

79.95

62.50

Golden Path

19.95

17.00

Skyfox
ST Replay
Starglider

24.95

19.00

Gold runner

24.95

19.00

Strike Force Harrier

24.95

19.00

Guild of Thieves

24.95

19.00

Sub Battle Simulator

24.95

19.00

Hades Nabula

19.95

15.50

Super Cycle

24.95

19.00

19.00

24.95

19.00

19.95

17.00

Time Bandit

29.95

24.50

Karate Kid II

24.95

19.00

Traiblazer

24.95

19.00

Kings Quest II

29.95

24.00

Typhoon

19.95

16.50

teaderboard

24.95

19.00

Ultima III

24.95

19.00

Haba Writer 3
1st Word Plus

8.25

Winter Games

24.95

19.00

SuperBase Personal

12.95

10.00

World Games

24.95

19.00

Publishing Partner

M.G.T.

24.99

19.00

Xevious

24.95

19.00

Fleet ST Publisher

Macadam Bumper

24.95

19.00

£34.95
£59.95
£69.95

£124.95
£89.95

VP Professorial (UKGem V)

£169.95
£59.95

K-Spread2
K-Graph2

£39.95

LONDON SW19

ADVENTURES

Station FALL

23.95

Passengers on the Wind

19.95
15.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
23.95
23.95

Jewels of Darkness
Pawn
Borrowed "Time
Tass Times In Tonetown

Hollywood HIJInx
Hitch Hikers Guide
Leather Goddess of Phobos
Moonmlst

Trinity

23.95
23.95

Bureaucracy

27.95
27.95

Guild of Thieves

19.95

STRATEGY/WAR

Colonial Conquest

Brian Clough Football
Budge 2000
22IB Baker St
Sub Battle Simulator

Kings Quest 2
Roadwar2000
Balance of Power
Phantasle 2

23.95
19.95
15.95

ARCADE
Tracker

15.95

£19.50
£29.50
£54.95

Chipsoft ST Accounts
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus

£139.95
£139.95

S.D.I.

£3735

FlightSimulator II

£179.95

The Pawn
Metro Cross

£3735
£19.50

GFA Basic Compiler
Megamax C Compiler

£47.95

£129.95

£79.95

Modula 2 (Standard)
Modula 2 (Developer)
Pro Pascal Compiler
MCC Pascal Compiler

£79.95
£129.95
£114.95

Pro 24 (Midi Studio)
C-Lab(DX Editor)

£15.95
£114.95

ASM Assembler

MCC Cambridge Lisp

19.95

£15.95
£29.95
£44.95
£249.95

Phone Now

DX Android

£179.95

CZ Android

ST Replay

£69.95
£74.95
£5435
£11435

K-Minstrel

£23.50

All Software packages are the latest version where possible

19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95

£64.95

Personal Pascal

£39.95
£49.95

Sprite Construct Kit
Pro Sprite Designer
Pro Sound Designer

15.95
15.95
11.95
19.95

|

S.A.M. (Silicon Animation Machine

|

19.95

Asthe maindealer inthe field of digitizing equipmentand digitized pictures,START
SYSTEMSare no stockingthe S.A.M. realtimevideo digitizer by SiliconSolutionswhich

Aegis Animator

69.95

Prosound

46.95

Thisamazingpiece of hardwarefitsneatlyinto the cartridgeport Itcan store &playback
11 frames in 512K,27 in 1040Kfromany video source and each frame or sequence can

Crafton 8t Xunk

was revewed by David Stewart in issue 17 of ST WORLD.

UTILITIES

Pro Sprite

Prlntmaster
Rim Director
Art Director

Fleet St. Publisher

S.A.M. Realtime Video Digitizer
S.A.M. 2 Disk Demo

,.......„,,,,,„,,,,„„ 10 Day Money p^ck Guarantee '
••"*——*
We thinkthat S.A.M. digrtiseris so good that we are offeringa

54.95
23.95
47.95
43.95
92.00

Habawrlter

47.95

Habadex

39.95
31.95

Habamerge

then be stored in Neo or Degas format or printed out on any printer.

31.95

Buy 2 Deduct£2, Buy 3 Deduct£5,
Buy 4 Deduct £10
ALLPRICES INCLUDEVAT, POST & PACKING FOR UKMAINLAND
Subject to availability all
Overseas orders add:
24 hours

£59.95
£79.95

£64.95

GFA Draft
Art Director
Film Director

Golden Path
Tal Pan

23.95
19.95

goods dispatched within

£55.95

Easy Draw 2

£37.95

GA.T.O.

15.95
19.95
15.95

Degas Elite

£69.95
£47.95

MCC Macro Assemble

27.95

Solomons Key

£34.95

HiSoft Basic
GFA Basic

Aegis Animator

19.95

31.95

Star Trek
Advanced art studio

Graphics & Music Software

£69.95

Baulderdash Construction

Palntworks

Terrapods

Programming Languages

£19.50

Fast Basic (Rom)
Fast Basic (Disk)

CZ Patch
TreesoftMidi

Degas
Degas Bite

15.95
19.95

£15.95

£59.95
£39.95
£39.95

Metrocross
Winter Games
World Games
Strike Force Harrier
Gauntlet
Barbarian

£19.50

Arena/Brataccus
Universe II

ST Devpac (Assembler)
K-Seka (Assembler)

19.95

PHONE FOR AVAILABILITY

£19.95

19.95
19.95
15.95

23.95

Indiana Jones

£19.50

15.95
19.95

Shanghai

Alternate Reality

Gauntlet (Now Out)
Guild of Thieves
Strike Force Harrier

Hades Nebula
RoadRunner

19.95

19.95
29.95
19.95
23.95

£19.50
£23.50

Hard Ball
Air Ball
Prohibition

Crystal Castles

£12.95

Barbarian (Now Out)
Balance of Power

Star Glider

MCC Lattice C

Mall order only

£15.95
£15.95
£23.50

Typhon
Gold Runner
Arkanoid

£39.95
£37.95
£249.95

ynn M

WIMBLEDON PARK

Star Trek

K-Comm2
Fastoom
Cashlink ST Accounts

ST Doctor

J

Entertainment Software
£189.95

Lberator

Software

£15.95
£19.95

Business Software
HB Signum

9.95

V

£10.95

JET SET 2 (As above plus Monitorcover)
JET SET 3 (Asabove plus Printercover)

24.95

/* Discount A
1
V Software J

£22.95

JETSET 1 (Inckeyboard dustcover, mousebag &mat)

Tenth Frame

MELROSE AVENUE

£224.95
£159.95
£169.95
£119.95
£29.95

Microdeal Battery Clock Card

The Pawn

i 22

£469.95

ClockCard fittedwhen you buy yourST from us

19.00

A

Ring Now

Minor Miracles WS4000 Modem + ST Lead
Minor Miracles WS2000 Modem + ST Lead

24.50

Discount

£329.95

MICRO P MP 165 Dot Matrix Printer + ST Lead
AMSTRAD DMP 2000 Printer + ST Lead

29.99

f

£289.95

PHILIPS CM8852Colour Monitor (MediumRes) + ST Lead

24.95

T,i jRIVI (T^k
\2s£fc»? ^* T9
\+*<^j^s~S

£229.95
£129.95

ATARI SML 804 User Printer
NEC P6 24 Pin Printer + ST Lead

Hardball

r

£599.95

£879.95
£1699.95
£139.95

PHILIPS CM8833 Colour Monitor (Medium Res)+ ST Lead

Hollywood Hijinx
Jupitor Probe

Leaderboard Tournament

£789.95
£349.35

ATARI 520 STFM + SM125 Mono Monitor

TITLE

Fleet Street Publisher

£519.95

Built in Modulator
SM125 Mono Monitor

ATARI 520 STFM(Inc Mouse/Software)

ATARI ST

Flight Simulator II
G.F.L Champ Football

£1119.95
£859.95

ATAR11040 STF Keyboard Inc(Mouse/Software)

Europe £1 per Item
Others £2 per Item

For Access & Visa phone our shop on 01-870 4941
Make Cheques/P.Orders payable to Storm Computers. S.A.E. for full list

£249.95
£530

10 day money-back guarantee

|

Mail Order Department

|

For any order just sand a cheque, bankers draft or postal order made payable to
START SYSTEMS to the address below&we will despatch yourorder toyou
within 14 days. Send SAE for mail list.
Send to:
START SYSTEMS

209 Telegraph Road, Deal, Kent, CT14 9DR
For all enquiries & the latest prices phone: (0304) 369364
We deal with a wide range of users from Business & Educational to Professional & Home in
both Home and Export Market with prices & a service second to none. Allprices include

VAT&Securicor/PostaJCharges. These prices supersede allpreviousadvertised prices.
For export prices please ring.All prices are correct at time of goingto press.
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ding pitch, octave and duration value.

W E saw last month how to use ST
Basic's SOUND command. We now

Once this has been worked out for a

In the second of his
series Bruce Smith

need to go a step further if we want to
transcribe some more popular music
scores to the ST.

piece of music it can be converted into
DATA statements and played using a

shows how to

First, we need to know a little about

transcribe sheet music

music and the way it is written. What

on to your ST

follows is not a definitive description,
merely a generalisation to allow you to
write music for your ST - so purists, don't

simple WHILE...WEND structure. Pro
gram I does just this and will play the bars
of Greensleeves shown.
Lines 50 to 130 will form the basis for

any similar musical score you may wish to
try yourself. Three items of data are
required - note, octave and duration, and

be offended.

the last three data items should be 0,0,0 to

Look at Figure I, which is the opening
few bars of Greensleeves (ignore the
numbers for the time being). Each of the
musical notes is represented by a graphi

duration can be found from Table II

where each type of note is listed along
with its duration in l/50ths of a second.

cal notation - notes written on a stave.

The durations are not the exact com

terminate the playing loop.
One word of advice - if you plan to
convert your own favourite tunes do it
from the Song Book type publications.

Each note conveys three items of infor
mation - its pitch, the octave it is played

puter equivalents. For instance, the
dotted demi-semiquaver is also referred

These are much easier to use than tra
ditional sheet music, which tends to be

in and its duration. To obtain these values

to as a l/32nd note.

you will need to be able to read musical

To play this accurately would require
the note to be played for a duration of 1.5

complicated by arrangements and
accompaniments which makes life none

notation. You can get details from any
basic musical tutorial book and piano

and the ST Basic SOUND command does

books are particularly good in this

not allow you to use anything other than

respect.

integers.

Figure II shows the notes on the stave

If you look back at Figure I you will see

and Table I lists their pitch values. The

that below each note is the correspon-

10
20
30
40

REM
REM
REM
REM

70 READ note,oct,dur
80 IF note=0 THEN GOTO 120

90 SOUND 1,15,note,oct,dur
100 SOUND 1,0

DATA

310
320
330
340

DATA

DATA
DATA
DATA

DATA
290 DATA
300 DATA

120 WEND
130 END

140
150
160
170
180

240
250
260
270
280

REM Note,oct,dur
DATA 5,3,8
DATA 8,3,16
DATA 10,3,8
DATA 12,3,16

DATA
DATA

DATA

Not surprisingly there are musical not

listed in Table III. These will occasionally
appear in the sheet music that you are

5,3,4
7,3,4
8,3,16
5,3,8
5,3,12
4,3,4
5,3,8
7,3,16
4,3,8
12,2,16
0,0,0

transposing to the ST.
To handle a rest we need to play noth
ing for the required length of time. That's
not strictly true and we must play a note,
but we turn the volume right down to 0,
that is, off.

Look back to the Greensleeves listing.
Line 100 turns each note off after it has

been played (with SOUND 1,0). This line
is not really needed in the main loop for
reasons explained earlier - I have
included it here though so that it can be
edited to play a rest. Alter line 100 as

rj \*
5

8

Octave
Duration

3

3

10
3

12
3

8

16

8

16

2
4
4

12
3
4

j ij i

10
3
16

7
3
8

3
3
16

5
3
4

follows:

7
3
4

i=^H+-^-ji-Lir-^
8

5

5

4

5

7

4

12

2
16

Pitch

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Octave

16

8

12

4

8

16

8

Duration

Figure I: Greensleeves
' Atari ST User September 1987

The same is true in the conventional

ations for the rest notes and these are

Program I

Pitch

become slurred together.

one another.

220 DATA 7,3,8
230 DATA 3,3,16

50 note=1:oct=1 :dur=1
60 WHILE note<>0

The Greensleeves listing plays at a
rather fast pace or tempo. In conse
quence many of the notes seem to

music world so rests are often incorpor
ated into musical scores to put gaps
between notes to stop them running into

190 DATA 2,4,4
200 DATA 12,3,4
210 DATA 10,3,16

ST Greensleeve Rap
by Bruce Smith
for Atari ST User
with ST BASIC

to easy.

100 SOUND 1,0,1,3,2

The loudness parameter is set to zero
and I have chosen to use pitch 1, octave 3
to play - it can be anything as it won't be
heard. Finally a semiquaver rest has
been used so a duration of 2 is indicated.

Run the program and notice how the
tune is more precise and not so slurred.
Of course, you can experiment with other
rests to see how it changes the sound of
the music.

A section will often have to repeated
several times - a chorus for example.

iPROGRAMMING

c

Symbol Duration

Note

Middle

d

W^

e

f

g

a

b

c1

d1

e1

f

i i i i J~r^

a^pi ^ ^ ^ ¥
G1
A1
B1
C
D
E

91

F

G

Demi-semiquaver rest •

*

1

Semiquaver rest

*

2

1

4

i

8

EEE

f r r 1
A

B

I

Quaver

Middle
C

Crotchet
Figure II: The notes on treble and bass clefs
Minim
-

Semibreve rest

Note
C
C#
D
D#

Pitch

E

5

Note

1
2

Symbol Duration

Derm-semiquaver

^

Semiquaver

J*

. 2

Dotted semiquaver

J?

3

Quaver

/

4

jr

6

Crotchet

J

8

Dotted crotchet

J.

12

-

16

32

Table III: Rest values

i

3
4

F

6

F#
G

8

G#

9

7

A

10

A#

11

B

12

Dotted quaver
Table I: The pitch values of notes

There is no need to re-key all the note
information a second time, just include it
as a subroutine of DATA statements. Use

the RESTORE command to point the ST at

the relevant lines of DATA before finally
RESTOREing back to the original point in

Minim

the DATA.

J

16

Such a program could be written as a

series of subroutines or in a linear style
by inserting marker bytes in the DATA.

Dotted minim

J.

24

For instance a number such as 255 may
be recognised by the program indicating

Semibreve

o

32

10 REM Three Channel Sound
20 REM by Bruce Smith

30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140

REM for Atari ST User
REM with ST BASIC
WAVE=7
note=0
WHILE note<>255

READ note,oct,dur
IF note=255 THEN GOTO 70

SOUND 1,15,note,oct,dur
SOUND 2,15,note,oct,dur
SOUND 3,15,note,oct,dur
MEND

SOUND 1,0

150 SOUND 2,0
160 SOUND 3,0
170
180
190
200
210
220

END

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
230 DATA

12,3,10
2,4,10
10,3,10
10,2,10
5,3,20
255,255,255

it is to repeat the previous section.

You will also have to use a variable flag
which can be tested to see if the marker
DATA number has been used before and

Table II: The lengths of musical notes

Program II

nifty programming and clever use of

if so skip over it. Fail to do this and the
music will play the same section over and

command - the channel number. The ST
has three sound channels and these are

another sound command - WAVE. If you

assigned numbers 1,2 and 3. By sending

look at line 50 of Program II you will

over again.

SOUND commands to each of the three

notice that the command WAVE 7 has

Add the following lines to Green
sleeves to see how this technique is used

channels it's possible to play more than

been employed. This must always be
used if more than one channel is required
to output sound.
The WAVE command lets you manipu
late the way in which SOUND is played. It

to play the first half of the tune twice.
55 fLag =0

82 IF note=255 AND flag=0 THEN
RESTORE:f Lag =1:SOUND 1,0,1,3,
2:GOT0 70

85 IF note=255 AND flag=1 THEN
READ note,oct,dur
235 DATA 255,255,255

one note simultaneously.
Program II is based on Program I and
plays a well known theme on all three
channels. When you run the program you
will hear that the channels are not quite in
harmony - the problem is one of timing.
Because each command has to be

interpreted and executed by Basic there
is a time lag, albeit a small one, when you
can commence music on two or three

Finally, we come back to the subject of
that first parameter in the SOUND

different channels.
The notes can be fine tuned with some

is quite complex and is a subject that we
will come back to in a future issue of Atari
ST User.

For the time being you might like to
have a look at its documentation in your
ST manuals and play around using the
techniques outlined here to compose
some music.
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ALL TITLES OF SOFTWARE STOCKED
FOR ALL ST MACHINES

HARDWARE
520 STM INC. GEM DESKTOP, BASIC +
UTILITY SOFTWARE

£239.95

520 STFM INC. M/MONITOR

Check

520 STFM COMPUTER INC. MOUSE Z,1™
CONTROLLER
SF354 DISC DRIVE
SF314 DISC DRIVE
SH204 HARD DISC
SM125 HI-RES MONO MONITOR

Prices
£139.95
£179.95
£569.95
£129.95

PHILIPS COLOUR MONITOR (INC. LEAD)
£299.95
£169.95
£389.95

DMP3000 PRINTER
DMP4000 PRINTER

80 cps 80 col. STPRINTER

£189.95

1040 ST + F. KEYBOARD

£569.95

1040 ST-F + SM125 MONITOR

£664.95

1040 ST-F + COLOUR MONITOR

£869.95

MOUSE

AND DONT FORGET OUR
IN-HOUSE REPAIR SERVICE
LITTLE COMPUTER PEOPLE
LIBERATOR
LEADERBOARD TOURNAMENT
METROCROSS
MERCENARY
MOUSETRAP
MUDPIES

PAWN
PLUTOS
RED ALERT
ROGUE

BUSINESS & UTILITIES
BACK PACK (DESK ACCESSORIES)

BCPL COMPILER
BULLETIN BOARD
CAD 3D 1.0
CLOCK CARD
£27.95 CRYSTAL
£10.50 DATA MANAGER ST
£19.99 DEGAS ELITE
£19.99 DEVAPAKST.
£19.99 FILM DIRECTOR
£8.99 GST C COMPILER
£15.99 GST MACRO ASSEMBLER
£19.99 GST FRACTAL GENERATOR
£11.95 1st WORD PLUS
£16.95 1st MAIL (FOR 1st WORD)
£19.99 HABAWRITER
HABAMERGE
HABASPELL
KISSED DEBUGGER
METACOMCO PASCAL

THIS MONTH'S
SPECIAL OFFER

PC BOARD DESIGNER (HI. RES.)
PRO SPRITE
ST DOCTOR
STAR STRUCK

£24.95

520 STM COMPUTER &

SOFTWARE
LEISURE

BARBARIAN
BASKETBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING
CHESS
DEEP SPACE
GAUNTLET
GUILD OF THIEVES
HACKER 2
HADES NEBULA
HITCH HIKERS GUIDE
HOLLYWOOD HIJINX

£19.99
£24.95
£23.95
£27.95
£29.50
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.99
£27.95
£19.95
£19.99
£19.99
£19.95
£23.99
£19.99

INTERNATIONAL KARATE

£15.99 TAI PAN

LEADERBOARD
LEATHER GODDESS OF PHOBOS

£19.99 TRIVIA CHALLENGE
£23.99 WINTER GAMES

STAR FLEET
STAR RAIDERS
STAR GLIDER
STRIP POKER
SILENT SERVICE
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER
SUPER CYCLE
SKYFOX

Send foryour FREE 20 page price list

£69.95
£69.95

ACCESSORIES

£29.95
£19.95
£19.99
£15.99
£19.99
£19.99
£15.95
£19.99
£19.95
£15.99
£19.95

HOTLINE 051-691 2008 np^™™
We apologise for any alteration, omissions since going to press. |J"tN wlA UHlO
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£29.99
£17.99
£1999

SWIFTCALC ST
WORDWRITER ST

only £439.95

IF ITS AVAILABLE - WE STOCK IT -

f ^d> CHARGE

£149.95

ST/FIDELITY CTM14 MONITOR LEAD ..£11.99
ST/SCART TV LEAD
£11.95
ST/AMSTRAD MONITOR LEAD
£9.95
ST/SONY KX14 MONITOR LEAD
£10.95
£10.95
ST/PHILIPS 8533 LEAD
ST/MIDI LEAD
£1.99
25 W D PLUG/36W CENTRONIC PLUG.£13.95
25 W D S0CKET/25W D PLUG
£13.99

£23.95

APSHAI TRILOGY
ARCTIC FOX
ARENA
ARENA/BRATACCEAS

CREDIT

£47.95
£31.95
£32.95
£24.99
£74.95

USUALLY £559.95

ANIMATOR, THE

M}

£25.95

START MAGAZINE (FROM USA) INCLUDES DISC
WITH PROGRAMS + PREVIEWS)
£12.95

£19.99

ORDER BY PHONE WITH

£79.95
£27.95
£42.50
£27.95
£19.99
£69.95
£55.95
£39.99
£44.95
£52.95
£33.95
£16.95
£69.95

MOUSE
SF 354 DISK DRIVE
SM 125 MONO
MONITOR
1st WORD SOFTWARE

ALTERNATE REALITY

BALANCE OF POWER

£39.99

9 W D PLUG/25W MODEM D SOCKET, 850 l/F
MODULE TO ST FILE/DATA TRANSFER CABLE
£9.95

SM125 MONO MON.TOR
SC1224 COLOUR MONITOR

^ ' £13a95
£369.95

KAO 3V2" DSDD (BOXED IN 10)
KAO 3V2" SSDD (BOXED IN 10)

£17.99
£14.99

LUXURY ST DUST COVER
FERGUSON MC05 MONITOR/TV
3V2" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX

£7.99
£199.95

(HOLDS 90)

£10.95

Postage and Packing
Items up to £20 add £1.00. Upto
£50 add

£2. Up to £100add £5. Foritems
over

£100 add £10 tor Group4 courier
ensuring delivery to you the day
afterdespatch.

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS
Full price shown will cover
carriage and free tax.

mamgggmgggm
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GAME

I

Crack that code
CAN you remember the game that
was all the rage before the trivia
quizzes? It was played in offices, homes
and schools the length and breadth of the
country.

All over our green and pleasant land
people of all ages could be seen sticking
little coloured pegs into a little coloured
board.

The one problem was that unless you
were a registered psychic you needed
two people to play the game - one to set
the colour code and a second trying to
crack it.

The rules were simple. The code setter
placed a number of coloured pegs in one
end of the board and then covered them
with a shield. The code breaker would

then attempt to find the code by placing
pegs in nis side of the board one row at a
time.

After each row had been entered, the
setter would advise the player how near
he was to breaking the code by placing
black or white pegs in the board.
Each black peg meant that there was a
correct colour in that row in the correct

position, a white peg meant that there
was a correct colour in the wrong pos
ition.

The problem of needing a partner to

Peter Hartley converts

question marks.

a well known board

game to the Atari ST

free to tax his brain.

If you are tired of zapping aliens,
trekking around haunted houses or
piloting a jet plane over the Rocky Moun
tains, try typing in this game and let
speed of reflexes make way for sheer
concentration.

The program is written in Fast Basic
and line numbers are included only to
assist you to determine an end of line.

They should not be entered when typing
in the program.
Line 100 makes sure that your display
screen is set to low resolution. If it isn't, an

alert box appears on screen and asks you
to use the correct mode.

The initialisation procedure called by
line 110 sets the screen to maximum

dimensions, hides the mouse pointer,
dimensions arrays, sets the random
number seed and loads the palette with
the correct colours. Once this has been

done the instructions are displayed and
the program waits for the space bar to be
pressed.

The main part of the program is con
trolled by procedures called between
lines 130 to 230 - the first of which is

The final step before play commences
is to set the hidden code in the ST's

memory. This is done in PROCset_code
and loads numeric array codeQ with five

set the code and score can be avoided

easily by using the Atari ST to carry out
this part of the game, leaving the player

played at the end of the game. Note that
there are two spaces between each of the

number of guesses made is set to zero,

random numbers which translate into the

the number of colours that are to be used

colours used for the pegs (excluding
black and white).
The program now loops until either the

is entered and stored in level and the
score in correct is also set to zero.

The second procedure in the mam loop
is print_boaid and this does exactly what
you would expect. It draws the game
board and places five question marks
where the computer's pegs will be dis

10 REM

************************

20 REM

**

30 REM

** By Peter Hartley

40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140

Code

Breaker

**

**

REM ** (c) ATARI ST USER **
REM ************************
REM
REM Written in Fast Basic
REM do NOT enter line numbers
REM
IF SCREENMODE THEN PROCend.it
PROCinitialise
PROCinstructioris
REPEAT
PROCset.variables

150 PROCprint^board
160 PROCset_code
170 REPEAT

180
190
200
210

PROCinput_guess
PROCcheck_guess
UNTIL correct OR guesses=10
IF correct THEN PROCgotJt ELSE

hidden code is discovered or until the
maximum number of tries have been
entered. You'll then be shown the correct

answer. It's difficult, but great fun so get
tapping and play Code Breaker.

PROCfa iled
220 PROCanother_game
230 UNTIL spac$="n" OR

spac$="N"

240 PROCtidy_up
250 END
260 DEFPROCinstructions
270 CLS
280 INK 2
290 PRINT'TABC 10) ;"C0DE BREAKER"
"
300 PRINT TAB(9);"
310 PRINT "This is a game in which y
ou hav e to crack a secret code."
320 (SP)+RINT 'The code consists of
differ ent colours and you can have 1
0 atte mpts at it."
330 PRINT'"Pressing one of the numbe
red ke ys will place a colour and bac
kspace wi 11 erase it."
340 PRINT'"A black star means that o
ne of the colours is the right colou
r and

in the""'right place."

set_variables. In this procedure, the
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350 PRINT'"A white star means that o
ne of the colours is the right colou
r but in tbe"'"wrong place."
360 PRINT'"Press the space bar to st
art..

370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
000
530
540

REPEAT
UNTIL GET$=" "
ENDPROC

DEFPROCinitialise

TXTRECT 0,0,320,200
GRAFRECT 0,0,320,200
HIDEMOUSE

DIM code(5),guess(5)
DIM marked_answer(5)

DIM marked_guess(5)
rand=RND(-SYSTIME)

FOR pal=0 TO 8
READ red,green,blue

1010 PROCcounter(cotour+2,14+i*3,22-2
*guesses)

NEXT pal

1020 UNTIL i=5
1030 CURSOFF
1040 ENDPROC

DATA 700,300,0,0,0,0,1000,1000,1

1050 DEFPROCcheck_guess

PALETTE pal,red,green,blue

DATA 1000,0,0,0,1000,0,0,0,1000
DATA 1000,1000,0,0,1000,1000,100

0,0,16I00

1060 INK 2
1070 FOR i=1 TO 5

1080 IF guess(i)=code(i) THEN PROCbla
ck_peg ELSE marked_answer(i) =FALSE:mar
ked_guess(i)=FALSE

550
560
570
580
590
600

DATA 900,600,0

610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790

REPEAT

This is one of hundreds of

level=GET-48

programs now available

UNTIL level>3 AND level<8

FREE for downloading on

ENDPROC

DEFPROCset_variables
CIS

guesses=0
PRINT TAB(1,15);"How many colour
s?";TA B(4,18);"Press 4 - 7 ";

820
830
840
850
860
870

910
920
930
940
950
960

correct=0

1090
1100
1110
1120

NEXT i
IF correct=5 THEN ENDPROC
correct=0
FOR i=1 TO 5

microLiok

ENDPROC

DEFPROCpri nt_board
CLS

LINECOL 2:INK 2

PRINT TAB(12,1) "CODE BREAKERPRINT TAB(15,23);"? ? ? ? ?"
PRINT TAB(0,24) "keys: ";
FOR i=1 TO level

INK i+2:PRINT;i;"

";

1130 FOR j=1 TO 5

1140 IF guess(j)=code(i) AND NOT mark
ed_answer(i) AND NOT marked_guess(j) T
HEN PROCwhite^peg
1150 NEXT j

NEXT i

1160 NEXT i

LINE 50,9 TO 50,185
LINE 110,9 TO 110,185
LINE 235,9 TO 235,185

1180 DEFPROCblacLpeg

FOR n=185 TO 9 STEP -16

1200 PRINT CHR$(42);

LINE 50,n TO 235,n
NEXT

1210 correct=correct+1
1220 marked_answer(i)=TRUE

PRINT CHR$(7);

1230 marked_guess(i)=TRUE

ENDPROC

1240 ENDPROC

DEFPROCset_code
FOR i=1 TO 5

1260 INK 2

coded')=RND( level)

1270 PRINT CHR$(42);

1170 ENDPROC

1190 INK 1

1250 DEFPROCwhi te_peg

NEXT i

1280 marked_answer(i)=TRUE

ENDPROC

1290 marked_guess(j)=TRUE

DEFPROCinput_guess

1300 ENDPROC

guesses=guesses+1
PRINT TAB(7,22-(2*guesses));

1310 DEFPROCgot_.it
1320 FOR n=1 TO 20
1330 INK 1

i=0
REPEAT
i= i+1

1340 PRINT TAB(12,0);"CODE BROKEN ";
1350 PROCpause(50)

REPEAT

1360 INK 2

colour=GET-48
IF i>1 AND colour=-40 THEN I=i-1

1370 PRINT TAB(12,0);"CODE BROKEN "

:PR0C counter(0,14+i*3,22-2*guesses)

1380 PROCpause(50)
1390 NEXT

970 UNTIL colour>0 AND colour<=level

1400 PROCdisplay_answer

980 PRINT CHR$(7);

1410 ENDPROC
1420 DEFPROCfailed
1430 FOR n=1 TO 20

990

guess(i)=colour
INK colour+2
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1440 INK 3
1450 PRINT TAB<31,12); "FAILED!
1460 PROCpause(50)
1470 INK 6
1480 PRINT TAB(31,12);"FAILED
1490 PROCpause(50)
1500 NEXT

1510 PROCdi splay_answer
1520 ENDPROC
1530 DEFPROCdisplay_answer
1540 PRINT TAB(15,22);"

14,22)

";

!";

";TAB(

/

1550 x%=96
1560 FOR i=1 TO 5
1570 co l=code(i) +2
1580 x%=x%+24

1590 PROCdi splay-end(co l,x%)
1600 PROCpause(50)
1610 NEXT i
1620 PRINT TAB(5,24);" press space.

"1630 r'epeat
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690

UNTIL GET$=" "
ENDPROC

DEFPROCanother_game
CLS
INK 7

PRINT TAB(3,4);"Do you want

to'

;TABC,6);"play again ?"
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860

INK 6

PRINT TAB(3,9);"(press Y OR N)";
REPEAT

spac$=GET$
UNTIL INSTR("YyNn",spac$)
ENDPROC

DEFPROCpause(delay)
TIME=0
REPEAT

UNTIL TIME>delay
ENDPROC

DEFPROCtidy_up
SHOWHOUSE
CLS
ENDPROC
DEFPROCend_.it

PRINT ALERT("[3][MUST BE IN I L(

« RES!][ OK ]",1)
1870 PROCti dy_up
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970

END
ENDPROC

OEFPROCcounter(c%,x/!,y%)
FILLCOL a

CIRCLE x/i*8-10,y/!*8 +2,5
ENDPROC

DEFPROCdi splay_end(co I,x%)
FILLCOL col

FRRECT xZ,173,x!f'+10/183
ENDPROC
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Link your Atari ST to the outside world with...

mkroliDh
Electronic mail - The cheapest
and fastest form of

communication possible. It costs
the same to send a message to
one mailbox as to 500!

Telex - Link up with 96,000 telex
subscribers in the UK and 1.5
million worldwide. You can even

send and receive telexes after

office hours or while travelling.

TTT

When you join MicroLink you've got
the whole business world at your
fingertips - 24 hours a day. You'll
have immediate access to ALL the

facilities offered by Telecom Gold
... and a great deal more besides.

Telemessages —Type in your
message before 8pm and
delivery is guaranteed by first
post the next day (except Sunday),
anywhere in the UK and USA.

All you need - apart from your Atari ST - is a
modem, which plugs into your telephone wall
socket, plus suitable communications

Tele-booking - Reserve train and
theatre tickets, check flight details

software.

worldwide, or order from a vast

range of products - from flowers
to floppy discs.

Telesoftware - Download directly
into your Atari ST any program
from the ever-growing library

A

m

Company searches - Obtain facts
about any British limited
company in seconds, and fully
analysed financial information on
over 100,000 major companies.

Typesetting - Send copy from
your word processor together
with details of type size and style,
and you'll receive pages ready
for printing within 24 hours.

Haba: Miracle WS2000 V21,
V23 modem + Kuma K-Comm

software (£175)
B

Aaronfay: Pace Linnet V21,

ones which can automatically dial the Micro-

directly to the service - all you have to do is
type in your personal security password.
Whichever equipment you use, you will be
able to call MicroLink, open your mailbox,
save to disc any messages waiting for you,
and disconnect in as little as two minutes.

V23 modem + ST Easitalk
software (£201)
C

We have provided a list of typical combin
ations (left), ranging from the very cheapest to

Link telephone number and connect you

Typical comms packages

now available on MicroLink -

games, educational and utilities.

S"

a

^>

Miracle: Miracle WS4000 V21,
V23 modem + FaSTcomm

D

software (£275)

More than

Silica Shop: Miracle WS4000

90 per cent

V21, V23 modem + PC
Intercomm software (£332)
E

of subscribers
can connect to

Aaronfay: Trinitas Phasor V21,

the MicroLink

V22 modem + ST Datacomm

computer at

II software (£413)

local call
rates.

News - Use the powerful search
commands to pinpoint vital
business information from the

world's leading news services,
newspapers and periodicals.

/£
Please send me full details about MicroLink, and information

Radiopaging - If you also have a
pocket radiopager you'll be
alerted each time an urgent

TO FIND OUT MORE

Fill in the coupon and
send it to the address
below. You will receive
full details of services

message arrives in your mailbox.
So you're always in touch.

TT

and costs, together with
an application form.
Complete this and
within days you and
your Atari ST will be

Gateways - Get through to New
York in just five seconds - or key
into the EEC computer in
Luxembourg, which links you to
600 databases throughout Europe.

able to use all the
services of MicroLink
and Telecom Gold.

L

sheets about the following hardware and software options
(please circle):
A

B

C

D

E

Name
Address.

Postcode.

Send to: MicroLink, Europa House, 68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.
ST9
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Innovative software
commands. Lists can be assigned to a

WHEN the ST was first launched, the.
feature it lacked was decent docu

mentation about its operating system.
This left users with a very nice computer
which they were unable to program
effectively.
Abacus answered every programmer's

prayers by producing a comprehensive
and generally well received range of
books detailing the ins and outs of pro
gramming using both Gem and Tos.
Now they've branched out into soft
ware with a new range of utility pro

grams. One of these is a complete 68000
assembly language developement
system called Assempro.
The package comes on one single

function key and saved as part of the .INF
file making them permanently available.

Stephen Hill reviews
Abacus' Assempro-ST
assembly language

My one quibble with the editor
involved the speed of the repeat action
on the keys, which was a bit on the slow

development package

side.

The macro assembler incorporates
conditional assembly, the include direc
tive and a host of other facilities. The

up at any time, even from within the moni
tor, thus saving you searching through the
appropriate manuals.
Topics covered include effective
addressing, the Bios, the XBios, Gemdos,
the VDI and the AES. Although the infor
mation is a bit on the terse side, this

complete Gem programming model is
supported, so that you can set aside spe
cific areas of your program for data
storage.

Labels can be up to 125 characters
long and can be either global, local or
redefineable. The conditional assembly
function includes the ability to request
data from the user during assembly
which can then be loaded into a label;

assembly language programs as from a

doesn't really matter as most of them can
be customised to your own requirements,
Probably the most serious limitation of
the package • is that it only supports
medium and high resolution monitors.

high level language such as C.

Since the machine code monitor is built

they represent textual information rather

in, it cannot be used to debug any pro

than numerical data. When your program
is assembled these are automatically

sided disc and includes a number of

example programs plus a powerful set of
Gem and Tos macros. These make it

almost as easy to access Gem within

Assempro incorporates an editor, a
macro assembler and machine code

monitor, integrated into one large pro
gram. The startup screen presents you
with two windows. The top one is used by
the assembler and the bottom one by the
Gem-based text editor.

You can move between them by

clicking on the appropriate window with
the mouse. The monitor, like most of the

other facilities, can be accessed directly
from an on-screen menu.

Despite the size of Assempro you are
still left with 250k to play around with on a
standard 520ST.

grams written in low res.
Assempro's editor is the best I've seen.
Not only does it provide all the usual fea
tures like block move and search/

replace, it supports a wide range of facili
ties specifically tailored for the assembly

Assempro also lets you use symbols.
These are different from labels in that

replaced by their associated string of
characters.

Confusingly, the method used to define
such a symbol is the same EQU statement
most other assemblers use to initialise

language programmer.

labels.

One of the nicest is the ability to jump
back and forth through the program from

One other thing which worried me
slightly was that some of the assembler

label to label by pressing two keys. You
can also go directly to any specific label.
Most of these operations can be
accessed with the mouse or from the key
board using a special set of extended

directives were not totally compatible
with those used in my copies of the
Abacus books.

One unfortunate omission from the

assembler was the ability to produce

This memory Ts divided into three
separate sections. One holds the source
text and another the labels and macros

defined. The rest of the space is available
to store your program once it has been

Desk File

flssewbler

Debugger

assembled,

You can alter the length of these sec
tions at any time although this deletes
anything previously stored.
The file menu, apart from letting you
select the type of file, provides numerous
other facilities including file comparison,
folder creation and file deletion. You can

also save all the current assembler and

editor settings into a special .INF file
which is loaded automatically whenever
Assempro is run.
The major emphasis throughout is ease
of use. A notable illustration is the com

prehensive set of help menus incorpor
ated into the system. These can be called

Editor
Ln:

1, Cl:

1, Topi
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1, Tot.:

TEXT
ILABEL TOSNTOS.L
GEH_II.IT

FORH_ALERT «i,ALARHTEXT,D3
FORH-ERROR D3.D3
GEH.EXIT
DATA

ALARHTEXTlDCB "111 [THIS IS A "
DC.B
"HARHIHG HESSAGE..,....]'

DC.B
DCB

"[KEY 1IKEY 21"
"KEY 3]",0,0

END

Product: Assempro

Tel: 01-330 7166

Search Slock Table
B • BSS ;

DATA :

•Free :

Price: £49.95

Supplier: Abacus, c/o Precision Software, 6
Park Terrace, Worcester Park, Surrey
KT4 7JZ

Editor
Assenbler

H
Figure I The Assembler

12, Ins. .Free:

B , Rest l 1622721

Ml
24775, Rest! 162272

REVIEW

object files in a format suitable for use by
a linker. Although this probably prec
ludes its use in conjuction with compiled
languages such as C, in practice it would
be very easy to use the package from
within most versions of Basic.

To a large extent this is compensated
for by the wide variety of effective facili
ties. These let you insert whole files of
data at any point in your program during
assembly.
You can for instance, incorporate
entire screens produced by an art pack

age such as Degas, or sprite information
from an appropriate sprite generator

directly into your assembled code.
It's also theoretically possible to merge

separately compiled machine code
routines into your programs and thus get

Desk

File

Assenbler

Debugger

L:AB
Lifll
L:A2
L:A3
LlA4
LiA5

L:A6
L:A7

Search

Block

B5B&3C 2R6FBBB4 :,
CB5B64B 2B2DBBBC
B5B644 DBADBB14

L:DB
L:D1
D2
D3
L:D4
L:D5
L:D6
L:D7

Editor

Single step
6BB2B Enul,

B5B656
B5B65A
B5B65C
B5865E
B5B66B
fl Execute prograf. B5B664
B5B666
erase
B5B66A
B5666C
B5B67B
$3B6Bl
Run prograr.
haltable

4FF5B89B
2FBB
4B55
4267
3F3C8B4A
4E41
DEFCBBBC

Table

HOVEfl.L 4(fl7),fl5—

B5B64B DBADBB1C
B5B64C DBBCBBBBB7B8

B5B652 B2BBBBFE

I

MDVE.L $C(A5),D8
ADD.L $14(85),DB
ADD.L $1C(A5),DB
ADD.L «$7BB,DB
ANDI.B 8-2,DB

LEA -$68(A5,DB.L),A7J
r.DVE.L DB.-.A7)
PEA (A5)
CLR.I4 "(A7)

MOUE.U «S4A,-(A7)
TRAP «i

ADDA.U *$C.A7

264F

MOVEA.L A7,A3

4FFRB242
4B7AB66B

PEA $5BCD2(PC)

LEA $5B8BB(PC),A7

around the linker problem altogether.
You can save all your labels and
macros to a file which can be included

into any program at assembly time.
Assempro uses this technique to provide
a library containing a useful set of stand
ard Gem and Tos macros which simplifies
access to the operating system.

Change register
Figure II Assempro's debug screen

Machine code monitors are notoriously
difficult to use - especially for the begin

ner. In an attempt to get round this prob
lem, Abacus has designed a system
which is completely Gem based.
All the normal operations such as
single stepping, breakpoints and search/
replace can be performed with
staggering ease directly from the screen.
Full symbolic disassembly is supported
and you can page through the entire
address space of the ST using a vertical
scroll bar. You can also use the shift and

cursor keys to list through a program in
memory, one instruction at a time.
A slight problem I encountered was
that sometimes when paging upwards,
the disassembler got a bit confused. The
standard solution to this situation - which

is caused by the variable length of 68000
instructions - is to adjust the point at
which disassembly occurs by one or two
bytes.

Unfortunately, there didn't seem to be
any easy way of doing this directly and
you are therefore forced to load the
memory pointer with the required value
by hand.

At first glance it would appear to be
very difficult to use this sort of system to
debug programs which play around with
the screen. That's why Abacus has
included an option allowing you to use a
separate screen for all the program's
graphical output.
This function is slightly better than the

equivalent in Devpac as it can be turned
off and on as required, thus saving valu
able storage space.
Another nice feature was the display of

the condition code register. Individual
bits could be set and unset by simply
clicking on them with the mouse. In many
debugging situations this can be
extremely useful.
There's also a special facility to

point by pressing both shift keys simulta
neously. This works fine, although it does

To anyone who has read Abacus'
books, the documentation accompanying
Assempro will seem familiar. The

tend: to slow the program down con

emphasis is on the features of the system,

siderably.

but there's not really enough about how
they can be used m the developement of
actual programs.

execute a program and then halt it at any

The really annoying thing is that it's
only configured for use with one version
of the operating system. The manual

provides instructions to alter your copy of
Assempro, but these are far too vague to
be of real use to anyone but the most
experienced assembly language pro
grammer.

The only place where this monitor

really fell down was in terms of reliability.

This wouldn't be quite so important if
the many example programs included on
the disc were properly documented.

Scanning through them the only infor
mation I could find was the occasional
comment - sometimes in German,

There isn't even a description of what
the routines are supposed to do. This is a

Although most processor errors were

pity as I think they provide an excellent.

intercepted and the monitor auto
matically invoked, in practice I found it
fairly,easy to crash the system.
Undoubtably some of these problems

demonstration of the power of the

were due to the notable lack of
robustness of the Gem environment itself.
But others had to be due to insufficient

error trapping on the part of the pro

assembler and its associated library of
macros.

Similarly the macro library isn't particu
larly well explained, but considering its
size, this ommission is understandable.
Information on most of these functions can
be found in one or more of the Abacus

grammer.

books - or indeed any other Tos and Gem

Assempro will, for instance, let you run
programs using the standard Tos relo
cation format without automatically
relocating them for you first. It will also
allow you to load and run Gem based
programs before it initialises Gem.
To be fair, both these problems are
documented and are quite easy to work

reference work.

around. There were, however, also a

couple of bugs in the reassembler which
sometimes crashed and returned you to
the monitor for no apparent reason.
On the whole, despite the problems, I
rather liked this debugging system. I
found that, provided I kept backup
copies of everything, the time saved by
the user friendly interface more than
made up for the few occasions when it let
me down.

Assempro is a superb assembly lan
guage developement system, let down
slightly by vague documentation and
reliability problems with the built in
monitor.

It is full of clever, surprising and genu

inely innovative features and in many
respects, the sheer user friendliness of
this system sets it apart from the
competition.

, The current inability of the monitor to
debug programs runing in low resolution
will rule it out for some prospective
buyers - which is a pity.
As it stands this package is extremely

capable, but with fuller documentation
and a bit more care it could have set a
new standard for others to follow.
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Optical extras
Kevin Bulmer reviews

CAD-3D2, a three
dimensional CAD

package and tries out a
pair of stereo glasses

IN the April 1987 issue of Atari ST User,

becomes clear. Most icons replace drop

I reviewed Cad-3D and said that I

down menus, and having them on screen
speeds up development time.
Many functions can now be called from
the keyboard. For example, Alt-L loads a
file, Alt-S saves a file, S calls the spin tool
and function keys select definable groups
of objects.
A new feature of Cad-3D2 is its open
architecture. Excited? No, neither was I
until I found out what it means. Open
architecture means that the unit, be it

hoped Tom Hudson would return to the
program as he did to Degas and produce
CadElite. Well, he has.
The package is called Cad-3D2 and is
beautifully presented in a small, three
ring, vinyl binder. Included is a well writ
ten manual and four discs which hold the

mam program, CyberMate, Space Probe
which is a demo, and a public domain
motion control language.
The most important differences

hardware or software,

between Cad-3D and Cad-3D2 are that

the latter requires

can be linked to

others of the same type and they can be
made to interact.

megabyte of ram in order to run and

Plans are already afoot for some desk
top accessories to take advantage of this

while Cad-3D files can be loaded into

feature. These include an advanced ren

Cad-3D2, the process does not work in

dering package with 512 colours, anti
aliasing, ray tracing and texture mapping.
There's also a graftal/fractal builder
which creates graphics fractals that can
look like trees, lakes, mountains and so

a

minimum of one

reverse.

Several features of the original have
been enhanced - lighting, superview,
spin, and colour selection are some
things to benefit from extra attention.
A new form of superview has been
added and it is now possible to rotate a
3D object in wire frame mode in real time
from the mouse. This routine uses the

algorithms produced by Jez San, the
author of Starglider,
The most exciting part of the package
is the new stereo feature. This does not

a
'm

Lighting is much more flexible than it
used to be. There are still three light
sources and one ambient source but the

three light bulbs can now be dragged
into place with the mouse, It is even pos
sible to place a light source inside a
group of objects.

Another nice change which relates to
lighting is that the camera view now
matches the light setting. In Cad-3D you
had to rotate your viewpoint by 90
degrees to the left before the lighting
controls made any sense.
Superview can now be in any mode,
independent of the camera window. This
means that you can manipulate an object

produce startling music to accompany
your creations, but allows you to see
objects as if they were sitting inside, or in
front of, your monitor. More of this later.
On booting the program you are
presented with a new screen layout. The
four windows of Cad-3D (camera view,
top, right and bottom) are slightly differ
ent because the unused margins have
been removed, and they sit at the right of

for speed and then view it in solid mode

the screen.

and in full colour.

On the left are a number of icons.

While at first cryptic, their meaning soon
52 Atari ST User September 1987
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in wireframe mode in the camera window

There are now two sorts of superview
to choose from - draft and final, both

REVIEW

I

having a number of options.
Draft mode is the superview of original
Cad-3D, but is much improved. However,

it takes on average almost twice as long
to draw the picture.

Z buffering, a more precise way of
calculating hidden face removal, is used
to draw the scene, and this eliminates the

irritating glitches which sometimes
appear in draft mode.

but unfortunately it isn't.
Positioning objects in relation to each

object creation. Spin has been enhanced
to allow objects to be spun through a
Degas pictures can now be loaded in

as backgrounds to your objects and this
opens up the possibility of making pic
tures of more than 20 objects (the
maximum number of objects allowed by
Cad-3D and Cad-3D2).
If the superview is set to wire frame,
moving the mouse rotates the object
being viewed in real time. Pressing Z
allows you to zoom in and out. This addi
tion is a real pleasure to use, and makes
setting up a picture much swifter.
Also on the new superview menu is the
ability to go into stereo mode. It is here

that you decide whether your object is
shown in front of, intersecting, or behind
your television screen, also how exagger
ated the perspective will be.

The most useful addition to the pro
gram is the scale feature, which allows

you to specify sizes for objects in either
metric or imperial units.
First generate a cube to use as a
master object. Next click on the ruler icon
and type in the dimensions of the cube.
This item is now used by the program

for reference and all other objects are
now scaled to this block. If you set up a
one foot cube and then generate a
second cube, you can type in its dimen
sions as three inches by 50 centimetres
by six feet one inch and the program will
change the object to match its size.
This allows for much more accurate

number of degrees instead of always a
full circle.

The above additions to Cad-3D
certainly make it a much more useful
piece of software - until now its use has

other still relies on the screen resolution.

This is not too much of a problem if you
are using a monochrome monitor and you
make the window you are working in into
a full screen, but it can be infuriating on a
colour system.

been limited to helping artists.
Now it can be used to show fitted kitch

ens or bathrooms for interior designers or
architects and with the planned expan

Cybermate

sions it will become a professional quality

Cybermate is an exceptional piece of

development tool. However, I would still

software which really deserves a review

like to see some modifications.

of its own. In essence it is a video

It would be very nice to be able to
mirror an object; when you have spent
five hours joining objects together the
prospect of repeating the task for another
shape is rather daunting.

recording studio for Cad-3D written by

The join routine has not been
improved. In the manual Tom Hudson
says that it is the most complex piece of
code he has ever written, and anyone
who has tried any 3D programming will
sympathise with him.

There are steps to take which make
living with it much easier. These are
clearly explained in a hints section of the
manual.

An optional fonts and primitives disc
includes a utility, called Super Extruder
which allows you to extrude multi-colour
objects with holes in, so bypassing most
uses of the join facility.

Mark Kimball.

Using some awesome compression and
real time decompression routines, it con
verts your one meg ST into a 10 meg
frame buffer.

You can store up to 1000 frames of
animation in memory and play them back
at variable speeds up to 60 frames a
second.

You can play music created with the
G.I.S.T. sound editor with the movie,

change the palette at any time, change
the frame rate, set up loops and do all
sorts of other things.

The manual for this complex piece of
kit is all on disc and you are advised to
print it out. This is a shame since not

everyone has a printer and working

It would have been nice to have this

through the manual from a disc file is
almost impossible.

disc included with Cad-3D2 as standard,

Cybermate produces standalone proSeptember 1987 Atari ST User 53
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grams which can be distributed, and this

ations between the two images create the

is where the package may appeal to a

3D effect.

larger audience than Cad-3D2 would on

The advantage of not using filters is that
you can create full colour images and the
effect is startling.
The glasses come with a desk top
accessory which allows you to draw in 3D
using Degaselite. Screens one and two

its own. Shop window displays or presen
tations for companies can be created
relatively easily.
The program is not easy to use at first,
,but this is because it is so flexible. It is

even possible to produce stereo demon
strations.

Included in the package are a number
of animation sequences, the most
impressive of which fills the third disc, It's
called Space Probe and is an excellent
advertisement

for

Cad-3D2

and

Cybermate.
A gold and silver satellite hoves into
view, rotates in front of a planet and then
plummets to the surface. It can be slowed

down or speeded up using the cursor
keys. It has to be seen to be believed.

The stereo option in Cad-3D2 and
Cybermate requires a pair of Stereo Tek
glasses. Unlike the colour filter type of
glasses, these plug into the cartridge port
of your ST.
They work by alternately switching
lenses to opaque and transparent in time
with the computer's frame update, and at
the same time the computer alternates
between two pictures. The slight vari

are used to create the effect. There is a
stereo slide show and source code and

documentation so that you can easily
write your own 3D programs.
The glasses work on a colour or mono
chrome system but before using them
with colour, push the frame rate up to
sixty Hertz otherwise you will see the

Unfortunately, the optical techniques
employed in this hardware and the rela

tively small numbers likely to be sold,
mean that these glasses are going to be
expensive.

If you cannot afford a pair, find the
Electric Software stand at the next exhibi

tion and try the glasses out there.
Stereo Tek glasses are only available
for the Atari|ST| and every ST owner
should see them in action. Once you've
seen them, you'll want them.

Product: CAD 3D II

screens flicker. To do this clear bit one of

Price: Provisionally £49.95

location $FF820A. I have a small program
which does this in an AUTO folder on my
Degaselite and Cad-3D2 discs.
Several programs are available in
America which have Stereo Tek options.
A new version of Wanderer, and Maps
and Legends are just two.
A demonstration included depicts a
number of shiny, steel balls bouncing
around a room which appears to be
inside the case of your television set. Sit
down in front of your ST wearing the
space age specs and load this - you won't

Requirements: 1040 ST

Product: Cybermate
Price: Provisionally £39.95
Product: Stereotactic Glasses

Price: Provisionally £150.00
Supplier: Electric Distribution, 8 The Green

Street, Willingham, Cambridgeshire CB4
5JA.
Tel: 0954 61258

Note: Cybermate and CAD 3D II may be
only available in one package.

want to take them off for hours!
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Fly round your
house with the ST
WE have seen how rotating three dimen
sional images could easily be achieved in
Fast Basic. This month we will continue

by looking at some more advanced
techniques. These will let you view a
wireframe image from any point in space,
instead of merely rotating the image

In part 2 of his series
Charlie Dancey shows
how to use matrices in

3D programming

shown is from a position on the Z axis,
directly in front of the house.
From this position it is simple to convert
the true coordinates of the house into

screen coordinates by merely running
them through PROCperspective. This is
because PROCperspective expects the

round its own coordinates.

viewer to be located on the Z axis.

This means that if you have a three
dimensional model of say, a building in
the computer's memory, it is possible to
view the model from any position. The
ability to walk or fly round a model is very
useful in CAD systems as well as having
applications in games and flight simu

As the program has to be able to view
the image from any position, it must be
able to cope with the viewer being
located in positions other than on the Z

lators.

This month's program, written in Fast
Basic, displays a model of a small house.
Not very imaginative perhaps, but it
serves to illustrate the program's power.
Because the image is stored m the same
format as those featured last month, it
would be simple to paste images from
one program to the other or to define
your own.

On running the program, the opening
display is a frontal view of the house. You
can move your viewpoint around, using

the cursor keys and the display is
updated to show the new view.
The speed of the ST running Fast Basic
means the screen display is updated
fairly rapidly, allowing you to fly round

readability and elegance.
The position of the viewer is held as a
set of X,Y and Z coordinates in the three
variables x%, y% and z%. When one of
the cursor keys is pressed the appro
priate value is modified by adding or sub
tracting the variable inc% from it.
The increment value can be modified

in the listing to speed up or slow down
the motion of the viewpoint.
Type in the program and run it. You
will notice that the display always shows
the house in such a way that it seems to

be upright. In other words, the view
always corresponds to a real-life view.
This is one of the remarkable features of

axis.

This is achieved by first creating a new
set of axes such that the new Z axis passes
through the viewer and expressing the
true coordinates in terms of these.

The coordinates of any point in the new
system will be different to the true
coordinates, so they are referred to as our
coordinates, hence the array our%().
Every time the viewpoint is changed a
new set of axes is calculated. All the true
coordinates are converted into our

coordinates. The results are passed to
PROCperspective which in turn feeds a

the algorithm used.
The coordinates of the points in the
image are stored in the array true%().

set of screen coordinates to PROC-

These are the true coordinates of each

mathematical object called a matrix. This
is an array of values, rather like a spread
sheet, which can have any number of

point with respect to a normal threedimensional set of X, Y and Z axes.
The final set of two dimensional coordi

drawpic.
In order to do this the program uses a

rows and columns.

like a helicopter and view the house from
all angles.
The redrawing of the screen is hidden
using the same screen swapping techni

nates used to draw the image are stored

Matrices can be combined in a variety

in the arrays a%() and b%()• There is also

of useful ways according to certain rules.
A 3 by 3 matrix looks like this:

que as last month, though I have tidied up

our%(),{oui coordinates).
When the program is run, the first view

the code a

little in the interests of

an intermediate set of three dimensional

coordinates

stored

in

the

array
ABC
DE F
GH I

where the letters A to I represent
numerical values. A set of XYZ coordi

nates can be stored in a 1 by 3 matrix like
this:
X

Y
Z

and it is possible to multiply the 1 by 3
matrix by the 3 by 3 matrix as follows:
ABC

X = AX+BY+CZ

D

E

F

x Y =

G

H

I

Z =

DX+EY+FZ
GX+HY+IZ

The result is a new 1 by 3 matrix - in
fact a

new set of coordinates.

This

process is called a transformation of
coordinates.

Figure I: Wire frame house being rotated

Now suppose you are looking at the
image of the house from a position on the
Z axis and you rotate it and its coordinate
system by a small amount. The axes of the
September 1987 Atari ST User 55
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system will now be pointing in new direc

- this set of three numbers shows what

tions.

happens to an X coordinate during the

It is possible to define the direction of
axes (in terms of the original axes) in the
form of a 3 by 3 matrix. Each column will
hold a unit vector representing one of the
axes: The first will represent the X axis,

rotation, just as the other vectors show
what happens to the other coordinates.
The transformation merely applies this
information to a coordinate set in a clearly
logical way.
Of course, this type of rotation is not
quite what we want the program to do.
The effect we are trying to achieve is that
of rotating the coordinate system so it
points its Z axis towards us, leaving the
model exactly where it was.
There is a significant difference here.
What actually happens in the program is

the second the Y axis and the third the Z
axis.

What is a unit vector? For the X axis this

is the coordinate position of the point one
unit along expressed in terms of the old
set of axes.

It is called a vector because the three

coordinate values represent a line that
has magnitude and direction, while the
length is one unit, hence a unit vector.
Let's imagine again that we are looking

The true coordinates are then inverse-

transformed by this matrix to produce our

axes. The next step is to store these in a 3
by 3 matrix.
If we now multiply all the true coordi

coordinates.

X and Z axes. Here another matrix techni

Inverse transformation has

que is used:

coordinates in terms of the new axes. An

D

inverse transformation is very similar to
the normal transformation, it goes like

C

this:

ABC
D
G

E
H

F
I

VERSION 1.5

atari ST, gem Relational Data Base

Complete Data Management
TRiMbase is a complete data base package, it
doesn't just store, safeguard and process your
data fast and efficiently, it also prints out reports
in any form you want.
• Supremely easy to use
• Technically advanced
• In-built word processor

FREE TWO WEEK
TRIAL OFFER
Before you look elsewhere, see what this outstanding

system has to offer. Try out the complete system (not
a restricted demo) FREE for two weeks. We know you'll
be impressed!
write or phone for details to:

¥*"< • "La?

•/>£^E_f^

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Curran Building,

101 St James Road, Glasgow G4 ONS.
Telephone: 041-552 2128

E

= B*F-C*E
= A*F-C*D

F

= A*E-B*D

This has the effect of combining two
vectors and producing a third at right
angles to both of them. This is a very
powerful function which illustrates the
techniques using matrix arithmetic.

X = AX+DY+GZ
x Y = BX+EY+HZ
Z = CX+FY+IZ

Both transformations and inverse trans

TRTMhTCP

Price

Next the X vector is calculated. One of

the requirements of the program is that
the X axis always lies in the horizontal
plane. This means the image will always
appear upright.
Working out the Y axis vector is not so
simple and it is done on the basis that the
Y axis is always at right angles to both the

the effect of expressing all of the true

works. Take the unit vector for the X axis

£89.95

The process is clearly set out in PROCfmdmatrix. First this procedure checks to
see if the viewer is on the Y axis. (This is a
special case and is dealt with as such).
Assuming we are looking from
somewhere else, the program works out
the unit vectors for each axis, starting with
Z, which is relatively easy.

new viewpoint and stored in the array m()
as a 3 by 3 matrix.

at the house. We rotate the entire image

result which show the position of the
rotated image with repect to the old axes.
This process performs a similar function
to that of last month's program, that is to
say it rotates an image around its axes.
It's not too difficult to see why this

place.

that a set of axes is calculated for each

and calculate the unit vectors for the new

nates by our matrix, a set of coordinates

formations are easily programmed. The
tricky bit is working out the unit vectors
making up the 3 by 3 matrix in the first

ATARI ST
PUBLIC DOMAIN
Why reinvent the wheel? We have a large
selection of languages, demo's, utilities, comm's
and games etc. available. Send a stamp for our
list, which willsave you hours of frustration.
DISCS from £2.50 to £4.50

McSOFT
9 ABINGDON GARDENS, BATH
AVON BA2 2UY

-Sf3
If so we would, like to hear from you. Database Software

is looking for good quality software -games, utilities,
business programs. If you think you have a winner send
it for evaluation (on disc or tape, plus instructions and a.
brief outline) to:
The Manager
Database Software

Europa House, 68 Chester Road
Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.
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ST OWNERS!!
The Ultimate

Sound Digitizer on
cartridge
from Innovated Software

Best quality
and value on the
market
FEATURES
Sound Sampling from 4.25KHZ on record and
playback
Nearly 4 minutes sample length with 1Mb of
ram & 4-KHZ
24 seconds with 512K @ 17KHZ

Full 8 bit resolution on input and output

8 filter settings under software control
Reverb and echo under software control

Real time oscilloscope for monitoring input
Wordprocessor style visual editing of
waveforms, which even allows drawing on
screen to alter or create sounds

Comprehensive 26 page bound manual

SOFTWARE DETAILS
Runs on any ST, mono or colour
Uses ALL available ram

Combine samples in your own programs
Play samples with your pictures
Waveform printout
Source code dumps

BYTEBACK
THE ATARI ST

RRP
24.95

Full midi software for above £19.95
Available from:

53 Rugby Road
Worthing

ADVENTURES

RRP

ONLY

19.50
19.50

19.50
15.50
19.50

24.95

19.50

Jupiter Probe

14.95

11.50

Passengers on wind

24.95
19.95
24.95
24.95

Boulderdash Con Set

24.95

19.50

Beaurocracy

34.95

27.50

24.99

Brian Clough

24.95

19.50

Hollywood Hi-Jinx

29.95

23.50

24.95

19.50

19.50

12.95

10.00

Tass Times
Borrowed Time

24.95

Metropolis

Extravaganza
Vegas Gambler

12.95

10.00

19.50

19.50

29.95

Hades Nebula

22.95

18.50

Minds hadow
Moon mist
Leather Goddesses

24.95

24.95

29.95

23.50
23.50

Sub Battle Simulator

24.95

19.50

Trinity

34.95

27.50

Artair

19.95

19.95
24.95

15.50
15.50
19.50

Hitch Hikers Guide

Prohibition

29.95
34.95
29.95

24.95

19.50

29.95

24.95

19.50

Deadline
Sorcerer

23.50
27.50
23.50
23.50

29.95

23.50

9.95

7.50

Spellbreaker

23.50

Super Tennis
10th Frame
Leader Board

* Tournament Disk

M. F. Voyaging
Zork (l.lior III)

24.95

19.50

Shanghai

24.95

19.50

Jewels of Darkness

29.95
19.95

MGT

24.95
24.95

19.50

Pawn

24.95

19.50

Ultima III

24.95

19.50

27.50
15.50
11.50

Kings Quest II

23.50

Black Cauldron

29.95
29.95

Winnie the Pooh

24.95

19.50

RRP

ONLY

Hacker I or II

L Computer People
Strip Poker
Thai Boxing
Space Pilot

34.95
19.95
14.95
19.95

15.50

Joust
Star Raiders
Word for Word

29.95

23.50

29.95

23.50

39.95

Super Huey

19.95

15.50
19.50

23.50

31.50

UTILITIES & BUSINESS
HabaWriter
HabaView

79.95

35.00

15.50

Wordwriter

79.95

63.50

230.00

184.00

59.95

25.00

Arctic Fox

39.95

31.50

Signuml

Skyfox

24.95

19.50

STuff

QBall

19.95

15.50

M. Cache

24.95
24.95

19.50
19.50

Champ. Wrestling
Rogue

24.95

19.50

Pro Sound Designer

57.44

45.00

19.50

Turbo GT

24.95
24.95
24.95
15.95

Eden Blues

24.95

12.50
19.50

Macadam Bumper
GFL Champ. Football
Basketball (2 on 2)

24.95

19.50

24.95

19.50

First Word Plus
Thunder
Back Pack
Minicomm
1st Mail
K-Comm 2
K-Data

24.95

19.50

K-Ram

29.95

23.50

Trail blazer

24.95

79.95

63.50

12.95

19.50
10.00

K-Spread 2

Karate Master

K-Switch

29.95

Typhoon

15.50

ProCopy ST

34.95

27.50

11.50

Metacomco Make
Menu +

49.95

39.50

Hippo Backgammon
Colours pace
Ninja Mission

19.95
14.95
39.95
19.95
9.95

Goldrunner

24.95

Winter Games

Super Cycle

Arkanoid

19.50
19.50

31.50
15.50

7.50

Tech mate Chess

19.95

Trivia Challenge 1

24.95

19.50
15.50
19.50

Shuttle II
Karate Kid II

24.95

19.50

24.95
24.95
19.95

19.50
19.50

Pinball Factory
Cards

Major Motion

19.95
19.95

15.50
15.50
15.50

Time Bandit

29.95

23.50

Lands of Havoc

19.95

15.50

Electronic Pool

Silent Service
Harrier Strike
SDI
Balance of Power
Strike Force Harrier

63.50

31.50
39.00

29.95

23.50

29.95
49.95
49.95

23.50
39.50
39.50

23.50

15.50

199.00

159.00

Digkfrum

19.95
24.95

15.50
19.50

Zoomracks 2

69.95

55.50

Mighty Mail

29.95

23.50

The Alternative
Cornerman

29.95

23.50

29.95
39.95
115.00

23.50
31.50
92.00
79.50

Payroll
Ml Print

Michtron Utilities
Fleet St. Publisher

SuperBase Personal
Publishing Partner
Ramdisk/S pooler

24.95

19.50

49.95

35.00

Megafont ST

45.95
29.95

36.50
23.50

ART & DESIGN
Paintworks
The Music Studio
CAD 3D

24.95

19.50

24.95
24.95

19.50
19.50

69.95
19.95
19.95

55.00
15.00

ST Karate

15.50

Degas
Degas Elite
Pro Sprite Generator
Art Scribe

Mission Mouse (b/w)

79.95

39.95
49.00

19.95

TRiMbase
VIP Pro. GEM

99.95
159.85
24.95
89.95
228.85
29.95

RRP
34.95

127.50
19.50
71.50

183.00
23.50
ONLY
27.50

34.95

27.50

49.95
39.95

39.50
31.50

79.95

63.50
31.50
19.50
119.50

39.95
24.95

Protector/Space Stn

24.95

19.50

War Zone/Fire Blast
3D Chess
Barbarian

24.95

19.50

Easy Draw

149.95

24.95
24.95

19.50

Art Director

49.95

39.50

19.50

Film Director

59.95

47.50

Deep Space
Brataccas

34.95
34.95

27.50
27.95

Arena/Brataccas

34.95

27.50

39.50

49.95

GFA Basic Compiler
Fast Basic (Eprom)
Fast Basic (Disc)

49.95
89.90

39.00
39.00
71.50

24.95

19.50

24.95

19.50

49.95

Mouse Trap

14.95

39.00
11.50

Liberator

12.95

10.00

K-Seka

9.95

7.50
11.50
19.50

Cambridge Lisp

14.95

Plutos
Xevious
Phantasie II

24.95

Road War 2000

BN11 5NB

Alternate Reality
Temple of Apshai

24.95
24.95

(0903) 40509 24 hours

Lota of Public Domain Software from only

19.50
19.50

19.50
19.50

0

49.95

Wanderer 3D

Timeblast

RBE

LANGUAGES
Forth MT
GFA Basic

Starglider
FlightSim II

24.95
24.95

Sussex

19.50

Airball

Universe 2 ST

AVAILABLE NOW

ONLY

Stationfall
Golden Path
Guild of Thieves

Mercenary

12 month warranty & software
updates

SPECIALIST

BEST PRICES FAS EST D
GAMES
Roadrunner
Gauntlet
Barbarian

Metro Cross

All this for only £99.95 inc P&P

^y

<

49.95

39.50

49.95

39.50

149.95

119.50

MCC Lattice C

99.95

79.00

MCC Pascal
MCC Assembler

89.95
49.95

71.50
39.50

Modula 2 ST
Pro Fortran 77
Pro Pascal

99.95

79.50

147.95

118.00

147.95

118.00

£3.50 per disk!

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FIRST CLASS POST

Trade enquiries welcome

TELEPHONE (0636) 79097 FOR PERSONAL ASSISTANCE

Send Cheque/PO lo:

BYTEBACK

Dept. AST 6 MUMBY CLOSE,
NEWARK, NOTTS NG24 1JE
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A

The leading North West

ATARI Specialist ATARI Dealer

©HlADBROKE
COMPUTING
INTERNATIONAL

33, Ormskirk Road
Preston, Lanes.

A
ATADI

Tel: (0772) 21474

Mail Order: 27236 or

MIMKI

Bu I/Board 6pm to 9am

This Company has given years of full support to ATARI users Countrywide from their retail shop
premises at Ormskirk Road, Preston. Now from their NEW Mail Order Depot they can offer the same
Excellent service to all Mail Order Customers.

All Software and Hardware is fully tested prior to selling. This ensures Customers receive working items
so that returned goods, and all the attendant frustration are a thing of the past. All Hardware is
supported by our own 'ON SITE' engineers, therefore quick turn round on all repairs is Guaranteed.
All prices quoted are fully VAT inc. and there are no 'hidden extras', what you see is what you get.
Prices include next day delivery on items over £150.

./mmmm^

520STM Packages

PHONE

31/* D/S
D/D

5% D/S
D/D 46TPI

Per Disk
£1.99
10 Disks
£16.00
10 Disks+Plastic
lib case ...£17.50
100 Disks+Cases .£150.00
500 Disks +Cases .£650.00

£0.80
£6.50
£7.50
£60.00
....£280.00

All Disks are covered by an

520STFM+Mouse
+Softwr.
520STFM+Mouse
+Softwr

£285.00

+1Meg Upgrade
520STFM Mega Pack

unconditional lifetime guarantee.

£350.00

520STFM+Mouse
+Softwr

+1Meg Upgrade
+1Meg 2nd Drive

£485.00

Equal to 1040STF+!4Meg Drive

We also stock a full range of quality
P/D ST Software at £3.99 per Disk
Send SAE for catalogue.
1040STF+Mouse
+Softwr.
1040STF+Mouse
+Hi-Res Mon
+Softwr.
1040STF+Mouse
+Colour Mon

+Softwr.

£299.00

£480.00
All Hardware is covered for 12 months

by our service dept. and is tested
prior to delivery to assure satisfaction.

£580.00

£780.00

520STM. These are our own design

Our ATARI trained engineers will
repair all Hardware in minimum time

warranty.

NEWLY IMPORTED
Imager. Easily fixed to your printer
it will digitise anything placed in the
printer and save to Disk to be used
with Dega, Elite etc. RRP £99.99.

IMeg Upgrade (STFM).
1Meg Upgrade (All ST's).

All Printers, Disk Drives etc supplied

£70.00
£135.00

2.5Meg Upgrade +Board
PHONE
4Meg Upgrade +Board
PHONE
If any of the above Upgrades are
purchased with Hardware then deduct
£5 from total.

Heje__0
jju __D_r

at competitive rates. Please ring for a
quotation. All repairs carry a 90 day

and are very simple to fit.
Using the same board, all ST's can be
Upgraded to 2mg or 4mg. So no need
to sell your 520 just Upgrade to a
Mega ST using our board.

We have a complete range of Software
in stock and fully tested.
We also stock a full range of ATARI
8Bit Hardware and Software including
the new XE range. Please ring for prices

PERIPHERALS

Mega ST's

PHONE

Lazer Printers

PHONE

PC Clones

PHONE

All Drives come complete with Software

with cables etc. NO HIDDEN EXTRAS

£55.00

LQ800 24pin D/M

£525.00

All Others.

PHONE

£139.00
£229.00
£310.00
£139.00

HARD DRIVES

DUST COVERS
£250.00
£55.00
PHONE
PHONE
PHONE
£19.00

vJESSb
bO _nnr

Triangle 1mg D/Drive
Triangle 2x1 mg D/Drive
Pro Draw Graphics Tab'
Cumana 1Meg D/Drive

PRINTERS
Dot Matrix

LX86 Sheetfeeder

For Med Res Col Mon add

For High Res Mono Mon add....£129.00

.Meg Upgrades are available for the

Star NL10
NL10 Sheetfeeder
National Panasonic
MP165
MP135
LX86 Tractor Feed

+Modulator

Computers

£3.99

Monitors
Disk Drives
Printers

£4.99
£2.99
£7.99

Atari 20mg
Triangle 20mg Hard Disk
Supra 20mg

£550.00
£669.00
£550.00

30mg
60mg

PHONE
PHONE

IF IT'S AVAILABLE we have it!

Send SAE for full catalogue.
All Dedicated books and mags in stock

TO ORDER Simply send, or phone your order, stating Full Name, Address,
Visa or Access Nos, Cheque or Money order. Make payable to Ladbroke
Computing International, 33, Ormskirk Road, Preston, Lanes. PR1 2QP.

Any Software problems? Queries?
give us a ring we usually have the
answer

FOR MORE INFO CALL ON THE
ABOVE NUMBERS OR SEND SAE
AND STATE FULL REQUIREMENTS

i PROGRAMMING

similar to last month's listing. The array of
our coordinates are passed to PROCper

Three dimensional graphics program
ming can be difficult because it is not
easy to visualise the system. The best

programmers and are often the key to
elegant solutions to complex problems.

spective along with the value viewdist%,

approach, as with any programming, is to

explain the specific operations of this pro
gram in this article. If your interest
extends beyond this then you would do

The rest of the program is broadly

break the problem down into small

I have not attempted to do more than

which is dependent on the viewers dis
tance from the origin.
This is sufficient data to produce the
screen coordinates of the image. The

extend far beyond graphics. They are

subject.

program draws the image using the set of

very powerful tools with applications in

# Next month I will combine the techni

screen coordinates and the line drawing
sequence that is stored in the arrays
start%() and end%().

such diverse areas as accounting and

ques developed so far to produce a
working flight simulator shell in Fast

10 REM 3D Rotation Using Matrix.
20 REM By Charlie Dancey
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

REM (c) Atari ST User.
REM
REM Written in Fast Basic
REM Do NOT enter line numbers
PROCsetscreens
PROCcreatevars

100 PROCsetpoints
110 REPEAT
120 PROCcalc

130 PROCdrawpic
140 PROCswapscreens
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

PROCmove
UNTIL FALSE
END
DEF PROCsetscreens
HIDEMOUSE
screenoneX=PHYSBASE

220 RESERVE screentuoX,33000
230 screentwoX=(screentwoX+256) AND
SFFFF00

240 gxb=GRAFXBASE
250 gyb=GRAFYBASE

chunks.

The uses of matrices in programming

topology.

They are well worth study by serious

600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
)) TO
760
770
780
790
800

300 LOGBASE=screentwoX

310 PUT 0,0,3
320 GRAFRECT gxb,gyb,gw,gh

DEF PROCcalc

380 PROC-findm(x%,y!.,Z/.)
390 FOR iX=1 TO nopointsX
400 PROCinversetransformtiX)

410 PROCperspective(iX)
420 NEXT iX
430 ENDPROC
440

450 DEF PROCswapscreens

460 SWAP showscreenX,writescreenX

DEFAULT:flag%=FALSE
ENDSWITCH

UNTIL flagX
IF INPSTAT.2) THEN
REPEAT

keyX=INP(2)
UNTIL keyX=0 OR INPSTAT(2)=FALSE
ENDIF

ENDPROC

DEF PROCdrawpic
CLG 0
FOR iX= 1 TO nolinesX

LINE aX(startX.iX.),bX(startX(iX
a%(end%Ci%)),b%(end%Ci%))
NEXT iX
ENDPROC

DEF PROCperspective.pointX)
aX(pointX)=oaX+(viewdepthX*ourX(

840 DEF PROCfindr_(xX,yX,zX)

T

showscreenX=PHYSBASE
writescreen%=LOGBASE
ENDPROC

1170 READ nopointsX
1180 FOR lX=1 TO nopointsX
1190 FOR ]X=0 TO 2
1200 READ trueX(iX,jX)

820 ENDPROC
830

290 GRAB 0,0,SCREENWIDTH,SCREENHEIGH

330
340
350
360
370

1160 RESTORE points

CASE 82:z%=zZ+inc%

point! ,1))/(viet.dist-ourX(pointX,2.)

EIGHT

850
860
870
880
890
900
910

vie_rdist=SaR(x%*x%+y%*y%+z%*zX)

920

m(0/0)=1
_i(1,2)=-1
m(2,1)=1

930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040

IF (x%=0) AND (zX=0) THEN
FOR mX=0 TO 2
FOR nX= 0 TO 2

r_(r_X,nX.=0
NEXT nX
NEXT mX

ELSE

i_(2,0)=xX/viei.dist
r_(2,1)=yX/viewdist
r_.2,2.=zX/viewdist

1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110

490 ENDPROC
500
510 DEF PROCmove
520 REPEAT

DATA 22
DATA 20,0,50
DATA 100,0,50
DATA 100,0,-50
DATA -100,0,-50
DATA -100,0,50
DATA -20,0,50
DATA -20,100,50
DATA 20,100,50
DATA -100,150,50
DATA 100,150,50
DATA 100,150,-50
DATA -100,150,-50
DATA -100,225,0
DATA 100,225,0
DATA 100,50,25
DATA 100,100,25
DATA 100,100,-25
DATA 100,50,-25
DATA 100,50,0
DATA 100,100,0
DATA 100,75,25
DATA 100,75,-25
RESTORE lines
READ nolinesX
FOR X= 1 TO notinesX

1510 READ startX(iX)

1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570

READ endX(iX)
NEXT iX
lines:
DATA 27
DATA 1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8

,8,1
11,11,12,12,9
1590 DATA 9,13,13,12,13,14,14,10,14,1
1,15,16
1600 DATA 16,17,17,18,18,15,19,20,21,

_i(1,2)=-_i(0/0)*ni(2,1)
ENDIF
ENDPROC

DEF PROCinversetransform(pX)
FOR mX=0 TO 2

ourX(p%,niX.=_i(i_X,0)*tri_eX.pX,0.+
•(•%, nnrueX.pX.I.+m.niX^.nrueX.pX^

550 SWITCH keyX
560 CASE 72:yX=yX+incX

)

580 CASE 77:xZ=x%+inc%
590 CASE 75:xZ=xX-inc%

1240 points:
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500

m(0,0)=zX/distxz
m(0,1.=0
_i(0,2)=-x%/distxz
_i(1,0)=ni(0,2.*_i.2,1)
m(1/1)=-_i(0/2)*in(2/0)+iii(0,0)*B(2

530 flagZ=TRUE
540 key%=INP(2)»8

570 CASE 80:y%=y%-inc%

1210 NEXT i*
1220 NEXT iX
1230

distxz=SflR(xX*xX+zX*zX)

,2)

470 PHYSBASE=showscreenX
480 LOGBASE =writescreenX

Basic

CASE 71:z%=z%-inc%

pointX,0)./.viewdist-ourX(pointX,2.)
810 bX(pointX.=obX-(viewdepthX*ourX(

260 gw=GRAFWIDTH
270 gh=GRAFHEIGHT
280 GRAFRECT 0,0,SCREENWIDTH,SCREENH

well to check out some books on the

1120 NEXT mX
1130 ENDPROC
1140
1150 DEF PROCsetpoints

1580 DATA

2,10,3,11,4,12,5,9,9,10,10,

22
1610 ENDPROC
1620
1630 DEF "ROCcreatevars
1640 DIM trueX(100,2),ourX(100,2.,aX.

100),bX(100)
1650 DIM startX(200),endX(200)
1660 DIM ii(2,2)
1670 oaX= SRAFWIDTH/2
1680 obX= SRAFHEIGHT*0.75

1690 viewdepthX=1000

1700 xX=0:yX=0:zX=1000
1710 incX =150
1720 ENDPROC
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MEGAPACi
520 STFM SYSTEM BY A.S.&T,
The new 520 STFM from ATARI has been an instant hit since its

announcement. The design has gained from experience with earlier

ST and STM machines and the result is a practical and superbly
engineered computer that will easily find its place in your home as
well as in your business.

720H

MIDI INTERFACE:
The 520 STFM has 3 programmable sound voices and a Musical
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) to allow direct connection to a
wide range of musical organs and synthesizers such as the Casio
CZ230S.

MEMORY:
The basic 520 STFM has 192K bytes of ROM,an optional 128K bytes

MOUSE:

of plug-in ROM cartridges and 51 2K of RAM. The MEGAPAC 520
STFM has bigger memory — a full ONE MEGABYTE of RAM, likethe

The 520 STFM has its own dedicated mouse as part of its standard

1040 STF.

JK ATARI

DOUBLE SIDE!
SECOND DRIVE

hardware.

PERIPHERAL CONNECTORS:

DISC DRIVES:
The basic 520 STFM has a built-in single-sided disc drive. The
MEGAPAC 520-STFM comes with two drives, one internal and one

external. The latter is double-sided, offering twice the capacity
(720K) of the built-in drive (360K). Your disc bill can be cut by almost
half when compared with that of basic 520 STFM users.

The 520 STFM can be easily expanded by plugging in 'add-ons'
through its ports. They will accept printer (Centronics port), Modem
(RS232 port), musical instruments (Midi port), sensors (joystick port)
and fast intelligent devices such as network, Winchesters, laser
printer etc (SCSI port).

BUILT-IN SOFTWARE IN ROM:

PROCESSOR:
The Central Processor unit (CPU) is a Motorola 16/32 bit 68000chip,
running at a clock speed of 8 MHz. It is further enhanced by Atari's
own custom ICs providing a Direct Memory Access (DMA) channel
for fast data transfer with other peripherals such as the ATARI SH204
Winchester drive or the Atari Laser printer (available soon) and a real

The 520 STFM has 192K bytes of permanent software in ROM. This
comprises GEMDOS, the disc operating software which is now
becoming the dominating standard for 16 bit computers, and GEM,

the Graphic Environment which uses pictures and drawing instead

of cryptic messages to communicate with the user and the electronic
Mouse in place of the keyboard to enter the user's commands.

Disc number 4: contains CPM utilities.
Disc number 5: contains the CP/M emulator.

£449.99
NEWLO

FULL ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

ALSO AVAILABLE

time clock.

SOFTWARE ON 5 DISCS:

DISPLAY:
The 520 STFM can display 40 or 80 column text on any domesticTV or
colour monitor such as the Philips CM8533 or the dedicated ATARI
SM125 high resolution monochrome monitor. Graphic is 600 *400
pixels on the SMI 25,600 * 200 pixels in4 coloursor320*200 pixels
in 16 colours on a colour monitor or TV. The colour palette contains
512 possible colours. Some ATARI software indeed uses the
exceptional display hardware to produce stunning graphics with up
to 256 colours at once.

The MEGAPAC 520 STFM comes with 5 discs, containing ar
impressive collection of software by any standard:
Disc number 1: contains the BASIClanguage.
Disc number 2: contains LOGO, + DOODLE + MEGAROIDS

and STWRITERa WORDPROCESSOR program.

Disc number 3: contains Neochrome, a painting program and demo
pictures.

520 STM —SYSTEM A:

520 STM — SYSTEM B: £599.99

520 STM — SYSTEM B: £599-99
We increase the RAM of the SYSTEM A to the full One Megabyte and
instead of the SF354, we supply you with an FD600 (pictured above), twin
double-sided drives, quadruple the storage capacity of the SYSTEM A.

Megamax C

520 STM —SYSTEM A:

for all

512K Atari 520 STM computer. Atari SF 354 disc drive, high resolution
Atari SM 125 monochrome monitor and a free mouse plus FREE SIX

' softwarediscs, including First Wordwordprocessor!
520 STM —SYSTEM A2:
With TWIN SF354 at only
Plinth optional at only

520 STM -

£499.99
£15.00

£499.99
You save £20.00

DIRECT FROM THE UK'S SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
THE MEGAMAX C is probably the best C development system available for the ATARI 520 ST.
Already voted as the best C system for the APPLE Macintosh, the new ATARI package is even
better, packed with even more features and now available at a very realistic price tag of just £7 37
(ex VAT). "This package is a complete development system, not just the compiler and common
IN/OUT library. Take the Graphical Shell for example. MEGAMAX fully supports all GEM
routines (AES, VDI and DOS). • Full Resource Construction routines (MENUS, DIALOGUE
BOXES and ICONS). • Increases speed of correcting, altering and re-running programs by up to

SIX times compared with other C development systems. • AS&T will provide full support to all

SYSTEM A-PLUS:

We increase the RAM of the SYSTEM A to the full One Megabyte directly
from our factory. Only

Atari ST's

their R EGISTER ED customers and dealers (including PR ESTEL mailbox for queries and replies).
• Library source code Listings available. • Subject to sufficient support there will be a newsletter

and additional library routine source disc service. MEGAMAX C development system including
400 + page manual plus system and utility discs. £157.55 inc. VAT. LIBRARY Source discs
£20.00 inc. VAT.

EVERYTHING ATARI ST

/ a

mmW 4_k _#% \

__V ^

4-k ^
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AATARF (0702)510151

Monday to Saturday
9.00am to 5.30pm
M25(25 miles)

Southend

London

Power Without the Price"

#
*****_»

16 EXTRA RAM CHIPS

ami Ti._iOf!i^

TWO MANUALS
MOUSE

INC. VAT
W PRICE!

OUR PRICE PROMISE:

FROM SELECTED DEALERS

Some of our competitors promise you a price-match. All that means is overcharging you in the
first place. The A.S.&T. MEGAPAC offers such outstanding value that we do not have topromise
— and all the phone calls and frustration are cut out straight away.

MEGA ST's NOW IN STOCK, CALL FOR BEST PRICES

I._:..H..I.fc
All prices quoted (except on books) include VAT

at 15%. We accept payment by cheques, bank
drafts, bank or giro transfer, postal orders,
registered cash and credit cards (Access and
Visa). All payments should be made out to

A.S.&T. LTD. Only cheques require 7 days
clearance. We accept ordersfrom Government
and Educational Authorities. All prices do not
include postage or shipping charges.

ST 4
ST 2
ST2*2

CALL
CALL
CALL

1040 ST. new low price

CALL

Generous TRADE-IN terms for upgrade to the new MEGA ST's. Please call for a quote.

MONITORS:
SM125mono12"
SC 1224 colour 14"

£135.00 inc.
£372.00 inc.

Philips CM8833 colour 14"
NEWMultisync colour 14"

£299.00 inc.
£699.00 inc.

POSTAGE:
7 Small items up to 1 kilo sent by
recorded post
2 Metal case, books etc up to 5 kilos

£2.00

sent by parcel post
3 Disk drives, modems &midi inst

£3.00
£5.00

4 Computers, printers & monitors

£7.00

DISC DRIVES:
SF354. single sided

£139.95 inc.

SF314, double sided

£185.50 inc.

A.S.&T. bare D/S (double sided) drive to replace the single sided built-in drive of the 520 STFM

£89.00 inc.

A.S.&T. FD200, double sided for 520 STFM and 1040

£99.00 inc.

A.S.&T. 1000

£99.00 inc.

double sided for STM

A.S.&T. FD600, twin double sided, mains powered

£218.00 inc.

PRINTERS, LEADS, RIBBONS, PAPER ETC ...
Epson, Star, Juki, Panasonic, Citizen, Amstrad, MP .. .Too manytolist. Please callfor best pricesand current special
offers.

We stock also the best 30 software titles, books, discs, printer paper, labels, MIDI instruments, sound and video
digitisers etc. Complete price list available.

PHONE ORDERS:

(0702)510151
ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES

UNIT 32/33 RUTHERFORDCLOSE
PROGRESS ROAD
EASTWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
ESSEX SS95LQ

STORT SOFT

510.1 ;J

I

ATARI MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

INCREDIBLE LOW PRICES!
SUMMER STAR VALUE - UNBELIEVABLE BARGAINS

HARDWARE

520STM, SF3450.5Meg Disk Drive, Mouse 8 1stWord Word Processor
520STM, SM 125Mono Monitor, SF354 0.5Meg Disk Dim,Mouse and1stWord Word Processor
520STM, SF 314 1 Meg Disk Drive, Mouse and 1st Word Word Processor
520STM, SF 3141 Meg Disk Drive, SM125 Mono Monitor and 1stWord Word Processor

£344.95
£434.95
£379.95
£459.95

BLANK 3.5" DISKS - ALL WITH LABELS
10 in a plastic
lib case

MF1DD(SS/DD)
MF2DD (DS/DD)

£12.95

£30.00

£58.00

£115.00

£13.95

£14.95

£35.00

£63.00

£125.00

£15.95

250-E5.00

500-£9.00

LOCKING DISK BOXES
3.5"(Holds 40)
3.5"(Holds 80)
6090 (Holds60 Tor903.51

£7.95
£9.95
£9.95

SHEERBYTE PUBLIC
DOMAIN LIBRARY
Atari ST Public Domain Software at realistic

FULL RANGE OF
ATARI SOFTWARE
AVAILABLE
See you at the P.C.W.
Show
Compile yourST basic programsand run them super
faststraightfromtie desktop.Completewith

prices and quality.
All disks are only £3.95111
Choose from utilities,games, languages,
word processors, tutorials, desk accessories
etc.

Fed up buying disks and finding out that
half the programs dont run and you don't
know how to run the other half, weil all our

programs run, and all our programs come
with at least the minimum of instructions to

enable you to run them. Write now and find
out about the megabytes already available.

utilities disk foreasyaccessofGemfrom Basic.

£24995

520 STM+ (1 MegRam)
520STFM (0.5MegRam, 0.5Meg Drive and Mouse)
520STFM+ (1Meg Ram, 0.5 Meg Drive andMouse)

£34995
£379.95

1040 STF (1 Meg Ram, 1 Meg Drive andMouse)

£479.95
£559 95

520STFM t SM125Hi-Res Mono Monitor

£47995

1040 STF SSM 125 Hi-ResMonoMonitor

£659 95

520STM, SM125Mono Monitor and SF 3540.5 Meg Disk Drive, Mouse, 1st Word Word Processor and
SMM 604 DM Printer
1040STF,SM125 Mono Monitor and SMM 804 DM Printer

£599 95
£81995
£49995
£59995
£739 95
£899.95

520STFM and Additional 0.5 Meg Drive (SF354)
520STFM, Additional 0.5 Meg Drive (SF354)and SM125Monitor
520 STFMand SC 1224 12"Med-ResColour Monitor
1040 STF &SC 1224 12"Med-ResColourMonitor

EXTRA 3.5" LINED PRINTED LABELS
100-E3.00

520STM (0.5Meg Ram)

All Hardware comes with free dust covers.

All STscomewith 5 public domain disksincluding CPM emulator and thearcadegame Megaroids, 5 blankdisksto
get yougoing, Basiclanguage diskand manuals.

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
3.5' DISK CLEAN WG KIT-Liquid non-abrasive type.Protect yourvaluable software
ST to Centronics PrinterLead(2 metres)
ST to RS232 Modem Lead(2metres)
Battery Powered Mini-Vac forkeyboards, printers etc.
Quickshot II+ (Microswitch) Joystick

£4.95
£8.95

£8.95
£9.95
£8.95

COMPUTER STATIONERY
PRINTER PAPER-ConSnuous fan bid, sprocketfed

SHEETS

irxaST-Ogsm

A470gsm

n-xapeOgsm

500

£4.95

£6.95

£9.00

1000

£895

£10.95

£14.00

2000

£13.95

£16.50

£24.00

70mrnx_6mm
£4.15
£7.50

89mmx36mm
£4.25
£7.90

102mmx36mm
£4.50
£840

A490gsm
£9.95
£15.00

m

Labels-Continuous fan fold, sprocketfed
1000
2000

89mmx49mm
£5.75

£10.50

Please specify numberof labelsacross (1,2 or 3)

Just write formore information. Cheques etc. payable to

Write for more info, or send blank disk or £1.75 for

demoprograms and sampleofcompiler.

STORT SOFT.

(international orders add10% and remit inpounds Sterling bybank draft or intl. money order. Write forquote inanyother currency).
ACCESS/MASTERCARD/EUROCARDMSA accepted. CREDIT CARD ORDER UNE - 0279 89509.24HOURS ADAY, 7 DAYS AWEEK.
NO HIDDEN EXTRAS - WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU PAY

18 Crown Close, Sheering, Bishop's Stortford, Herts. CM22 7NX

YORK COMPUTER CENTRE!
SAME DAY DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS
ATARI WORDPRO
PACKAGE
Includes
520STM and Mouse
SMI25 Hires Mono Monitor
SF354 Disc Drive First word

processor and Citizen 120D
NLQ Printer

Only £599.00 Complete
HOW TO ORDER
Post your order to the address below with your name
and address, enclosing a cheque or Postal order
payable to York Computer Centre, or phone our 24
hour Hotline with your Visa or Access number. All
goods despatched same day subject to availability.
All Prices include VAT at 15%

Please add £1.50 postage and packing for software,
£5.00 for hardware and £12.00 for courier service.

Our shops open 6 days a week from 9am to 6pm. In
the centre of York, we will be happy to serve you and
demo nstrafe anything you wish to see.
YORK COMPUTER CENTRE

We won't be

beaten on price
Please phone us
Now for the best
deals on ST's

All Software
10% Discount for Cash
5% Discount for

Access/Visa
Large range of software
always in stock also good
selection of monitors, Disk
Drives, Printers, Modems,

Special Offer
Atari .5 Meg Drives
Only £99.95

and other accessories

BOX OF 10 DISCS
UnbrandedSS/DD
Branded/Guaranteed
3.5"SS/DD
3.5-DS/DD

£12.00
£14.95
£19.95

Tel: 0904 641862

24hr Answering Service?

DISC BOXES

9 Davygate Arcade, Davygate, York Y01 2SU
M0904641M2
Presto! MBX 904441862
Telecom Gold MBX: 72:M AG90526
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VISA

3.5"x40lockable
3.5-x90kx_kable

£9.95
£14.95

PROGRAMMING

I

OUR first program this month, from Peter
Medrow of Stornngton, West Sussex,

rXslme drawing as easy as one, two.
this S'

One- Enter in Program I.

?wo: Press the right hand mouse

button to set the starting point of the line.

Three: Press the left hand mouse

button to mark the end of the line and
draw it.

10 REM Line Draw

20 REM by Peter Medrow
30 REM (c) Atari ST User

_

40 REM Written in Fast Basic
50 X27.=0:W.=
60 GRAFRECT 5

:CLG

,640,

70 esc

WHILE esc<>1
90 REPEAT

',:, K S;.';.&"«"»«>
pass

.

„

„

140 LINE x27.,y2X TO x/.,y/.
150 bypass:
160 WEND

170 DEF PROCcentre
180 REPEAT

190 MOUSE x27..y2/..b/.,K/.
200 UNTIL b%=B
210 VDU7
220 ENDPROC

Program I

SCRAPBOOK is a regular feature consisting of short,

simple programs sent in by our readers. It's a place
where we can publish all of the interesting Uttle routines
that don't end up in our regular features but are too good
for us not to share with other readers.

This isn't merely a simple line drawing

routine, it actually draws sunburst pat
terns with rays streaming from a centre

P°When the program is run you will be

•resented with ablank screen except for

If you have a short program which you think other

readers would find useful, send it to:

Scrapbook, Atari ST User,
"Enropa House, 68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove, Stockport SKZ 5NY.

Se mouse cursor. Position the cursor
where you want the centre of the
Tunburst to be and press the nght hand

^WhenTu hear the bell, release the

button and move the mouse to the pos-

Sion where you want the first line to end

Press the left hand mouse button and a
line will be drawn to this point.

You may now move the mouse wrfh^he

button held down or released. Different
effects will result depending on whicn
method you choose.
The centre point can be changed a,
anv time by reclickmg the right hand
button Pressing either of the Shift keys
wm clear the screen. Figure I shows an
example of the sort of graphics that can

beThtpToSam, which works best in high

resolution is written in Fast Basic so the
Z
should
not be Ifentered
whento
you numbers
type mthe
program.
you want
use it in medium resolution change line 60
to read:

GRAFRECT 0,0,320,200:CLG 0

Figure I: An example of the output from Program I
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lingden. Lanes has sent

should ffcontSd31 m,the alert b°*
-d
ShoUied benSjevthh:;2rbh,e
W
ters. Text to be -.ni.t
20 charac-

beThe
separafedb^'eZ
*T hms sh°^
tPYt to Lv. tne.bar character.

statements

Basic rout!net^vej
from
within byCsour^
It works
readingc°°n he^onginal filet0
from disc and writing it smug
dlsc (under another name
unless the combination / *

•to short pie" o, code "" md WroK
*e following fcLSt

been

»to text should be LtL?? b"'M'™<«rs ,„ »™oharao,e,as_boVeD aledb7,h<i

10 b$="He[ o there I Njce t
o
bu$="G o away | het.io"
30 icon=1:U2;
40 on key goto gosub alertbox

Once this
spotted,
they,pattrfjgt
and the foltowj characrf
torQ are not written to tne new

aftei the end of REM marker, / has

0 - no icon

see you"

1- exclamation mark
a - question mark

3 - stop sign

beSnceeaadgSn, the line numbers should
not be entered.

]his sets which hurt™ v,

border.

150 WEND

iTREMTWTt ripper

160 CLOSE*«
170 CL0SE#r7.
180 END

20 REM by Peter.Hart ey

30 REM U) Atari SUser .

tfl REM Written in Fast Basic

5! UTRECT 0,0,320,208
60 f%=V.rX=2:Uag-B

„ oldnaBe$

«EH Alert box Sub- routine
63010 rem
by Steve Choi

,

190 rjEFPROCcheck-nexti
200 byte=BGET#fX :") THEN
210 IF byte=ASC(!

63020 REM (C) Atari ST uerton
ser

240 DEFPROCno-wnte

ilB WHILE NOT E0F#U

250 REPEAT

ROCche_k_next\ ^THEN BpllT#r.,;/byte
ELSE
BPUT«

280 bye=BT#fX

in ST

3asic
"040 atertbox63050 b2$=STR$ (i'con)+"][|
'+b$+"|Jp+bL

$+"J":b$=b2$
63060

a#=9b:gintin=PE£lc( a#+8);

P£EK(a#+12)

_nntout =

63070 n#=PEE<(a#ti6),
POKE 9intin.t
63080 poke
rptr(box2$)
63090
gintout)
631E

260 byte=BGET#«
270 UNTIL byte=ASC. / >

g ffSSttcm M» tun m«»

63030 REM kir.tt en

flag =1 ELSE

\\Tu fUS-0 TH« BWT#rX.«CP«
::r/s-»»''•'-'
230 ENDPROC
90 f/.=0PEN!N oldnameS
100 rX=0PEM0UT ne«na«eJ

een u and 3.

°n has an enlarged

140 IF flagol
PROCnojrite

STuff

UNBEATABLE

|"VERBATIM
S

2

DISC

execution order of AUTO folder
programs

OFFER

but top quality media direct from the warehouse at bulk rates.
10

25
£36.95

programs.

AUTOFOLD- changes the

• Don'tbe put off bythe low price! These discs are notrecertified J

£15.95

512K-"locks out" system RAM
to run memory-sensitive
AUTODATE- sets the system

verbatim discs for your machine. (Single-sided available.)

Price

Factory Programming and MichTron, Inc. are pleased to announce the
release of STuff for the Atari ST computers. STuff is a package of 21
different utility programs for all ST users, from the novice to the
professional programmer. The programs included arc:

date and time without a clock
card.

• Life-time guaranteed, double-sided, double density 135 TPI

Quantity

By Timothy Purves & J. Weaver Jr.

50
£69.95

100
£129.95

250
£289.95

(Deduct 10% for single-sided discs

• Absolutely no extras, price includes VAT, label sets plus first class/
Datapost to your door.

AUTOGEM - autoboots a

selected GEM program from the
Desktop
CAPSLOCK - avoids accidental

activation of the CapsLock key
FC - compares binary data files,
displaying the differences
FDEL - deletes files with no

chance of unauthorised recovery

FILELOCK- encrypts and
decrypts disk files for maximum
security
GREP - searches text files for

selected character strings
HARDAUTO - runs AUTO

folder programs from the hard
drive

PHONE
24

HOUR

0903 776000

OR CHEQUE/P.O. TO P.O. BOX 66
EAST PRESTON WEST SUSSEX BN16 2TX

TOCTOt SOFT Disc Value
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HEX- displays binarydata and
program files in hexadecimal
HIGH- allows other AUTO

folder programs to run in medium
rez mode

KEYCODE- displays keyboard
scan and ASCII codes for selected

keys
KEYCOMBO- sets up 4 "hot
keys" forscreen, printer and reset
functions

ONEHAND - allows one-handed

use of Alternate, Control and

Shift keys
RESET- flushes memory
completely whenever the system
is rebooted

STSELECT- selectively enables
AUTO folder programs and desk
accessories
TOUCH- sets the date and time
of selected files

UNHIDE - sets or resets disk file

attribute flags
VERIFY - speeds up disk writes
when verification is not necessary

HEADER - displays technical
information about program files
Available from ST Dealers Worldwide

UK Price £24.95 p&p£l

MICHTRON U.K.
PO Box 68, St. Austell, Cornwall PL25 4YB England.
Telephone: 0726 68020.

REVIEW

I

Speed - - get one

step ahead
THE

Motorola

MC68000

internal architecture, fast 8MHz clock

speed and vast instruction set make it one
of the most advanced to date.

So what can we expect from the next
generation of processors? The trend has
always been toward bigger, more
complex chips with increasingly powerful
instruction sets, and you may be forgiven
for thinking that this will continue.
There has however, been a complete
change of direction over the past year or

so. As processors become more powerful
they become physically larger and more
complex. Production costs rise and the
percentage yield falls.
From the programmer's point of view, a
chip with a huge instruction set packed
with every addressing mode and oper
ation possible may be desirable. But the
speed at which these can be decoded
and executed is relatively slow
compared to a simple chip with fewer
instructions.

This was realised some time ago, so in
a complete reversal of trend, some manu
facturers abandoned these increasingly
complex chips in favour of simpler
designs.
Their objective is to produce a very
simple chip with an extremely limited
instruction set.

local memory and communications chan
nels. Arrays of transputers can be built up
to form the parallel architecture of a fifth

micro

processor at the heart of the ST is a
very powerful chip. Its external 16/32 bit

The small number of

instructions can be made extremely fast,
in fact, the whole chip is tuned for per
formance and runs at incredible speed.
These super fast, simple chips are
called Rise chips - Reduced Instruction
Set Computer. In addition to their speed,
their simplicity means that they are very
cheap to manufacture and have a high
yield.
For instance, a Motorola 68020 (the
more powerful big brother of the 68000)
costs around £3, yet the Acorn Rise chip,
which outperforms the 68020 - costs as
little as 44p. Clearly, this is the way
ahead.

Inmos, Kuma and Andelos have put
their heads together and produced a par

Andrew Richards

evaluates a plug-inand-go transputer

generation computer system.
The assembler/disassembler isn't the

best I've seen and closely resembles

for your Atari ST

their K-Seka 68000 assembler, so K-Seka
users will be quite at home with it. It
doesn't use Gem or the mouse, but is

the shape of things to come.
As the K-Max manual points out, these
are early days and major advances in this
area will occur over the next couple of
years - both in hardware and software.

fairly straightforward in operation.
The transputer has just 16 instructions,
though there are various extensions, and
three registers. I should imagine that
many 68000 programmers' jaws will have
hit the floor after reading that. Yet, the
strength of the chip lies in its simplicity
and speed (7.5M.ps).
Many complex instructions can be
emulated by combining many simple

At present all that you receive with

ones. For instance, the 68000 in the ST has

K-Max is a cross assembler and you must

the multiply instruction MULU, remember
multiplying the hard way using shifts,
adds and rotates on the simpler 6502

claim it to be an absolutely essential

add-on (in fact, in its present form it isn't
really that useful), you can be at the fore
front of computer development and see

program in assembly language (Inmos
T414 transputer mnemonics, not 68000).
Occam, a language designed for
transputers, should be available later in
the year from MetaComco.
The old saying "Two heads are better
than one" when it comes to solving a diffi
cult problem is quite true of computers,
and this is the theory behind the
transputer.

They can easily be linked and the
result is parallel processing. The K-Max
system consists of just one transputer - an
Inmos IMS T414 32-bit chip running at
15MHz with 2S6k of ram, but it is possible
to add more.

The hardware is stored in a cream
coloured box around 20cm long, 14cm

deep and 8cm high. Protuding from the
back is a short ribbon cable which plugs
into the rom cartridge port (preventing

you from using it for anything else).
Hardware experts will immediately
realise that you can't write to the rom port

based 8-bit Ataris?

Although the code isn't difficult to get
into, the manual is rather poor and lacks a
proper explanation of the transputer
instruction set. It's certainly not recom
mended for beginners.

To sum up: At the moment there isn't a
great deal you can do with K-Max and it
certainly won't improve your ST dramati
cally. In fact the only way of using it is
with the assembler/disassembler/monitor

supplied.
Transputers aren't a mere passing fad.
They are here to stay. Who knows, the
next micro from Atari could well be

transputer-based.
With the experience gained from

experimenting with K-Max you could be
one step ahead of the crowd when it
comes to developing hardware/software
for the next generation of computers.

(there isn't any point in writing to a rom).
So,

a

clever

technique

has

been

employed to enable you to write to
K-Max - the data is put on the address
bus and occupies the lower 8 bits which
are unused on read cycles.

allel 32-bit Rise processor development

The transputer combines a high speed

package for the Atari ST. While I wouldn't

processor with Rise like instruction set,

Product K-max Rise Transputer
Price: £99500

Supplier: Kuma,

12 Horseshoe Park,

Pangbourne, Berks,
Tel: 07357 4335
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Pushed off the top
I AM currently working on an ST Basic
program to automate a quotation system
in a small office.

My problem is related to screen layout.

Basic queries
AT the moment I own an Amstrad

CPC664 but am considering buying an
Atari 520STFM. Does the disc drive

accept double sided discs?

I've seen on your subscription offer that
Mercenary and Starglider need Tos on
rom. What is Tos, does it come with the

520STFM and why does it need to be on
rom?

Could you also tell me what a blitter is?
Does sound come through the UHF
modulator or do I need an amplifier? And
finally what type of printer connections
does it have? - Trevor Ship, Tullibody,
Clackmannonshire.

• The 520STFM, as supplied has a single
sided, half Megabyte drive. It will accept
double sided discs, but will only use one
side. Unlike the Amstrad you can't flip

tisers supply this information.

Could items in the news pages announ
cing new products be accompanied by a
telephone number for the company supp
lying the product? - Karl Forsberg,

For around £60 extra, some dealers will

on disc. All new machines have Tos in

rom and the reason it's necessary is
because the games you mention are so
big that they need the full 512k of ram to
run.

A blitter is a chip that "blits" and the
name is derived from BLock Image
Transfer. It is designed for transferring

large blocks of memory - such as parts of
a screen image - very quickly.
Normally sound is sent through the
modulator or the monitor output - depen
ding on which device you are using. The
printer connection is the standard Cen
tronics parallel port, though the socket is
different to the Amstrad CPC664 so you'll
need a new printer lead. A serial port is

the same line at the bottom of the screen

without moving all the other data up? Mark McBride, Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Uppsala, Sweden.
# There aren't many televisions with

# There ought to be two or three ways to

Scart available at the moment. The

Fidelity CTM is one. TV dealers will be
able to advise on the suitability of others.
The majority of games software runs in
low resolution only. If we review a pack
age that has alternative modes - it would
certainly be mentioned in the review.
Telephone numbers are included in
news items where appropriate. If there is
no number given it implies that the com
pany involved has no facilities for dealing
with telephone inquiries.

In this event, your local computer shop
should be able to supply relevant details.

them over and use the other side.

supply you a 520ST fitted with a double
sided, one Megabyte drive.
Tos stands for The Operating System
and in the early models it was supplied

Because of the nature of the system, vari
ous questions have to be asked of the
operator such as quantity and item codes.
I find that the relevant data is pushed
out of the top of the screen with each
successive question. Is there a Basic
routine for displaying an input prompt on

The Marconi
connection

obtain the desired result, and indeed
there are, but not with ST Basic.

The nearest you can get is the next to
bottom line. This short demonstration will

show you the method to use. Run it with

Conversion modes
I RECENTLY read Atari ST User maga
zine for the first time and was stunned by
the high quality and user friendliness.
I currently own an Amstrad 6128 but I
am thinking seriously about upgrading to
an Atari 520STFM. Is there any way my
Amstrad colour monitor can be made to

work with the Atari?

I also have a DMP 2000 printer. Am I
right in thinking that using a standard

THE article on interfacing an Atari Trakball to the ST was very interesting. We
had a different problem: Interfacing a
Marconi RB2 track ball originally
supplied for connection to the user port of

ST drops in price? - Neil MacDougall,
Chipping Sodbury, Bristol.

a BBC Micro.

0

I expect other ST users will have one of
these devices and may wonder how to
use it with their ST. No internal modifi

work with an Atari ST, but the problem is
that you lose the sound output. An easy
way round this is to use the Dk'tronics

cations are needed - all you have to do is
make the right connections as shown

into a television set.

below.

The Marconi device works well with

the ST, having just about the right gam
and resolution. - Ray Taylor and Colin
Mason, Aston University, Birmingham.

cable, it will work on the ST?
Finally, how long will it be before the

The Amstrad monitor can be made to

tuner which turns the Amstrad monitor

The monitor plugs into the front of the
tuner and you feed the signal from the
UHF modulator of the ST into the aerial
socket at the back. Tune to channel 36

and you have a full colour picture on your

also available.
Track ball

Scart transplant

PCB connector

Function

Pin

20-way IDC connector
for BBC user port

Atari ST mouse

Wire colour

Pin

Pin

12

1

Xb

2

2

Xa

4

3

Ya

14

4

Yb

port
Function

FIRST, may I make a technical comment.
Since the ST monitor connection is Scart

XX

3

yellow

standard on the monitor side, it is pos

XX

2

orange

sible to use a 520 or 1040 with colour TV

YY

5

blue

YY

4

green

provided that it has a Scart connector and
does not interpret the standard too
weirdly.
Second, a couple of comments about

Atari ST User: When reviewing software
it would be nice if you would state which
resolution(s) it works in.
May I also suggest that your adver
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5
left btn

6

black

6

6

left btn

mid btn

7

brown

8

6

left btn

+ 5V

1

red

1

7

+ 5V

OV

9

grey

5

8

8

white

10

9

right btn

OV

right btn

Marconi track
ball to ST

wiring chart

LETTERS

the window fully open.
100
110
120
130

WHILE

GOTOXY
PRINT

d$o"qui t"
0,18
"Input Data

":

INPUT d$

140 GOTOXY 0,18
150 PRINT STRINGS C40. 32);
160 WEND
170 END

If other ST Basic commands such as

decided on the Sony KV-1440B RGB TV.
This monitor/TV is fully compatible
with all models of ST and needs only the
correct lead - widely available for about
£12 - to get it up and running.
The picture quality is excellent and is
equal to the Philips and superior to the
Atari or Thompson.
As far as price goes, the Philips and
Thompson retail at £299 while the Atari

practice, this means that a legitimate
owner of Trimbase will find the security
check almost invisible since data input,
file maintenance and interrogation and

is £349 -

could have misunderstood the overall

all inclusive of the dreaded

VAT. The Sony can be bought for £239.

manner you could input on the bottom

All prices, other than for the Sony are
for dedicated monitors only. A tuner is

line.

available for the Philips at £70. - Simon

INPUT$() or INP(2) worked in a proper

In fact, if you don't need to see what's
being input and it's a set length, you could

replace INPUT d$ with d$=INPUT$(n) where n is the length of the input

Taylor, Clarendon Park, Leicester.

Good connections

element.

HiSoft's Basic compiler will compile ST
Basic programs and fix all the bugs at the
same time. The resulting program can be
run from the desktop and is faster to boot.

WfTH reference to Mr. A. Pemberton's

letter, (July 1987), concerning the Fergusson MC01. I would advise him that the
RGB socket on the back will happily con
nect to the ST.

He will, however, have to take the back
off the set and adjust the input trimmers to
monitor and sound from the tuner's built

in speaker.
The unit costs £69.95, but it does

give full TV facilities as well (for which
you'll need a licence). Dk'tronics can be
contacted on 0493 602926.

The DMP 2000 is Epson compatible
and as such will work with the ST using
the parallel output port and a standard
printer cable. Note that the Amstrad

I

give a satisfactory colour picture.
This should be done when the TV and

ST are both on and displaying a test pat
tern - the colour chart from Degas or
Neochrome is very useful in this respect.
As there are extremely high voltages in
the back of a TV set, it would be advis

able to get a qualifed engineer to carry
out this operation. The pin connections
are shown below. - J.W. Cook, Strood.

CPC6128 cable has a non-standard plug
so you'll need a new one.
Atari has just announced a price cut for
the most popular model. The 520 STFM

Pin

report generation can all be done from a
backup copy. - Andrew Colin, Talent
Computer Systems, Glasgow.
•

We do say in the review that copy

protection operates on the define module
only. It is possible, however, that readers
implications of that statement.

Ace of diamonds
I'M a proud owner of a 520ST. In your
June 1987 issue, on page 60, you printed a
program that drew dragon curves made
up of recursive squares.
You suggested that it was possible to
use diamonds instead ofsquares and that

is exactly what I've done. It's nothing
amazing, but I thought that you may like to
have a look at it.

The program is exactly as published
except for the following four lines:
230
240
250
260

LINEF
LINEF
LINEF
LINEF

xJ.,yZ,x%-sX,yX +s%
x%-sl,y'/. +s7.,x7.,yUsZ*2
x/.,yX +s/.*2/x%+sX,y/. +sJ!
xX +S/.,y% +s/.,x%/y/_

If you remove the *2 from lines 240 and
250 it draws triangle upon triangle. - Paul
Stapley, Whitby, North Yorks.

Chain mail

Number
MCOI

PINS

MC01

>

I HAD the same problem as Mr M.
Thornton of Hull regarding daisy-

ST

has been reduced to £299.99.

chaining disc drives, described in the
July issue of Atari ST user.

I phoned Eidersoft regarding the

Barbaric incident

Atari

ST

According
Fepgusson
does

not

to
it
matter

whether pin

SOME users of the early version of
Barbarian on the Atari 520ST may have

and 9

are

12

reverse

Triangle one Megabyte drive and they
said it was not possible to daisy-chain this
drive with an existing SF354. The Trian
gle drive can only be used as a stand

experienced difficulty in loading the

alone drive A.

program.

Ferguson to ST connections

I then rang Thoughts and Crosses of
Heckmondwike and gathered that a
Cumana one Megabyte drive could be
used with an Atari SF354 - but only as

Trimbase is not

drive B.

protected

use to your correspondent. -

Any ofour customers experiencing this
problem should return their discs (not the
packaging) to the address below for
immediate exchange. - Psygnosis, Free-

post, Liverpool, L3 3AB

The price is right
I HA VE noticed that a number of ques
tions have been asked in your Mailbag
pages by ST owners who are considering
upgrading from a TV set to a monitor.

The queries are mainly about
compatibility and value for money. I
investigated this question a couple of
months ago and would like to pass on my
findings.

Having tested Atari, Thompson, Sony
and Philips monitors, I eventually

WE would like to thank you for publishing
the interesting and accurate review of
Trimbase in your July 1987 issue of Atari
ST User.

In it you imply that the Trimbase pro
gram disc cannot be copied because it is
protected. This statement is misleading to
potential users.
The disc can be copied and we
encourage the user to make backups and
use them in preference to the original
disc. The only operation where the
original disc is used is as a security
check when creating a new file. In

I hope that this information is of some
D. F.

Gordon, Sheffield, Yorks.
WE welcome letters from readers -

about your experiences using the
Atari ST, about tips you would like to
pass on to other users . . . and about

what you would like to see in future
issues.
The address to write to is:
Mailbox
Atari ST User

Europa House
68 Chester Road
Hazel Grove

Stockport SK7 5NY
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MAIL ORDER OFFER
Exploit the POWER
of your Atari ST
to the full, with...
Fast St Basic is a totally new implementation

of Basic for the entire Atari ST range. Running

faster than almost all other languages, it supports true"
structured programming. And it has an easy-to-use word

processor-like editor that makes full use of Gem. Up to 10 separate
programs can be held in memory at once - each with its own editing window.
There's even a built-in 68000 assembler to let you harness the power of your
ST at machine level. And if you order through Atari ST User you'll save £10!
Look at the speed of Fast Basic
compared to other popula

Basics, using average

WHAT YOU GET:

PCW

benchmarks:

FAST ST BASIC
IBM AT

1.9
6.8

BBCB

14.8

AMSTRAD

14.7

SINCLAIR QL

15.6

IBM PC

16.8

COMMODORE 128

40.1

SPECTRUM

54.8

A fully-detailed 380 page
manual, a quick reference card
listing all keywords and
parameters, and example
programs on disc that
demonstrate all aspects of Fast
Basic from simple loops to full
blown Gem programs.

Rom version:

Disc version:

RRP

RRP

£89.90

Special

v,,.,,,..

reader

'm!nF

offer

£79.90

•' zasbsc.

ALWAYS available when you
are using your Atari ST.
Back-Pack is a versatile desk accessory on rom. It

sits in the background while other application
programs are running, but can be called up and
used at any time. It contains:
Scientific Calculator: Click on the numbers with the mouse or use

the numeric keypad to access a large range of scientific functions.
Clock and Alarms: Tell the time with an analogue or digital display.
Use the alarms to ring or display a dialogue box.

Address Book: Gives you simple and fast access to names, addresses
and other details which can thenb be used in other programs.
Mini Clock: Place a digital clock anywhere on the desktop.
Ramdisk: Set aside any amount of ram as a Ramdisk, to act like an

ultra-fast disc drive. Speeds up any program that normally uses discs.
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Special

reader
offer

£37.85

useful functions that are

Diary: Open a page to show a whole day's events. Unigue
classification feature enables you to search for similar category events.
Notepad: Access up to 31 pages of notes, any of which can be
transferred into the application.
Typewriter: Use it to send clodes and short messages to the printer
while working on other programs.
Printer Buffer: Put aside any amount of the ST's ram as a buffer
allowing long documents to be printed while the computer is still in use

£44.85

SPECIAL
READER
OFFER

MAIL ORDER OFFERS
Take out a subscription for

*

Valid to September 30,1987 Overseas orders despatched by Airmail.

Atari ST User and we will send

All prices include postage, packing and VAT

Please allow 28 days for delivery

you the next 12 issues for only
£15 (normal cost £18). There's

Annual subscription

no charge for postage either!

£

(•)
£15

9100

Europe (incl. Eire) £23
Overseas (Airmail) £38

UK

9101
9102

Commence with.

MAT FOR
YOUR
MOUSE

Renewal

9103
9104
9105

Atari ST User Mouse Mat

top-quality Mouse
, with its specially-

designed perfect-grip surface,
provides the ideal desktop
environment for your mouse.

£4.95

9126

£4.95

9135

EZ3

Disc Storage Box

Ensures much smoother movement!

4

UK £15

Europe (incl. Eire) £23
Overseas (Airmail) £38

Back Issues

Gives super positive control!
Protects highly-polished tabletops!

April 1987
May 1987

9200

£2.50 Europe
£4.25 Overseas

June 1987

9202

July 1987
August 1987

9203

£2.00 UK

Only £4.95

Starglider

Secure storage for
your discs

With
sub *

Without
sub

£15.95

£21.95

9201

9204

9110/9111

* Only if accompanied by a subscription order

This is the ideal storage
medium for your discs
- a luxury padded pvc
container, strongly made

Guild ofThieves

to protect your delicate
programs from harm.

With
sub *

Without
sub

£15.95

£21.95

9114/9115

* Only if accompanied by a subscription order

Mercenary Compendium

Holds up to 50 3.5"discs

With

Only £4.95

Without

ST colour monitor

sub*

sub

version only

£14.95

£21.95

9114/9115

__

* Only if accompanied by a subscription order

Protect your Atari ST...

Fast ST Basic

This luxury dust cover for your Atari ST
is made of clear, water-resistant vinyl

Rom cartridge

£79.90
£37.85

Disc

9112
9136

Add £5 for Europe/£7 Overseas

and bound with

Back-Pack

strong cotton

Rom cartridge

Only £3.95

9113

£39.00

|

Add £3 for Europe/£6 Overseas

... and your Atari ST User

Dust Cover

A year's supply of Atari ST User can be kept in

£3.95 UK

1040ST/520STFM

9117

520 ST

9116

£4.95 Europe/Overseas

this handsome

pale grey pvc

Binder

binder

£4.95 UK; £6.95 Europe; £11.95 Overseas Airmail

Only £4.95

Add £2 (or Europe including Eire, £5 for
Overseas per hem unless otherwise indicated

m

(No stamp needed ifposted in UK)

061-429 7931

Ordersby Prestel:
Key *89, then 614568383

No. M i l l
,

MicroUnk/Telecom Gold

Expiry
Date

IAccess/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa

Please allow28 days fordelivery

Order at any time of the day or night

TOTAL-

ra*

Payment: please indicate method (•)

Sand to: Database Publications, FREEPOST, Europa House,
68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

Telephone Orders:

9118

|

I I I I J

| Cheque/Eurocheque made payable toDatabase Publications Ltd.
Name

Signed

72:MAG001

Address-

Dont forget to give your name, address and credit card number
_ Post Code.

I ENQUIRIES ONLY: 061-480 0171 9am-6pm I

Tel-

|

p

\

\t

(Specialist in all Disc Software)

1st Class Software at 1st Class Prices

'Trl£RFSN0THN6AS mPJlNGAS OURPRICK

_.

Metrocross

18.25

Star Raiders
Star Gilder

15.95

Gauntlet

Flight Sim II
Plutos

Macadam Bumper
Trallblazer

Super Tennis
Leaderboard
Guild of Thieves
G.F.L. Football
Sub Battle Simulation
Star Trek
Strike Force Harrier
Balance of Power
Alrball
Barbarian

Deepspace
Sold Runner

18.25

Hardball
Gato

22.95

17.45
18.25
35.50
11.45
18.25
17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
17.95
18.25

Thai Pan

15.45
17.95
22.50
18.25
18.25
24.95
18.25

CAD 3D

E199

15.50

Atari 520STFM 512k RAM, disk drive, moose
Atari 1040STF 1mb RAM, disk drive, mouse, no monitor

__299
£430

Brian Clough Football

18.25

Atari 1040STF with Mono Monitor. 1mb RAM. disk dnve
Atari 1040STF with Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor

£529
£720

Baulderdash

17.95
18.25
17.95
22.95
25.45
18.25
15.45
36.95
43.95

Championship Wrestling
10th Frame
Mean 18

Bureaucracy
Alternate Reality
Altrla
Art Director
Film Director

36.50
52.95
83.95
18.25
18.25
14.95
11.95

Degas Elite
Fleet St. Publisher

Road Runner
Crafton and Xunk

Typhoon
Mousetrap

STOP PRESS
520 STFM

£345

Memorex Bulk Disks

10 3.5'SS/DD

£11.95

ATARI HARDWARE
Atari 520STM 512k RAM. TV Modulator, no disk drive

Fast Basic (Disc Version)
Memorex Branded

£33.55

103.5"SS/DD

£11.95

Rrst Word Plus £55.00

All prices include 1st class postage (no hidden extras)
Orders despatched same day - (subject to availability).
24 Hour answer service available (7 days a week)
For fullsoftware list please phone and leave details

Please make cheques P.O's payable to:

1066 Software
3 Muirfield Rise, Hastings, East Sussex TN38 OXL. Tel: (0424) 438751

Atari 1040STF with Phillips 0833 Colour Monitor

£670

Atari 1040STF with Phillips 8852 Colour Monitor

£674

Atari SF314 1mb Floppy Disk Drive
Atari SF354 512k Floppy Disk Drive

£150
£118

Atari SH204 20mb Hard Disk Drive

£478

Cumana CS354 Imb Floppy Disk Drive

£116

Eidersoft ED 3.5 1mb Disk Drive

£120

Atari SM125 High Resolution Monochrome Monitor

£114

Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor

£296

Flight Simulator II - Very Realistic F3estSeller

£36

VIP Professional (Lotus Clone Gem Version)
Metacomco Lattice C Compiler

£149
£71

Metacomco Macro Assembler
First Word Plus - Word Processor with Graphics

£37
£62

Art Director - State of the An Drawing Package
Film Director - Powerful Animation Package

-

Easy Draw II - The Powerful Drawing Program
Fast ST Basic (ROM) - The Fastest, Most Comprehensive
Degas Elite - The Market Leader
Mark Williams'C Compiler

£35
£45
£57
£66
. .. £59
£117

Superbase Personal - The Most Advanced Easy to Use Database
ChessMaster 2000 - The Finest Chess Program with Speech

£84
£33

Leaderboard - Realistic Golf Simulator

£18

PRINTERS & OTHER THINGS
Epson LX800

£195

StarNLIO

£195

Star NX15 Wide-Body Printer

£288

Panasonic 1081

£149

Star PowerType - 18 cps Daisy Wheel Printer

£179

Miracle WS4000 v21-v23 Modem
Parallel Printer Cable

£139
€12

3.5in 512k Diskettes

£1.5

3.5in Imb DS/DD Diskettes

£199

512k RAM Upgrade for ST520 series

£90

Allprices exclude VATand delivery. Prices are correct at the time of going to press although they are
subject to change without notification. Official purchase orders welcome.
Full back-up and support. Opwn Monday to Friday 9am-6pm. Open Saturday 10am-4pm.
SINGLE ANOMULTI USER

fORfULL PRICE LIST PLEASE CALL
TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME

S—H

P-.-. 1

n797

79 7QA / "174.R 1
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MICRO-COMPUTER

SOFTWARE SALES AND SUPPORT

SHOWROOM' 99 PARKSTREET LANE •BRICKET WOOD- HERTFORDSHIRE • RLZZ]r\* ST ALBANS (0727) 72790
TELEX 8950511 ONE ONE CIQuoieRtf 1S4I200H

Ol Fid ASD WAREHOUSE • UNITA • CAXTONCENTRE• PORTERSWOOD• ST ALBANS • HLRTTORDSHIRE • AL36XT• l07Z7i1745!

COMPUTER EXPRESS HOLLAND • NltVERHEIDSWEC • N60 • 38IZ PM • AMERSfOORT • NETHERLANDS • .33;ti30544

w-cim
520 STM (+Mouse) £230

is a Fully Independent National User Group for all
users of Atari ST computers —

Ifyou have an ATTARI ST then this is the club for

you. All our members receive a monthly
magazine packed fullof news, reviews, tips,
amusing and interesting articles and
special offers.The main feature of the club is our
extensive and ever increasing Public Domain
oftware Library which includes Languages such
as: assembler, lisp, forth and prolog; Games,
Graphics Demo's, Pictures, Utilities,

Members benefits include:

• A Monthly Newsletter packed with reviews, articles,
hints and tips, helpline, programming hints, and more.
• Bi-Monthly DiskMagazine containing the best and
latest Public Domain Software; many with source
codes.

• Vast range of Public Domain and Shareware
Software; on quality media for between £3 and £3.50

Communication Software, Business software and

information. Club price for Public Domain

Software is only £2.50 a disc which makes it the
cheapest anywhere. We also offer huge

per disk.

• Local User Groups; contacts and support.
• Special Interest Groupings; including: C, Pascal,

discounts on all ATARI hardware (at least 10% off

"R.R.P.)and all the latestsoftware at 20%+

Comms, and Adventure SIGs.

discounts. Unfortunately we can only offer
these amazingly low prices to club members, so

• Members discounts and special offers.

don't hesitate; send now for full details of

Membership and 12 months Newsletter subscription is just £5.00;
for further details, including the PD Software catalogue and a
FREE copy of our current Newsletter (24+ pages), please write

membership P.D. Software and special
offe r hardware and software to:-

to:

w-ei

Wer
CLUB

PO Box 20, HERTFORD, SG13 8NN
(stamp appreciated)
We will also commission Shareware for

public domain distribution; interested

programmers please contact us ASAP

Westerfield,
Suffolk IP6 9AJ

Typical Prices
1040STF (With Mouse)

£510

Fleet Street Publisher

£90

3.5" ST Disc Drive

£130

Flight Simulator II

£40

Goldrunner

£19

Xevious

£19

Fast Basic
SC1224 Colour Monitor
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UK ST CLUB
Swans Nest

£69
£340
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High speed compiler
THERE is a fair bit of friendly competi
tion to see who can produce the best
Basic for the ST. It all started when it was

Roland Waddilove

discovered that Atari's ST Basic, supplied
free with the micro, didn't quite live up to

previews HiSoft s

Basic compiler

expectations.
We have a choice of several different
versions and dialects. Now HiSoft has

added its own compiled Basic to this ever
increasing list. How does it compare with

Hopefully the minor hiccups I encoun
tered will be fixed in the final version.

the others?

I won't go into all the commands avail

HiSoft Basic comes on two discs along

able, except to say that they are the same

with a smart plastic ring binder con

as ST Basic. There are however, several

taining the manual. The discs contain a

combined editor and compiler, a stand

noteworthy extensions.
For instance, in addition to the usual

alone compiler, various libraries and

subroutines there are also procedures

several demonstration programs.

and extended, multi-line functions. The

You are presented with the editing

procedures can be called by simply

screen on loading Basic and the whole
system is Gem based. You use the mouse
along with pull down menus to select

entering their name and parameters can
be passed quite easily.

most of the various functions, although

assumed to be local by default. This
enables recursive programs to be written
quite easily. You aren't restricted to local
variables though, any number of them
can be defined as being global.
As if this wasn't enough, HiSoft has also

All variables inside procedures are

they are also accessable from the key
board.

From here you can enter source code
from the keyboard or load it from disc. As

it's stored in Ascii form you can transfer
programs between HiSoft, GFA and Fast
Basic or use a text editor such as 1st

provided static variables. These are local

variables used within procedures that
retain their value between procedure

Compilation is easy and Figure I shows
most of the options available You can

compile a program to memory and run it,
or compile it to disc as a .PRG file and run

it from the Desktop. The compiled pro
gram can be freely distributed and there
are no royalties to pay on the runtime

Word to edit your listings.
Unfortunately, you can only use the
editor and compiler in medium or high
resolution mode, though you can run the
Basic programs in any resolution. This

While on the subject of variables it is
worth noting that they can be defined as
being double or single precision floating

means 520STFM owners who use a colour

point, long or short integer or string. Str

television will find it hard on the eyes.
HiSoft Basic appears to be very similar
to Atari's ST Basic, sharing most, if not all

HiSoft Basic. Forget ST Basic, the timings

ings have no size limit.

are nowhere near as good as these.
As you can see, HiSoft is far faster than

words to access Gem apart from window

of the commands, statements and func

commands,

tions. It is in fact, intended to be fully

libraries containing many predefined
functions. Through these you can access

Options

but

there

are< several-

the Bios, XBios, Gemdos, VDI and AES.

Table I lists the standard benchmarks for
interpreted GFA and Computer Con

cepts Fast Basic, compiled GFA and

interpreted Basic and is fractionally faster
than compiled GFA Basic. If speed is
essential, HiSoft Basic is the version to go
for.

have is far from finished. Hopefully, the

To sum up: HiSoft Basic is extremely
fast, powerful and compatible with ST
Basic. It has quite an extensive range of
commands and encourages structured
programming. In addition, its friendly

final draft will contain more information.

environment make it a joy to use.

The documentation which is otherwise

excellent, is quite poor in this area,
though it must be said that the manual I

game from the July 1987 issue of Atari ST
User required just five minutes work.

Search

HiSoft Basic is the fastest I've seen.

There aren't any built-in Basic key

compatible, although the pre-production
version I had was not quite perfect.
I compiled several ST Basic programs
and found they needed very few modifi
cations to get them running. The Golf

Desk File

routines included.

calls.

Product: HiSoft Basic
Price £79.95

Progran

Supplier: HiSoft, The Old School, Green

| HiSoft BIISIC CnHpiler BHiSoft 1-87 Options |
Overflew checks

BHLJIpJ

Syiibolic debug

Array checks

I Ho j

Messages on error

Line nunbers

ITS

Debug with HOHBfiS freT]

Pause checks

Break checks

•am
ICE

field, Bedford MK45 SDE
Tel: 0525 718181

rVcsl
rioi

co^ie t.
IHenor-y I Hax size: 28). k

Bench
mark

Interpreted

Interpreted

Compiled

Compiled

Fast Basic

GFA Baste

GFA Basic

HiSoft Basic

1

0.145
0.59

0.105
0.400
1.030
1.015
1.095
1.775
2.865
2.960

0.055

0.100
0.225
0.285
0.310

0.050
0.055
0.200
0.255
0.260

0.615

0.535

0.990
2.195

0.940

2
Variable checks

Eg nil]

Underlines OK

Egrjr

1 Han Speed I IHax Safety I

3

1.310

4

1.470
1.52

5
Cancel

Figure I: The compiler options

Conpile

6

2.595

7

4.15

8

2.750

1.400

Table I: Benchmark timings
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SIMULATION/STRATEGY

RECREATIONAL
AIRBALL

1040 STF+SM 125 (Mono)
£627.15
ATARI

21.95
12.75

ARKANOID
BARBARIAN

21.95

BATTLE ZONE

26.95

CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING

21.95
12.75

CRYSTAL CASTLES

SH 204 20Mb HARD DISC*
£537.56
£5 for delivery

FUJI MF2DD DS/DD 3.5" DISCS*
Box of 10 £14.95
SONY 3.5" DS/DD DISCS*
Box of 10 £16.95

16.95

(Inside Osprey Business Computers)

Middlesex, HA3 5AB
01-861 2407

21.95

BUSINESS/UTIUTY/LANGUAGES
ALTERNATIVE

26.95

16.95

«,RT DIRECTOR

44.95

INTERNATIONAL KARATE
JUPITOR PROBE
KARATE KID II

16.95
12.75
21.95

3ACK PACK
CAD 3-D
DEGAS ELITE

64.95

KARATE MASTER
METRO CROSS

10.95

;AST BASIC (DISC)

21.95

:AST ST BASIC

79.95

MOUSETRAP
PIRATES OF BARBURY COAST
PLUTOS

12.75

:ILM DIRECTOR

54.95

10.95
21.95

-IRST WORD PLUS
:LEET STREET PUBLISHER
SST'C

69,95

ROADRUNNER
SKYFOX

STARGLIDER
STAR RAIDERS

21.95
12.75

PROHIBITION
TRAILBLAZER

16.95

<-SPREAD II
(-SWITCH

21.95

MAPS 8c LEGENDS

16.95
21.95

v/ICRO TIME CLOCK CARD
VIUSIC STUDIO
.HYTHM
SUPERBASE

12.75

21.95

21.95

221B BAKER STREET

21.95

GOLDEN PATH

16.95

16.95
21.95

MOONMIST
THE PAWN

26.95

BUREAUCRACY

29.95

like-minded interests.

Whether there are five or 500 people in the group, they
can all be sent the same information in one operation

E_> J

We will send you
a Free Blank Disk

£5.95
£10.99
£19.99
£36.99
£52.99
£85.99

25
50
100
150
250

£6.95
£11.99
£20.99
£37.99
£55.99
£87.99

£6.95
£11.99
£20.99
£37.99
£55.99
£87.99

£7.95
£12.99
£21.99
£41.99
£57.99
£91.99

£8.95
£14.99
£27.99
£45.99
£63.99
£103.99

£9.95
£17.99
£32.99
£57.99
£80.99
£126.99

C/R = Coloured or reversible disks - reversible disks have two holes and two notches!

Boxes of 10 disks are supplied in plastic cases (worth £1.49).
These disks are packed with a protective jacket (envelope) and come with a full user
set, including a label and a write protect tab. The disks are manufactured to top
international standards and have a hub ring for added protection.

3.5" COMPUTER DISKS BULK PACKED - with

STORAGE BOXES
THE BEST RANGE!

labels etc...
QTY

SS135TPI

DS135TPI

£14.95
£29.95

£16.95

£55.95

£105.95

150

£149.95

£169.95

250

£239.95

£269.95

£35.95

Lockable Storage Boxes from Centec
3.00"
3.50"
3.50"
5.25"
5.25"

Lockable-Holds
Lockable-Holds
Lockable-Holds
Lockable-Holds
Lockable-Holds

60
40
90
50
100

£9.95
£7.99
£9.95
£7.99
£9.95

COMPUTER MONITORS - FULL RANGE STOCKED - BEST PRICES!

Philips CM 8533/CM 8833 - Colour Monitor IRGB for Nimbus/BBC etc
Phffips CM 8852 - Colour/RGB/TTL/Linear Inputs
Philips BM 7502 - High Res Green Screen Monitor - Composite
Philips BM 7522 - High Res Amber Screen Monitor - Composite

£269.95
£299.95
£79.95
£89.95

Philips BM 7542 - High Res White Screen Monitor - Composite

£89.95

Microvitec 1431 - Standard Resolution Colour Monitor
Microvitec 1451 - Medium Resolution Colour Monitor

£179.95
£229.95

Micrevitec 1441 - High Resolution Colour Monitor

£379.95

by the person for whom it is intended.

REMEMBER - All Monitors are delivered free by Securicor! No extras to pay!

Details from 061-456 8383.

CENTEC ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LTD
UNIT 3, THE METRO CENTRE

E3
\

1

BRIDGE ROAD, ORPINGTON
KENT BR5 2BE

TEL: (0689) 61947/62103 (24 hours)

Remember - all prices include VAT and delivery!

There are no hidden extras to pay!
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K3

(tBtiblhhtd 1984)

5.25" COMPUTER DISKS - BULK PACKED - TOP QUALITY
SS48TPI
SS96TPI
DS 48TPI
DS 96TPI
DS 48 C/R
DS 96 C/R

10

£62.95
£119.95

s,ectronic
W+J*
much, much more-

With every £15
Software Order

VERY HIGH QUALITY
VERY LOW PRICES

And each recipient can immediately send a reply, or his

because information sent via MicroLink can only be seen

LIMITED OFFER

PO BOX 78, MA CCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE SK10 3PF

25

It's cheap, reliable - and it's 100 per cent secure,

34.95
79.95
199.95

I RELEASE. TELEPH

50
100

branches.

21.95
89.95

Send Cheque/PCs to:

10

MicroLink to receive daily trading reports from their

34.95
29.95

SUNARO SOFTWARE (US)

. . . instantly.

own comments, to every other member of the group.
Head offices of companies use MicroLink to send daily
memos to their regional offices. Chains of shops use

26.95
69.95
26.95
26.95

Large selection of 8-bit soft ware available

QTY

between groups of people - between branches of a
company, members of a club or just friends with

99.95
49.95
44.95

Free Blank Disc

21.95

NEW TITLES AVAILABLE IM

user group on

MicroLink is ideal for transferring instant information

41.95

'HUNDER
'RIMBASE
VIP PROFESSIONAL

26.95

MERCENARY ST

47.50
44.95

K-GRAPH II
<-RAM

21.95
26.95

JEWELS OF DARKNESS

Set up your own closed

mkroliok

21.95

21.95

VISA

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

21.95

SILENT SERVICE
SUB BATTLE SIMULATOR

HADES NEBULA

LEATHER GODDESSES
HOLLYWOOD HI JINX

5 The Bridge, Wealdstone

SHANGHAI

GOLDRUNNER

ADVENTURE

Video & Software

44.95

21.95
21.95
26.95

29.95

WANDERER 3D
XEVIOUS

PYRAMID

26.95

COLOURSPACE
DEEP SPACE
GAUNTLET

TYPHOON

P&P included
* While stocks last

JALANCE OF POWER
'LIGHT SIMULATOR II
'SION CHESS
.OADRACE 2000

PLEASURESOFT

THE COMBINATION OF FAST EFFICIENT AND FRIENDLY
SERVICE AND EXCEPTIONAL VALUE FOR MONEY HAS ESTABLISHED

PLEASURESOFT AS ONE OF THE AREAS LEADING ATARI MAIL ORDER
ST SPECIALISTS. WE NOW OFFER THE COMPLETE RANGE OF ST
SOFTWARE AT OUR EXCEPTIONAL DISCOUNT PRICES
Goldrunner
Bureacracy

18.45
25.95

Balance of Power
Airball
GFL Football
Guild of Thieves
Prohibition
Barbarian
Boulderdash
Metro Cross
Black Cauldron

22.75
18.45

10 VERBATIM 3.5 DD/DS DISKS+LABELS

18.45
18.45
15.45
18.45
18.45
18.45

ONLY £12.99 inc. P&P

22.75
35.95
18.45
18.45
23.75

Flight Sim II
Tass Times
Pawn
G.A.T.O.
Tracker
Star Raiders
Star Glider
Trallblazer
Chessmaster2000
Crafton & Xunk

15.75
22.75
17.95
15.45
37.75
18.45
18.45
18.45
18.45

Shanghai
Tenth Frame
Road Runner

Gauntlet

18.45
38.75

Speller Bee

520 STM (no mouse)

SCOOP BULK PURCHASE OFFER

229.75
349.75
435.75
675.75

520 STFM
520 STFM+Mono
520 STFM+Colour
1040 STF

Home Planetarium

37.75
18.75

Astrologer
Degas Elite
Rubber Stamp

49.75
31.75
26.75
18.45
Soon
37.75
44.75
26.75

Paintworks
Art Scribe
Advance Art Studio
Art Director
Film Director
Music Studio

Digidrum

Pro Sprite Designer

Kid Talk
Math Talk

Publishing Partner

114.75

ST Accounts

134.75
149.75
124.75
84.75
128.75
79.75
69.75

Trimbase
1st Word Plus
Text Pro

Signum

Payroll by Kyle
Accountant

Book Keeper
Megamax C

15.45
15.45

Lattice C
Fast Basic
GFA Basic
Personnel Pascal

23.75
23.75
23.45
37.75
37.75
37.75

FirstShapes

Fleet Street Publisher

68.75
69.75
63.75
31.75
184.75
84.75

18.45
31.75

Sprite Construction Kit
ST Toolkit
Cornerman
Disk Doctor
KRam

Superbase

46.75

69.75
159.75
36.75
36.75
59.75

P.C.B. Designer
1st Cad
Cad 3D

KSpread II

519.75
598.75
845.75

1040STF+Mono
1040STF+Colour
SPECIAL OFFER
520 STM+Mouse+Mono

Monitor* 1st Word+0.5 Meg
Drive - Only

429.75

All Computers contain
10 Free Disks of Software

SMI 25 Monitor
SCI 224 Monitor

139.99
369.99

SF354 0.5 Meg Drive
SF3141 Meg Drive

139.99
179.99
134.99

Triangle 1 Meg Drive
Triangle Twin Drive

219.99

25 DS Disks

33.99

Write or Phoneforfree catalogue. Wehave hundreds oftitles. Wewill beat any genuineadvertisedpriceon Software In this magazine.
All Items subject to availability
Cheques or PO to:

PLEASURESOFT
P.O. Box 338, Sheffield SI 2 2DZ

Phone: 0742 753776 (Day) 644549 (Evening and Weekends)

All pricescorrect at timeof printing but may be subjectto alteration without prior notice. All pricesare fully Inclusive. Deliveries to UK mainland only.

Comtec Systems

All prices include VAT, Post & Packing

O

Council, L.E.A. &Corporate orders welcome
OVERSEAS ORDERS

58A Wellingborough Road Northampton NN1 4BR

Software, Books, Discs, Leads
Printers, Disc Drives
Computers

Telephone 0604 24463/21763
HARDWARE
OPTION B

Discounted price

Atari 520STM
Atari 520STFM

£259.95
£399.95

£40.00
£70.00

Atari 520STM+Mon Mon-.Disk Drtve+lst word
Atari 520STFM+HI Res Mono Monitor
Atari 520STFM+Med Res Color Monitor

£449.95
£499.95
£799.95
£599.95

£50.00

Atari 1040STF+HI Res Mono Monitor
Atari lMOSTF+Med Res Cobr Mon

£70.00
£120.00
£90.00
£100.00

£699.95

£999.95
£714.90
£743.90

SC1224 12' Med Res Color Monitor

£943.90
£149.95
£399.95

£170.00
£100.00
£120.00
£170.00
£170.00
£30.00
£80.00

Philips CM8833 Medium Res+lnc Leads

£314.95

£40.00

£343.95
£199.95
£999.99
£1299.00

£50.00

Atari 520STFM + PhilipsCM8833
Atari 520STFM + PhilipsCM8852
Atari 1040STF + PhilipsCM8833
Atari 1040STF + PhilipsCM8852
SM125 12' High Res Mono Monitor

£914.90

PhilipsCM8852 Med-HIgh Res+lnc Lead
Atari SMM804 Printer

Mega ST2Meg Ram/Mouse/Mono Monitor
Mega ST4Meg Ram/Mouse/Mono Monitor
Atari ST Mouse Controller

Atari 500k Single Sided Disc Drive
Atari 1000k Double Sided Disc Drive

Atari 20mb Hard Disc (whilst stocks last)

BOOKS
Anatomy of the ST
Atari STprog Guide

Atari Tricksand Tips
Gen on the ST

£12.95

Graphics Applications
Graphics and Sound
STCompanion

£12.95
£12.95
£9,95

STBasic
Logo on ST
Peek & Pokes

£7.95
£8.95
£14.95

Machine Lang

£12.95

ST Internals

£14.95

Atari STExplored
Concise Atari ST Guide

Machine Language Atari ST

£40.00

£130.00
£130.00

£439,95
£689.95
£514.95
£599.99
£849.95
£625.00
£645.00
£770.00
£799.00
£134.95
£349.95
£285.00
£303.95
£179.95
£899.99
£1199.99

£24.95
£149.95

£40.00

£130.00

£199.95
£699.95

£45.00
£180.00

£165.00
£549.70

-

_

£8.95
£15.95

£9.95

First Word Plus

£60.00

ST Doctor

£18.00
£90.00

Fleet Street Publisher
DBase 2
D B Calc

KSpread
Superbase
Cashllnk

Sage Bookkeeper
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus
Art Director
Fast ST Basic Rom

Rim Director

STApplications
Programmers Guide
Advanced Prog. Guide
Atari ST Internals

£15.95
£14.95
£10.95
£14.95

Map Integrated Accounts
Map Payroll
Map Stock Control

68000 Assembly Language

£15.95

Robtek Toolkit

£8.95
£18.95

Robtek Key

68000 User Guide
68000,68010 8c 68020 Primer

£233.00
£349.95
£419.95

•H^MIf*.
£12.95
£14.95
£12.95

£40.00

GAMES SOFTWARE

OPTION A

price with free software

Atari 104OSTF

£2.00
£20.00

£90.00
£40.00
£40.00

£85.00
£300.00
£90.00

£135.00
£190.00
£40.00
£80.00

£45.00
£125.00
£55.00
£40.00

£22.00
£20.00

10th Frame
Arkanoid
Balance of Power
Ballyhoo
Baseball Gamestar
Bureacracy

£18.00
£11.00
£22.00
£22.00
£18.00
£26.00

Championship Wrestling

£18.00

Deep Space

£26.00

Eden Blues
Enchanter
Film Director

£18.00
£22.00
£47.00

Road Runner
Silent Service

Silicon Dreams

Skyfox
Star Trek

Starglider
Super Cycle
Trailblazer
Trubo GT
Winter Games
World Games
Xevious
Zork 1 or 2 or 3
New Releases
Barbarian
Star Raiders

£18.00
£22.00
£15.00

£18.00
£15.00
£18.00
£18.00
£18.00
£13.00
£18.00
£18.00
£18.00
£22.00

Flight Simulator

£38.00

Gauntlet
Gold Runner
Guild of Thieves
Hacker
Hacer2
Hitchhikers Guide
International karate
Karate Kid 2
Leaderboard
Leaderboard Add-On
Leather Goddess
Macadam Bumper

£18.00
£18.00
£18.00
£18.00
£18.00
£22.00
£15.00
£18.00
£18.00
£9.00
£22.00
£18.00

Mercenary Comp

£18.00

Metro Cross
MGT
Mouse Trap
Music Studio
Ninja
Pawn

£18.00
£18.00

Passengers in the Wind

£22.00

Printer Lead

£14.99

Phantasie2
Prohibition
Psion Chess
QBAII
Roadwar2000

£18.00
£15.00
£18.00
£15.00
£18.00

Disc Storage Box

£8.95
£5.95
£15.00
£30.00
£12.00

£18.00
£26.00
£9.00
£18.00

Tai Pan

Vegas Gambler
2021B Baker St

Crystal Castles
Airball

Colonial Conquest
Altair

Crafton and Xunk
Golden Path
S.D.I.
Football Fortunes

£18.00
£12.00
£15.00
£18.00
£18.00
£18.00
£22.00
£18.00
£18.00
£18.00
£18.00
£25.00
£22.00

ACCESSORIES

ST Dust Covers
Branded Discs

Bulk disc Pack (25)
Printer Stand
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BERKSHIRE SOFTWARE
(MAIL ORDER)

10th Frame Bowling

£22.00

Deep Space

£30.00

Arena
Basketball 2 on 2

£25.00
£22.00

Delta Patrol

£22.00

Championship Football (Am)
Championship Wrestling

£22.00
£22.00

Flrebtaster/Warrone (T/P)
Gato (Submarine Sim)

£22.00
£25.00

Electronic Pool
International Karate

£18.00
£18.00

Karate Kid 2

£22.00

Harrier Strike Mission

£40.00

Sttlke Force Harrier
Silent Service

£22.00
£21.00

Skyfox

£22.00

Karate Master

£12.00

Starfleet 1

£48.00

Leaderboard (3D. Golf slm)
Leaderboard Tourney Disc 1
Chess (Psion)

£22.00
£8.95
£22.00

Wanderer 3D (Space Adven.)

£22.00

Shuttle II

£22.00

Classic Bridge

£18.50

Flight Simulator II
Stargllder

£37.00
£22.00

£32.00

Time Bandit

£25.00

Word for Word (Scrabble)

ADVERTISERS'
INDEX
1066 Software

70

Advanced Systems &
Techniques

60,61

Microdeal

64

MicroLink

49

Micromail

74

46

Berkshire Software

74

Microsnips

LARGE SELECTION OF ST 8cXL SOFTWARE AVAILABLE
Please make Cheques & P'/Orders to:

Byte Back

57

Miles Better Software

17

BERKSHIRE SOFTWARE, And mail to 5 Trumbull Rd, Bracknell, Berkshire
RG12 2EP Phone Bracknell 0344-52859,9am-6pm

Cascade...

76

Novasoft

56

Pleasuresoft

73

All Prices Include Posl &Packing and VAT. Overseas orders add £1.00per item

Qvi

Cygnus trading Company

custom software disk

£79

17
72

Chips
Compumart
Computer Concepts
Computer Express

57
75
4,37
70

Fast Basic Disk(new)

£38

Back Pack

£42

Run Time Disk

£10

ST Doctor

£17

Megamax C (new version available soon, order now) £135.
Custom Software from Cygnus: Screen dumps {4 of them), font editor and font installer,
allows system font to match printer font, can do this
with a text editor, for NEC P6/P7 printers In particular £8.
Disassembler (68000), many features £10 Free with Basic cartridge.

DdffliTj

GAMES

Precision Software

9

Pyramid

72

Silica Shop

31

Software Express

36

StartSystems

43

Cygnus Trading Company.74
Desktop Publishing Show 7

Storm

43

Stortsoft

62

DrSoft

64

Sunaro Software

72

Eidersoft

25

Hi-Soft,

42

Supertec
Talent Computers

24
56
70

Comtee

LANGUAGES AND UTILITIES

Fast Basic Cartridge*

CBS
Centec

73

Any game at 15% discount on RRP. Some of the best are:
Bureaucracy (new)
£29
Chess (Psion 3D)
£21
Flight Simulator II
£42
Guild of Thieves
£21

Deja Vu
Hitchhikers Guide

£25
£24

Homeview

12

The ST Club

Jewels ofDarkness

£17 Karate Kid II

£21

Mercenary Comp.

\i\

K.E.C.M

74

Turtlesoft.

18

Silent Service

£21

£21

The Pawn

£21

58
43

UK ST Club

70

please remit in sterling and add £1 plus 50p per item.

Ladbroke Computing
Lightspeed Software

US Gold

Cheques/POs should be made payable do "Cygnus Trading Company" and sent, mail
order only, to:

Mascsoft

74

York Computer Centre

Star Glider

Allprices fully inclusive of first class delivery anywhere on UK mainland. Overseas orders:

2

62

Cygnus Trading Company,
Dept. ST, 77 Mayes Road, London, N22 6TN.

ST MAIL ORDER SPECIALIST

SERIOUS BUSINESS
or SERIOUS HOBBY

ST Entertainment

69.50

Colonial Conquest
Flight Simulator II

520STFM tint. 5Mb D/D
1040STF inc Mouse

First Word*

41,95

MetacomcoC

84.95

25.95

Cumana 1Mb D/D Int. P.S

42.95

Fast Basic

SceneryDiscs No7
SceneryDiscs No11

SMM 804 Printer

22.95

SM125High Res Mon.
Special Packoffers

Gauntlet

22.95

Guild of Theives
Road Runner

22.95
22.95

AllSTs come complete

SkyFox

2Z95
22.95

with 6 Software disks,
Manuals, otc and

OUR SERVICE DOES NOT STOP AT JUST GIVINGCOMPETITIVE PRICES AND A FAST

Chessmaster 2000

FRIENDLY SERVICE. WHY NOTSUBSCRIBE TOOURMONTHLY DISCFORLATEST PRICES,
EXTRA DISCOUNT. PUBLIC DOMAIN ATCOST, NEWSLETTERS, CLASSIFIED ADVERTS AND
MUCH MUCH MORE. SEND £1.00 FOR DISC AND DETAILS.
(•'PRICE MAY ALTER)
SOFTWARE

Atari 520STM

£199.00 </

CaaMMl ST Accounts

Alan 520STM ♦ Mouse

£219.00 *

DBCaJc

AM8208TFM

£229.00 </

Fbghl Simulator II
Fast Basic
Fastcomrn

Alan 520STFM (Irrij ram)

£289.00

Alan 1040 + Mouse

£449.00 •

Alan Mega ST 2rrtb ram * SM12S

£750.00
£975.00

Alan Mega ST 4mb ram + SMI25

Atari SF354(500K)
Atari SF3l4(lmt>)
Cumana Single 1mb

£11300
£157.00
£117.00%
£198.00
£117.00
£565.0
£103.00
£530.00

Cumana Dual Imb

Triangle 1mb
Triangle 20mb Hard Drive

Micro P Single 1 mb

♦

PSU

Atari 20mb Hard Disc
MONITORS
Alan SM 125 Mono Hi Ros

£113.00

Alan SC1224 Mad. Res. Col

£313.00
£249.00
£549.00

Philips 8533 Med. Res. Colour
Philips 6873 Hi-Res Colour
Philips TV Tuner AV7300

£65.00

Sony CPD-1402E MuRiscan

£649.00

£37.00
£59.00
£17.00
£44.00
£44.00
£37.00
£37.00
£17.00

First Word Plus
GaunUel

GFA Basic Comc4ef

K-Commll

K Spread
Leaderboard
Pro Fortran
Pro Pascal

£99.00
£118.00
£55.00

Publishing Partner

Sage Bookeeper
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus

£119.00
£17.00

£17.00
£66.00

Superbase Personal
The Pawn
Trimbase

Epson LX86

£208.00

ADD-ONS

£175.00
£255.00

Hat* ProVideo Digjfcer
Pro Sound Designer
SCSI Interlace (Hard Disc)

£1495.00
£159.00
£210.00
£299.00

PanasonicKXP1081

StarNMO

StarNXtS

500k Ram Upgrade

£603.00

Atari ST 10 Scad

3.5" SSDD (box ton branded)
3.5" DDDD(box ten branded)
3.5" SSOO (bulk pack 25)

£12.00
£15.00

£17.00

£39.00

£12.00

13pintoopenend

DISCS

£6.00

14 pin to 14 pin Drive Lead

£15.00

ST lo Centronics
Most leads and connectors

£12.00

PLEASE PHONE IF YOU CANNOT SEE THE PRODUCTS YOU WANT AND SPECIAL
PACK DETAILS OR SEND £1.00 FOR OUR MONTHLY NEWS DISC.
FURTHER DISCOUNTS FOR C.W.O. PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND POST - E & OE
6600

•*""

K.E.C.M. ES
KNIGHT ELECTRONICS COMPUTERS &MUSIC

I ADDRESS: 8WESTWCOD LANE, WELLING, KENT DA16 2HE
1 CALLERS BYAPPOINTMENT ONLY PLEASE

\^AT REGISTRATION NO. 427 035373
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Degas
TypesetterBite

33.95

1st Mai

25.95

29.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT& FREE UK POST
& PACKING

FULL RANGE OF ST
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

0270 628096

S.A.E. FOR LIST

MICRO MAIL
DeptSTU

Staffs
ST5 2PB

phone

SlarNB24-15

12 Months Guarantee

145.00

Lowest prices on

£235.00

4mb Ram Upgrade
LEADS

with 520 STM"

' Phone Jim Wootton for

228 Orme Rd

torn £65.00
£304.00

£429.00

Leaderboard

£17.00
£66.00
£169.00

2mb Ram upgrade

S-MNB24-10

22.95

76.90

ST Accounts

STUART HOUSE, ARNOLD ST
NANTWICH, CHESHIRE CW55QB

£159.00

Stargiidef
Silent Service

MP165
MP200
Laser Printers from about

17.95

£99.00

VIP (Gem)

PRINTERS

£249.00
£37.00
£37.00

£66.00

GFA Basic Inlorpretor

DRIVES

I

Business & Utilities
Sage Accountant
136.90

22.95

COMPUTERS

•

ST HARDWARE
520STM No Mouse

Alai
BaukJerdash Con Kit

TELEPHONE: 01 301 3745

TELEX 8951182GECOMSfl

Atari ST

9E. E^mAmmEmm ™2™
You have triad the rest

Now try the bast!
RRP

Our Price

Gunship

24.95

The Pawn
Mean 18

24.95
24.95

17.95
17.95
17.95

Xevious
Gauntlet

24.95

17.95
17.95

Atari ST
Star Gilder

RRP
24.95
24.95

Our Price

Handball

Colonial Conquest

29.95

Air Ball

24.95

24.95

23.95
17.95
6.95
17.95

14.95
24.95

17.95

115.95

89.95

89.95

65.95

24.95

17.95

Super Huey

19.95

13.95

Ninja Mission
Shanghai

Leaderboard

24.95

17.95

Arkanoid

Silent Service

24.95

17.95

Mercenary Comp

24.95

9.95

17.95

17.95

10.50

Supercycle

24.95

17.95

World Games
Star Trek

24.95

24.95

17.95
17.95

Alternate Reality

24.95

17.95

Fleet St Publisher
Trimbase
Barbican
Karate Kid II

Prohibition

24.95

17.95

Gold Runner

24.95

17.95

TaiPan

14.95

10.50

24.95

Roadrunner

24.95

17.95

Metro Cross
Stuff

17.95
17.95

24.95

24.95

17.95

Post and Packing freeexceptOverseaspleaseadd £1 per title.Chequeetc madepayableto Novasoft. Lists
are available @ 50p to cover costs, refundable with f rst order. Any title not on our list then please ing our
hotline r ow! Games no t yet

released willbe sent on day of release. Open 7 days.

• inn

NEW LOWER PRICES AND..
EVEN BETTER SERVICE!
NowALLGoods Despatched SAME DAY by istCLASS POST-FREE!

jJJjTTto, details ot oug^rx
""fSKsOMC KX-I
*80 Column-Dot Main*
• 120 CPS - Draft Mode
a 24 CPS - NLQ Mode

Column - Dot Matrix
80 CPS

,

.Friction 8, Tractor Feeds

FncW&T,act0' Fe

#12 Month Warranty

12Month Warranty

0^H £189.00
SAVE E10!

k*^ SAVE
£209.00
OVER E70'

°^

t-^P

MU'0L Storage floT
* fmT^^P^High
Impact Plastic

MP 1

• Holds max 70

TsTcolumn -Dot Main*

-3 5" disks

• 165 CPS - Dratl Mode
• 35 CPS - NLQ Mode

• Fnclion &Tractor Feeds

0NLY £12.95 P0ST

#>Full 2 year Warranty

TOP QUALITY SULK
PACICfn,J»„
^
10
K£,°n3r D|SKS

,»H £229.00
0^V SAVE OVER E30!

to
.Withe above printers need the <5T
fnistoCentronics
cable with onecable
of these!

•nnectto your ST compute Buy -SAVE £5!!!
printers &you pay only W.ab

: POSTAGE - All Prime's

<PAYMENT SCHEME

•indrGuaranteed

;

~" i^'^a5
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ADDITIONAL DISK DRIVES
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Compumart

• Fully Compatible with third Party Software
• Built in Power Supply
• Very Quiet operation

• FREE Disk
Software

X,

• Cumana-1 Meg Drive-Only £145 POST FREE
• Atari - 1Meg Drive - Only £184 POST FREE

SAVE NEARLY £50!
The Compumart 520 STFM
'Supa-Pak' ONLY FROM Compumart!

ST SOFTWARE SPECIALS
• These excellent packages are the BEST in their fields and
ONLY Compumart offer these Excellent Prices and FREE
1st Class Delivery]!!
1

STFM SUPA-PAK'

£139 SS

-

• Atari 520 STFM Computer

• Built in %Meg 3-5" Disk Drive

All this tor the Excellent

• Built in TV Modulator* PSU

• VIP PROFESSIONAL (VIP Technologies)
THE Integrated Spreadsheet/' atabase/

Graphics Package

£199.00

• PUBLISHING PARTNER (Softlogik)

THE Desktop Publishing Package

£145.00

• SUPERBASE PERSONAL (Precision Software)

THE_Friendliest Database with Spreadsheet

£89.00

£389.00

• Atari LanguageDisk
• 5 Disks with C/PM - Utilities/Demo's etc
• 20 Biank 3-5" Disks (worth £27.90)

POST FREE
Ask now for details of our LOW

• MD 70L Storage Box fworth £12 95)

• FAST BASIC (Computer Concepts)

COST Easy Payment Scheme

Also Available- The Full Range of Atari 520 and 1040
Computers. Peripherals etc - Phone Now for Details.

THE Most Comprehensive Basic

-ROM Cartridge

Value Low Compumart
'Supa-Pak' Price

• Mouse Controller
• Gem on ROM

£79.00

• 1st WORD PLUS (GST Systems)

TFEWordprocessor

£69.00

• FLIGHT SIMULATOR II (Sublogic)

THE Ultimate 3D Flight Simulator

£44.00

Whatever Software Requirements you have,we will do our best to
fulfill them. Call us todayfor THE BEST SOFTWARE DEALS. Please
notefaulty softwarewill ONLY be exchangedfor SAME TITLE

MONITORS
ATARI SM 125

ATARI SC 1224

PHILIPS CM 8533

PAPER
S High quality 11 x 9/4

• 60 gsm Weight
SMicro-Perf all round
• 2000 Sheets

ONLY

£14.95
ONLY COMPUMART offer these top qualitymonitors for
ATARI 520's and 1040s at these EXCELLENT PRICES &
with FREE Connector Cables 4 FREE POSTAGE!!!

COMPUMART GUARANTEE
ALL Products are fullyGuaranteed by Compumart.Any HARDWARE
l(ui

products faulty WITHIN 30 DAYS of Purchase(dueto manufacturing
fault) will be replaced for NEW (We will Pay all Carriage Costs) after
that time we will repair AT OUR COST iffaulty WITHIN 12 MONTHS.

PHILIPS CM 8533
ATARI SM 125

$ 12" Mono Monitor

I High Resolution

ATARI SC 1224

©12" Colour Monitor
Medium Resolution

• Tilt & Swivel Base

Special Compumart Price

How to Order...
•Simply lis!your order, name andlulladdress wilh a
cheque orpostal order(made payable loCompumartl and
pos!to ouraddressopposite or© Phoneanyotour3orderlines(24hours) andorder
usingyourcreditcard.Pleasegiveyourlullnameand
address,daytime Phonenumber, detailsot you/orderand

thenameofthemagazine you areordering Irom
$Alfgoods areusually despatched same day —
1stclass post- FREE OFCHARGE1

• For SPEEDY GUARANTEED NEXT DAY DELIVERY by
SECUR1COR. Please addJUST C5 togoods total
©Wewelcome official written purchase orders from pic's,
governmentand educationalestablishmentsetc. Goods

ONLY

Special Compumart Price

ONLY £379.00

© 14" Colour Monitor
I Medium Resolution

Composite Video &
Analog RGB
Special Compumart Price

ONLY::'

ALL of these Monitors are supplied with a FREE ST/SCART

Connector Cable (Worth £19.95) to plug directlyinto your ST!!

Cornpumart
A GREAT DEAL MOREFOR A GOOD DEAL LESS!

will bedespatched onreceipt oforder. 28dayinvoice will
follow.

ft Overseas orders-pleasededuct VAT (!5%t'henadd '
25% forairmail andinsurance (All payments in£
sterling).
•All prices inctude VAT Prices and delivery subject to
availability All goodsfully guaranteed.

COMPUMARTDept AST Unit 8 Falcon Street
Loughborough • Lelcs • LEU IEH

"S 0509-262259/233893 / 266322

out
Action, adventure and derring-dogH^he high seas

